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With the many resources the community, nation, and world has to
offer, global education should be easily implemented into every
classroom. Unfortunately it is not. Before conducting research, it
seemed easy to assume that there was a lack of literature and
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Introduction: The importance of global education
Global education is a concept that is largely ignored by public schools today. The
purpose of global education should be to create well-rounded global citizens that have a broad
understanding and acceptance of people and an awareness of happenings all around the world.
Only then can students have an understanding of the history of our world and how they can make
it a better place today.
In order for young children to learn, to think: for themselves, to engage in their own
opinions and beliefs, to cultivate a passion, teachers must teach in a more hands-on way, using
real people, real-life experiences, real communities, and real issues and find ways to bring them
into the classroom. They need to teach students how to have their own views and opinions when
relating to different topics or issues. When students are taught in this way, they are more likely to
grow up to be well-rounded accepting and active citizens.
In theory, teaching students about the world around them seems to be a popular goal
among school districts around the country. However, in reality, little is being done in the
classroom to connect students with the outside world, including awareness and perspective
taking. Included in this project are many resources that classroom teachers can use to better
support the mission of global education. This project will focus on global education as it should
be taught in schools today on a community level, national level, and international level.
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Community Education
There are a variety of resources and methods available today for teachers to get their
students interacting and learning about their surrounding community. Teachers need to be
familiar with local resources in order to be able to connect curriculum learning to meaningful,
real-life situations and experiences. This kind oflearning can range from taking field studies out
of the classroom, to inviting community members into the classroom to speak with students, to a
range of numerous possibilities. Lisa Marie Jakubowski writes in "Book Beyond Learning:
Cultivating the Pedagogy of Experience Through Field Trips" that children are more likely to
appreciate diversity amongst people if they are actually experiencing it by connecting the
classroom with the community (Jakubowski, 2003).
Although these ideas of interacting with the outside community sound great in theory and
are often met with positive attitudes when put in place, it is not often put in practice in schools
throughout the country. The strong focus in today's schools on standardized test scores leaves
little time for teachers to focus on more meaningful teaching and learning in the classroom. The
pressure put on both teachers and students due to test scores makes it so administrators are
hesitant to even let students spend one day outside of the classroom setting (MacDonald, 2011).
The unfortunate two main reasons service learning is not put in practice in today's school is
because of the lack of time and lack of support by administrators (Hendrikson, 1985).
Although these ideas of interacting with the outside community sound great in theory and
are often met with positive attitudes when put in place, it is not often put in practice in schools
throughout the country. The strong focus in today's schools on standardized test scores leaves
little time for teachers to focus on more meaningful teaching and learning in the classroom. The
pressure put on both teachers and students due to test scores makes it so administrators are
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hesitant to even let students spend one day outside of the classroom setting (MacDonald, 2011).
The unfortunate two main reasons service learning is not put in practice in today's school is
because of the lack of time and lack of support by administrators (Hendrikson, 1985).
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National Education
The importance of teaching students about our country as it is today is a concept that
cannot be understated. Many students today up to the third and fourth grade cannot state the
difference between a city, state, or country. If students are not exposed to these concepts early
on, it will be harder for them to remember later on in their education. Every school's curriculum
should include an understanding of current events that occur nationwide and only then can
students be expected to be civically active citizens as adults. Teachers need to be encouraged to
reach out to classrooms across the country so their students can develop communication skills
while learning from their peers about another culture or region of the country.
At a young age, children need to have an awareness and appreciation of the diversity that
makes up the United States and what makes our America unique. Research suggests that global
education is to be taught through such historical movements as peace education, human rights
and social justice education, and international and multicultural education (Manion, 2008). The
main goal of teaching our students about our country's diverseness and uniqueness is for our
students to become accepting and civil citizens as adults.
Throughout much of its past, America has generally had a relatively productive civil
society in comparison with much of the world. Americans have been brought up with the
internalized notion that citizens can bring about social change as long as passion and dedication
persists. However, as America's youth is becoming more and more dependent on technology, the
constant need to be entertained and pleasured has dominated the need to be actively involved in a
civic life. With the dawning of television, radio, and internet, even political leaders have replaced
their motivation to make our country a better place with incentives to maintain their position of
power. Well into adulthood, individuals are more concentrated on success and power. In tum,
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children then learn from their parents the importance of money rather than putting forth their
ideals within a group to further society, and this notion is carried with them for the duration of
their lives. Cornelius Castoriadis perhaps says it best:
A person's education, not only in the sense of school and
instruction, but education as a constant action of society on
persons, beginning the moment of their birth and ending the
moment of their death and channeled not only through schools but
also through family, mother, company, neighborhood, army,
associations, newspapers, radio, television--education in the
broadest sense and in all forms-must contribute to making
persons truly autonomous. (Castoriadis, 1997).
Castoriadis believes that a person learns not only from school itself, but from the world around
them, including the society and country in which they live in. If a society, such as ours, prides
itself more on individual success and accomplishment than on civic responsibilities, then that's
what people will continually strive for.
In schools, children are taught to read and write, to do math problems, science
experiments, and memorize the names and dates of social studies. What perhaps is more
important than any of that, which is that of an internalized democratic notion comprised of
morals, values, and a way of thinking and acting in daily life, is not taught in schools. As
teachers, it should be our responsibility to instill in our students a democratic sense of being,
practicing the skills of questioning, dialogue, listening, the sense of a common good, a passion
for public affairs, a capacity to revise, and a belief in the moral equality and potential of all
people. Margaret Mead agrees in that if children are exposed to these ideals, they will in turn
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create their own sense of democratic values and attitudes. She says, "Children must be taught
how to think, not what to think." It's not enough just to teach our children the facts. Children
need the motivation, the passion towards public affairs and a civil society, but they cannot have
that without being taught what it means and its importance. In order to do this effectively,
teachers need to reach out and discover resources across the country that can be introduced to
students in order to teach those values of acceptance and responsibility.
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Global Education
As the world becomes more and more integrated as a whole, there becomes a greater
need for what professionals in the field have named global education. Unfortunately after years
of advocacy, and the increasing need for students to develop a diversified perspective of the
world, many schools have not implemented the techniques and goals of global education. In the
realm of education it is important to start where at a place where students can directly relate to
their own experiences, which many times includes the community or family dimension. As
Bernstein and Dewey suggest:
Typically the discussion and inquiry begin with topics that are familiar to them such as
personal friendship - as we might say today, "meeting them where they are." It is only
gradually that Socrates draws them out, enlarging their experiences and bringing out the
complexity that is involved in their opinions and views. Here is the core of Dewey's own
understanding of the educational process, its necessary relation to the opinions, attitudes,
experiences, and emotions of the child. We start with the child's life experiences not for
the purpose of indulging it, but rather to enlarge, enrich, and reconstruct it. Of course,
Dewey emphasizes this activity and growth of experience in a democratic community.
(Bernstein, 2008)
In order to foster student development as unique individuals who are active participants the civic
realm of the world, educators must meet students where their experiences begin and expand and
enrich those experiences in a global way.
Global educationcan not be described by a set of rules or guidelines, instead it is a
method of teaching that, no matter what form it may take whether it be the study of other
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languages, field studies abroad, or the celebration of a cultural holiday, enhances and expands
the student's view of the world. Lee F. Anderson mentions these and other methods of
implementation but ultimately concludes that, "To globalize American education is to expand
opportunities to learn about the world beyond the borders of the United States, and to learn about
American society's relationship to and place in the larger world system. Finally, it means helping
American students to see things from the perspective of other peoples of the world" (Anderson,
1990). This rationale is not culturally bound to the United States, rather, if every word that
specified the ''United States" was taken out, the rationale would still hold true.
Global Education is not simply a means of educating students about the world in which
they live, it is more importantly an overall method of teaching which invokes the techniques and
passion educators must use to broaden their students' minds. Technology has played a key role in
the expansion and integrated influence of the world and it is no longer acceptable, let alone
possible to ignore the cultures and perspectives beyond the borders of a community or nation. It
may be with the same meaningful and interdisciplinary techniques that educators choose for
community and national education, but global education must result in an expansion beyond
those borders. Providing students with global education is giving them the opportunity to
develop compassion and active participation in the ever-expanding and interconnected world. "
Global education provides a means to respond to the challenges and the promises of the new era.
In general, it seeks to offer to students a different perspective-a global perspective-in which to
study and work. If global education in the classroom is effective, one result will be the
development of a sense of global efficacy among students-that is, an understanding of how the
world system operates and the feeling they are capable of influencing it. As students examine
world issues, they learn that in a world of cosmopolitans there is hardly any place for
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provincials" (Diaz, Massialas, Xanthopoulos, 1999). Without a doubt, students who receive
effective global education will develop a compassion for world issues and an open-minded
perspective, which will not only expand their view of other cultures, but also view themselves as
global citizens. The ultimate goal then of global education is to create global citizens who are
passionate and active within their community as well as their shared world.
Many of the same strategies used for community education and national education can be
implemented when applying global education to the classroom such as service learning and the
use of collaboration between classrooms. The variety of content and structure of the lessons may
be different but the same goal of making education more effective and meaningful to students
through the creation of connections and real application is the same. Students learn most
effectively through experience no matter what the topic or underlying purpose of the activity is.
When students are allowed to contribute and think critically to a world issue they will see their
impact and hopefully continue to let passion motivate them in a change for a better world. When
students are given the opportunity to converse and collaborate with students in a classroom
halfway around the world, they develop a broader understanding of that specific culture, but also
begin to understand the connection amongst all people in the world.
The resources available to educators for this type of education are far reaching and
continuously expand all over the world. Technological developments continue to influence the
way global education is approached and now allows classrooms to connect and collaborate
beyond the borders that may have constricted them before. Global education cannot be ignored
with the diversification of schools and the work place. Many schools turned their attention to
multiculturalism as a key focus in the development of their students. Students will inevitably
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experience global influence in their lives, which makes a strong case for educators to guide them
in developing a world perspective without prejudice or stereotype.
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OrKanizations in Support of Global Education
Organizations such as the National Service-Learning Clearinghouse and the National
Youth Leadership Council promote service learning within the community and state how much
students benefit from participating in such projects outside of the classroom. Both organizations
include lesson plans and projects that allow classrooms to reach out and connect with their
community and surrounding world that fosters leadership, peace, responsibility, and acceptance.
Additionally, both organizations also promote Learn and Serve America, a group that promotes
service-learning through the country by engaging students in K-12 schools to interact in a
meaningful way with their surrounding communities. By providing grants, resources, training,
and research to schools across the United States, Learn and Serve America aims to instill ethics
of lifelong learning and community service in addition to fostering students academic and civic
skills (LSA, 2011).
A K-5 elementary school in Milwaukee, Wisconsin is one of the few in the country that
focuses on global education. Lloyd Street Global Education School's vision is for their students
to "demonstrate the ability to communicate and work effectively in our diverse, multicultural
world. They will have respect for themselves and others and a caring connectedness to the Earth
and all life on it." The school's focus on global education involves teaching perspective-taking
and awareness of issues that affect human life anywhere on the globe. Teaching students these
values will help dismiss prejudices students may have at a young age, the school believes. Lloyd
Street has a particular focus on their "Global Week" that takes place at the end of each school
year in which each classroom presents what they have studied about a particular country. The
students are able to present what they have learned through projects and performances and
celebrate with guests from the countries studied. Principal of Lloyd Street Global Education
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School, Clavon Byrd Sr. says that what sets this school apart from others is that "Our students
are equipped with the skills necessary to become engaging leaders in our diverse society. We
value global awareness, technological competence and cultural harmony."
Lloyd Street is also one of many schools involved in an ACE (Arts in Community
Education) program in which students "foster music appreciation through a series of culturally
diverse experiences." The program is expansive as it involves the Milwaukee Symphony
Orchestra, artists and art organizations in addition to 25 schools in the Milwaukee area. The main
benefits of this program is that it is integrated in all academic curriculum areas in order to
promote individualized critical thinking, creativity, communication skills, and more. The
program also encourages perspective-taking and global awareness as it focuses on multicultural
arts.
The National Education Association is another organization that promotes global
learning. This group focuses mainly on issues associated with international relations and how it
can be related to teachers, students, and learning in the classroom. This organization includes
curriculum guides and teacher resources that teachers can implement within the classroom
setting. Many of these resources include lesson plans, projects, guides, workshops, reviews,
news, and more.
Facing the Future is a resource in which teachers can download or buy globally-centered
curriculum materials. This resource focuses on connecting the economy with society and the
environment. By encouraging critical thinking, global perspectives, and informed action, Facing
the Future reaches all 50 states in the U.S. and over 120 countries. Their curriculum is structured
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to meet the needs of standards all across the country and professional development programs are
offered for educators.
Many schools who have implemented Facing the Future materials have all come out with
positive feedback on the resource. A middle school social studies teacher said about the
materials: "Facing the Future has provided a strong, positive framework which helps students get
a grasp on very complex issues. Students become engaged in the activities. Problems and
solutions become tangible for them and they feel less overwhelmed and confused by the many
serious questions facing all of us." After having experienced resources from the Facing the
Future program, one sixth grade student from Washington said, "Before I didn't realize the
problems in the world apart from those of North America, but now I realize the whole world is
connected."After a five-year study done after using resources such as these that teach students
about global issues and encourage different perspectives, 86% of teachers surveys shows an
increase in student engagement and 93% said that their students increased their global
perspective and belief that they can make a difference.
The National Peace Corps Association has many resources that teachers can use to
encourage students to become globally aware. In addition to providing lesson plans and other
classroom materials, the association supports networking, helps teachers fmd resources, has
professional development opportunities, and has online newsletters for teachers to use.
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Skype in the classroom
Skype is an economical and meaningful way to connect students with the outside world,
on a community, national, or international level. Founded in 2003 and with over 600 million
users worldwide today, Skype is a computer software application that allows users to instant
message and make voice and video calls over the Internet. In recent years, teachers have used
Skype in the classroom to talk to authors, experts, professionals, and other classrooms in order to
connect students with people, places, and ideas to enhance classroom learning. Teachers have
facilitated connections through social networking sites and more recently, Skype has created
"Skype in the Classroom," in support of teachers who use Skype within the classroom walls.
"Skype in the Classroom" includes a directory of educators that can create a profile of their
classroom, chat with other teachers, and match classrooms for video conferencing. There are
also many other resources available that provide teachers with ideas and ways to incorporate
learning through Skype into the curriculum. For instance, the Skype an Author Network at
skypeanauthor.wetpaint.com is a way for educators to connect authors with their classrooms
through virtual visits on Skype.
Teachers who have used Skype in their classrooms have positive reviews on the
experience. On a ProTeacher.net post, one teacher said she had her third grade students research
the state they lived in and write letters about the state to another classroom in another state. After
a few months of writing letters to each other, both classrooms planned to use Skype via
SmartBoard to have the students interact with each other in a more personal way. The students
asked questions about each other's schools and what it's like to live in their community and
state. Both classrooms had 100% student participation and students seemed eager to talk with the
other students. The benefits of communicating with a classroom in another state using this
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method includes not only practicing written and oral communication skills, but introducing
students to new perspectives and learning more about their country from their peers.
Another teacher posted that she used Skype in the classroom to communicate with her
brother who was deployed overseas in the military. This allowed the students to observe a u.s.
Air Force Pilot actually working. He was able to give to describe what it was like to be in
another country, give the student a virtual tour of the plane, and answer student questions. This
experience allowed the students to make a real life connection between what they learn in the
classroom about war and the military with someone who experiences it firsthand. This teacher
reported that the students were patient and enthusiastic about the Skyping experience.
Other teachers who have used Skype have used it to connect with their surrounding
community. One teacher used it as a show-and-tell between her classroom and another classroom
in another school building in the community. It can also be used to communicate with
community officials and other people in the classroom who would be able to contribute to some
aspect of curriculum learning but who is not able to be in the classroom in person.
ePals.com is an online global community that uses a project-based learning network to
connect students with other students, parts of the world, and issues that affect different parts of
the world today. According to the website's home page, "With classrooms in 200 countries and
territories, ePals makes it easy to connect learners locally, nationally, or internationally." ePals
partners with National Geographic in their online projects, including holidays and festivals
around the world, natural disasters, maps, water, digital storytelling, weather, global warming,
and natural habitats. Each project can be done in collaboration with another classroom in the
community, state, country, or around the world through email, Skype, or other means of
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communication. Additionally, each project includes an overview, essential questions, objectives,
a culminating activity, standards, and a project calendar. ePals also collaborates with the
Smithsonian Institution and includes a variety of explorations students can interact and
participate with.
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Lesson and Activity Rationale
With the clear necessity to include community-, national-, and global-based education
within the classroom, there develops a multitude of techniques and methods to be used. The aim
of this collection is in not to set forth a clear-cut set of guidelines and activities that must be used
when teaching from these perspectives, but instead present a wide range of the type of activities
that will promote them. Within the collection are many hands-on techniques, which not only
make the experiences more applicable to the students' lives, but also foster the social and
emotional development of the students. The goal of these activities is to expand student thinking
in a way that creates active citizens that have the passion to contribute within their community,
nation, and globe.
Many of these lessons and activities can be enhanced through technology if available.
The quantity of technology, whether it is lacking or completely integrated, should not limit the
teaching from these educational perspectives. Students should engage in collaboration with peers
and actively participate discussion and debate involving small- and large-scale issues.
Many of the activities have been extracted from the Project Learning Tree Activity
Guide, which in the pursuit for environmental education, has also provided lessons and activities
that are effective for the integration of community-, national-, and global-based education. Many
of these activities themselves expand and enrich the open-minded development of students and
their place in the world. Activities were also chosen that in conjunction with pen pals or some
other type of collaboration across border, can help students learn more about their own
environment and the environment of other students around the world as well as cooperate in an
effort to change some of the largest global issues. All of the activities were chosen based on the
17
effectiveness of the educational techniques implemented as well as the ability to easily integrate
them into a diverse and interdisciplinary curriculum. The activities and lessons collected also
contain key aspects of community-, national-, and global-based education and would be highly
effective in the pursuit of the related perspective and goals. The activities are ways in which
educators can provide enriching experiences that foster the open-minded and compassionate
development of students, academically, emotionally, and socially. This will allow them to not
only succeed in a more diverse world but also advocate for change.
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Primary Subject: Social Studies Grade Level: K-12 (Alt MSA & HSA)
Additional Subject Area Connections: Health, Math, Art, Language Arts and
English, Family and Consumer Sciences, Life Skills
Unit Title: Flavors and Favors
Type(s) of Service: Direct, Indirect, &
Advocacy
Students participating in seroice-leaming projects haoe a
wide range of abilities, challenges, and needs. Teachers and
parents may provide a greater amount of guidance and
assistance before, during, and at project completion.
Procedures and steps described in the unit may be enhanced,
modified, or excluded, as dictated by the needs of the students.
Various assistive technologies may be used to meet the
individual needs of students in order to complete the project.
Unit Description: The students will learn
about being responsible and supportive
members of the school and neighboring
community. They will be providing decorative food bags/baskets and paper goods to
families in need.
Potential Service-Learning Action Experiences:
• Find local organizations in need of special occasion food donations for school
and community distribution and sponsor a food drive to assist them. (indirect)
• Hyour school already participates in an annual food drive, special education
students could help collect and organize appropriate food based on the list of
items selected to fill each bag. (indirect)
• Deliver food to identified families. (direct)
• Educate peers about issue of hunger and broaden the pool of participants
through a campaign designed to increase involvement. (advocacy)
• Solicit local businesses willing to donate needed items. (indirect)
Service-Learning Special Education Unit: Flavors and Favors
Maryland State Department ofEducati(J1Z
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Alignment with Maryland's
Best Practices of Service-Learning:
Flavors and Favors
1. Meet a recognized community need
Students will survey their own school and neighboring organizations for a list of
families in need of special occasion food baskets or help organize and participate
in a school-wide food drive to benefit an organization serving those in need.
2. Achieve curricular objectives through service-learning
Students willieam about being responsible and supportive members of the
school community. Students will practice communication, functional math,
functional reading, social, writing, and motor skills. Students will log their
donations and itemize them. Students may use keyboarding or an adapted
keyboard to itemize donations. The school designees (which may be the teacher
or principal) will then decide on appropriate recipients. They will categorize
needed food and paper goods for food drives.
3. Reflect throughout the service-learning experience
Reflection on meeting people's everyday basic and
emergency needs will be ongoing. Students can
watch movies, read stories, or listen to music as a
springboard for group discussions about helping
those in need.
4. Develop student responsibility (Students have
opportunities to make decisions about the
service-learning project.)
Students and staff will create an action plan for
delegation of tasks. The action plan will include
necessary tasks, resources needed, and students'
ownership of responsibilities.
5. Establish community partnerships
The students will contact local organizations, businesses, and partner schools to
participate in the collection and distribution drives through their local
networking resources, such as the Parent Teacher Association or Parent Teacher
Organization.
Service-Learning Special Education Unit: Flavors and Favors
Maryland State Department of Education
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6. Plan ahead for service-learning
The students will address and seek approval and/ or support from their peers
through student organizations, school, family, and community committees.
Students will advertise by designing and making posters and flyers for
community and school distribution. Letters should be sent home to parents to
explain the aspects and goals of the project.
7. Equip students with knowledge and skills needed for service
Students willieam about the concepts of citizenship, civic responsibility and the
importance of helping each other and those in need. Students will explore the
issue of hunger and how not everyone has all the resources they need. Students
will identify upcoming special occasions that are celebrated in their local school
and neighboring community for which they could provide food for those in
need. The students will request that guest speakers visit the school and describe
the needs of their organizations. Have the students submit an article to the
school newspaper informing the school community about the project. They can
also speak at a Parent Teacher Association or Parent Teacher Organization
meeting to involve it in the gathering of materials needed to carry out the project.
Service-Learning Special Education Unit: Flavors and Favors




These procedures represent activities that can be incorporated into a service-learning lesson on
this specific topic, but can be changed to meet individual classroom interests or varying
community needs. You are encouraged to adapt these procedures tofit your unique classroom
and community and to solicit student input in planning and decision making.
1. Introduce the service-learning project by discussing service-learning and
citizenship with students and engaging in activities to explore those themes. A
resource to support this topic can be found at
www.servicelearning.org/resources/bring learning/.
2. Students willleam about people and
families who need basic necessities like food
everyday or in emergency situations. A
local organization/ group will be identified
to be the partner in this project and
recipient or distributor of food collected.
The community partner could provide a
speaker to explain the need to students.
3. Students will create for school-wide
distribution a list of needed food and paper
product items. They will advertise this
need in a variety of ways (announcements,
posters, etc.).
4. The collection period should be two weeks.
The school may host a competition to
stimulate collection.
5. Students will sort, categorize, and fill
bags/baskets with designated items.
Directions can be in picture form.
6. Once the inventory is determined, students will contact local organizations
through letter writing, phone calls, or e-mailing, to fill the necessary items for
appropriate bag/basket needs.
Service-Learning Special Education Unit: Flavors and Favors
Maryland State Department of Education
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7. Students will decorate the bags/baskets and gift tags for the appropriate
occasion and label them.
8. Scheduling and transportation of items to the designated organization will be
arranged (by partnering with a local business, school family or community
members).
9. Students will assess the outcome and effectiveness of the special occasion project
or food drive. Students may reflect on the project by reviewing photos taken
through various steps of the project. Students can also watch movies, read
stories, or listen to music as a springboard for group discussions about the
importance of helping those in need.
10. Reflect and evaluate the effectiveness of the project by completing the Rubric for
Assessing the Use of the Maryland's Seven Best Practices of Seroice-Leaming which
can be found at www.mdservice-Iearning.org.
Possible Extension:
*Each grade level will focus on a designated piece of the project. For example,
kindergarten decorates the gift tags, first grade sorts and counts the items, etc.
Alternatively, art decorates the gift tags, language arts/English writes the letters for
donations, and math charts the collections, etc.
Created: July 2009
Division of Student, Family, and School Support
Youth Development Branch
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Title of Project: Elders as Pen Pals
Grade Level: 1st-3rd grade
Number of Students Participating: 50
Contributed by: Gayl Loutzenheiser
Teacher: Ms. Ozuna & Ms. Olson
School: Highlands Elementary
District or County: Boise School District
Overview/Description of Project:
First graders were assigned an elderly pen pal from an assisted living center who may not
have family or friends locally to visit. They initially met their pen pal on a field trip to the
assisted living center, and then wrote monthly letters. During Christmas the students made
Christmas ornaments for the elders.
Goals:
Make a new friend with an elderly person, learn about different life styles, cultures and
generations. As a result of this service it was hoped the students would have more
understanding and empathy towards senior citizens. Enhanced reading and writing skills.
Core Content Areas:
(teacher completes this section)
English/Language Arts: writing skills; sentence structure; reading.
Social Skills: meeting and interviewing pen pals.
Art: Drew pictures to accompany letters. Made Christmas ornaments for elderly.
PARC MODEL STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE
STEP 1:PREPARA TION
Contacted the Agency on Aging to get referrals of elders who would like to be pen pals.
Planned field trip to have students meet their pen pals and ask them questions. The following
books were read to give 1st graders a feel for elderly people:
Wilfred Gordon McDonald Partridge by Mem Fox
"Can you do this Old Badger?"
"Somebody Loves you Mr. Hatch"
The students chose topics to write about each month, and created a list of questions they
wanted to ask their new pen pals. They also chose what pictures they wanted to share with
their pen pals.
STEP 2:ACTION
The students went on a field trip to meet their pen pal and ask their questions. The students
wrote and received monthly letters from elderly pen pals. There were various art projects
each month to accompany the letters.
STEP 3:REFLECTION (Reflection is not sequential; rather it is encouraged
throughout the Jesson)
The students wrote and journaled about what they liked about having pen pals, and what they
learned. The class also spent time talking about the field trips and how they felt.
STEP 4: CELEBRATION
Reflection letters were shared with parents and staff. A photo slide show was prepared of the
class field trip to present to students and families.
Circles of the Earth Bracelet Lesson Plan
Grade - K-2
Objectives -
Students will be able to ...
Recognize the importance of using the land, air, water, and
animals
Discuss ways to keep our planet safe
Understand how everything on Earth is interrelated
Materials -
Pipe cleaners, one for each student
Beads (Yellow,clear, blue, green, white, black, orange)
One of each color for each student
Procedure -
-Opener: Are you a good friend to planet Earth? There are lots of easy
things you can do in your home and school every day to help save the
land, air, water, and even animals. Let's celebrate our Earth by learning
new ways to help keep our planet healthy. Wewill make a "Circles of the
Earth" bracelet that shows how everything on Earth is related to
everything else.
-Start by taking a pipe cleaner. This pipe cleaner is the Earth. Twist the
pipe cleaner into a circle. Earth is a circle, spinning through space,
rotating on its axis, revolving around the sun. The Earth and sun give us
the circle of the seasons and the circle of night (black bead) and day
(orange bead). Add a black and orange bead to your pipe cleaner to
represent night and day.
-Add a clear bead to the Earth. This clear bead represents people. People
move in circles. The Earth provides us with everything people need to
survive.
-Add a blue bead to the Earth. The blue bead represents water. Water
rains down on land and collects in oceans, rivers, lakes, and streams. It
evaporates back up in the sky and collects in clouds. The clouds become
heavy, and rain falls down to land again.
-Add a green and brown bead to the Earth. The green bead represents
plants and the brown bead represents soil. Plants grow from soil and
provide food for animals. Animals provide food for other animals.
Animals die and decompose. New soil is made, new plants grow.
-Add a white bead to the Earth. This bead represents Air. Animals breath
oxygen and exhale carbon dioxide. Plants take in carbon dioxide, use it
to make food, and give off oxygen. Animals breathe it in again.
-Add a yellow bead to the Earth. This bead represents the sun. The sun
provides warmth for light for all of the Earth's circles. Without the sun,
plants and animals would not survive. The sun binds us together.
-When all the beads are on, carefully thread the unknotted end back
through the clear bead. Tie a knot at the end of the unknotted end. The
clear bead acts as an adjuster bead.
Evaluation IAssessment
Discuss with students how we can help save different aspects of Earth.
As an extension, have students draw a representation of saving an aspect
of the Earth.
Lesson Plan Source: Ag in the Classroom
P is for the Prairie State Lesson Plan
Grade - K-3
Objectives -
Students will be able to ...
Understand Illinois history and what our state stands for and
represents
Materials to use for the symbols-
Soil - craft sand or real soil sam ple
Flower - paper flower or silk flower
Grass - grass seed
Crops -corn, pumpkin and soybean seed
Mammal - cotton ball
Bird - red craft feather
Fish - blue fish confetti
Snack - popcorn kernel
Slogan - penny
Tree - acorn or silk leaf
Insect - butterfly confetti
Dance - square piece of cloth in
bandana pattern
President - graduation confetti
for land grant colleges
Procedure -
-Opening - An interesting part of Illinois history is the selection of our
state symbols. Many of our state symbols were suggested by school
children and represent the richness and vitality of Illinois.
- The teacher will instruct students to use these items to create the
Illinois Agriculture Charm. Put a little of each item in a jewelry-size re-
sealable bag, discussing each item and how it relates to Illinois. Then
punch a hole in the top of the bag and use yarn to make it into a
necklace.
Evaluation/ Assessment
-Quiz students (or by discussion) on the symbols of Illinois and their relationship to the state.
Lesson source: Ag in the Classroom
Illinois State Symbols
Symbol Relation to Agriculture
State Soil Drummer-Flannigan The fertile coil that grows all our
agricultural crops.
State Flower Purple Violet A native wildflower that blooms in
early spring-
State Grass Prairie Grass Made Illinois soils more fertile and is
why our state is known as the Prairie
State
Top Crops Corn, Pumpkins and Illinois ranks #1 in pumpkin
Soybeans production and #1 or #2 annually in
corn and soybean production
State Mammal White Tailed Deer Whitetail deer graze on native foods
and play an important role in the
food web of Illinois. Whitetail deer
have a preference for farm crops. This
does result in the need to balance
deer numbers so as to satisfy both
hunter demand, landowner tolerance
and deer health.
State Bird Cardinal Consumes insects that can be harmful
to crops,.
State Fish Blue Gill Raising fish for consumers in an
import market in Illinois agriculture.
Fish food contains soybean meal and
oil.
State Snack Popcorn Illinois is the third largest producer of
popcorn in the us. We have 333
popcorn farms that grow about
47,000 acres of popcorn each year.
State Tree White Oak Tree A native tree to Illinois, it is an
excellent source of food for wildlife.
State President Land Grant Universities Universities provide agriculture
career training.
State Insect Monarch Butterfly Play important role in the pollination
of plants
State Slogan Land of Lincoln
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Vocabulary
• Identity: The special qualities that
make each of us different.
• Culture: The behaviors, beliefs, arts,
and products (things) of a community
or group of people.
• Diversity: The way we are all special
and different from each other.
Materials /Preparation
• Class set (or overhead transparencies)
of the song lyrics: So Much the Same
(Judy and David Gershon)
• Copy (or multiple sets) of My Map
Book (Sara Fanelli)
• Class set of handout: My Identity and
Culture
• Large poster paper and crayons,
markers, or colored pencils
• One assessment rubric for each
student





1. Ask students to stand in a circle and to
introduce themselves by demonstrating
something unique about them - without
using words! Instead, they should
pantomime (act without speaking) a
quality, characteristic, or interest that is
part of their identity. For example, show
us your love for dancing by pointing
to your heart and then dancing, or
your fear of swimming by pretending
to swim, then struggling. The teacher
should begin, and then go around the
circle twice so that each student can
offer 2 aspects of his/her identity.
2. Ask students to name the 2 things that
each student demonstrated about his/
her identity.
3. Ask for a definition of personal
"identity." Write this definition of
identity on the board: Identity: The
special qualities that make each of us
different. (Note that identity is actually
synonymous with "individuality.")
4. Give students a definition of "culture."
Write this definition on the board:
Culture: The behaviors, beliefs, arts,
and products (things) shared by a
group of people.
5. Ask students to brainstorm some of the
behaviors, beliefs, arts, organizations,
and things that are common to their
cultures. This may include age-driven
behaviors, religious or political beliefs,
languages, types of art or music, local
organizations, clothing, and technology
or anything that is "built."
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STORY: My Map Book (Sara Fanelli)
20 minutes
Background information for the teacher:
Sara Fanelli was born in Italy and lived in
London when she wrote My Map Book.
She uses "maps" as a metaphor to explore
personal identity, mapping her face, neigh-
borhood, family, dog, and even her heart.
The book is primarily visual, with labels
rather than narrative text.
1. Together, read this very short picture
book, taking time to admire and discuss
the different types of maps that Sara
Fanelli created. As you proceed, have
students try to predict what map might
come next.
2. Discussion questions:
•What is a map?
•What kinds of maps did Sara paint?
•What have we learned about Sara's
identity through her maps?
• How is she different or the same as
you?
• What might be different about her
culture?
3. How are the pages "Map of my Family"
and "Map of my Heart" different?
(They are not mapping physical places
like her bedroom and school, but
people, favorites, and feelings.)
BRAINSTORM: Identity and Culture
20 minutes
Using the handout, My Identity and Culture,
students list some of the things that make
up their own personal identity and culture.
1:<-2 students may complete this task orally
or the teacher may list a sampling of items
on the board. Alternatively, K-2 students
can draw small images of their favorite
things - a "visual brainstorm."
POSTER AND SCAVENGER HUNT: Map of
Myself
45 minutes
1. Have students make a map (like
one of the pages in My Map Book)
that shows their identity and culture
through pictures and words. Study
the handout, My Identity and Culture,
to get ideas. Students do not have to
include everything on their map, but
encourage them to include a variety
of images, including activities, beliefs,
and objects.
2. Have them begin by making an
outline that takes up most of the page,
perhaps in the shape of a body, a
head, or a heart. They can choose
any outline shape that they feel good
about. For example, if a student loves
dragons or guitars she might want
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to make an outline of a dragon or a
guitar for the border of her map. It
might be wise to draw this outline in
pencil first, then use something bolder,
like a marker, to make it stand out
clearly.
3. Then, using a pencil, students fill
the inside of their map outline with
smaller objects: the things that make
up their identity and culture (referring
to their handout). Label these objects.
Remind them to remember how Sara
Fanelli did this using simple shapes
and block print labels. Stick figures
are fine. They can also use symbols,
such as a peace sign, or a religious
symbol, etc.
4. When all of the posters are
reasonably complete, have students
do a silent gallery walk or scavenger
hunt where they will be looking for:
• One thing that surprised them
• One thing that is very different from
their own identity
• One thing that is similar to their own
identity
• One thing that they do not
understand
5. Have a few volunteers report to the
class on what they found: Surprises?
Differences? Similarities? Confusion?
6. Discussion: Why are there differ-
ences in our identities? Why is that a
good thing? (You may wish to share
the Native American metaphor of the
Central Fire, which, like culture, has a
life of its own, but is created by diverse
individuals and everyone who brings
wood to it.)
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STORY: Fish is Fish (Leo Lionni)
20 minutes
Background information for the teacher:
Fish is Fish is about 2 friends who play
together everyday: a tadpole and a
fish. Fish is growing bigger, but Tadpole
is growing bigger and changing in
appearance as well. Fish cannot under-
stand why Tadpole grows legs and he does
not. One day, Tadpole changes completely
and leaps out of the water where they had
always lived. Fish thinks about his friend
every day. He wonders why Tadpole left
and if he will ever return. Finally, one day
Tadpole did return, but he was no longer
a tadpole; now he was a frog, and he had
many great stories to tell Fish. He told of all
the great and beautiful things that he saw.
As Fish listens to Frog's tales of the world,
he imagines all the characters as fish. The
story highlights the limits of identity, and
how we need to admire the differences
around us - but also develop and maintain
a healthy sense of our own identity and not
project it onto others.
1. Read the book, Fish is Fish aloud.
Pause occasionally to ask students to
try to predict what events or images
might come next.
2. Reflection questions:
• What did the tadpole discover he
had grown during the night?
• Why was Fish unhappy?
• What was the source of his
confusion?
• Where did the frog go after he
climbed out of the water and onto
the grassy bank?
• What kinds of things did the frog tell
the fish that he saw while out in the
world?
• How did Fish get hi, new iden
• In the end, did the tog agree
Fish when he said, "ts;.i..~his fi§ "
• How do you think Tadpole would
describe YOU?
SONG: So Much the Same (Judy and David
Gershon)
15 minutes
Background information for the teacher:
Judy and David have released 15 albums
and 4 videos and have sold over 5 million
recordings worldwide. Their credo, "music
is not a spectator sport," explains their
interactive musical style. To learn more,
visit: http:!~udyanddavid.com.
1. Ask students to explain what the
following line means: "Takes all kinds
of people to make the world go round."
2. Together, with or without musical
accompaniment, sing So Much the
Same as a chant (either speaking
rhythmically or singing the words).
Gather the students in a circle and
lead them through the song with
clapping, stomping, or simple hand!
body gestures to go with the lyrics.
This will help students to both learn
the lyrics and understand concepts.
3. Discussion: How are we "so much
different, so much the same?" How
can people be unique in their identity
and culture, but still enjoy other
identities and cultures?
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Grades 3-4 Extension Activities
• Visit www.EdChange.org or www.
Tolerance.org to learn about and lead
activities on multicultural awareness
and activism for tolerance in your
school, on sports teams, or in commu-
nities. Whenever possible, give
students leadership responsibilities for
activities or events.
• Have students write their own version
of My Favorite Things, using the same
melody and lyrical device (e.g., stanza
structure). Lyrics for the original song
are included at the end of this lesson.
Action Projects
• Interview people in the community
(either the school community or the
students' larger community) to learn
about their interests, their roles in the
community, and what makes them
special. Students prepare interview
questions and take pictures or make
portraits of the individuals they
interview to create a book about the
people who make up their community.
• Survey people in the community to
find out where they were born, when
they moved to their current location,
and why. Use maps to locate where
community members are from. Create
a mural that depicts the unique
identities found in the local community.
• Engage in an oral history project
by having students interview older
students ("student buddies") and
create biographies of their partners.
A celebration can serve as a venue to
share the oral histories.
Additional Resources
• From the EdChange Multicultural
Pavilion, a rich collection of




• For Scholastic lessons on diversity:
http://teacher.scholastic.com/
professionallteachdivel
• For news, awareness-building
activities, and action projects focused
on fighting hate and intolerance, visit
Teaching Tolerance:
http://WWW.tolerance.org/
• For an international perspective and
a Universal Declaration on Cultural
Diversity, visit the Office of the United
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My Identity and Culture
NAME _
Identity: The special qualities that make each of us different.
Culture: The behaviors, beliefs, arts, and products (things) of a community or group of
people.
DIRECTIONS: Write key words for each category. For example, next to FAMILY,you
might write the names of your parents, siblings, and grandparents. Next to ETHNIC
BACKGROUND, you could write down where your family came from, the race or races of








MY BELIEFS (personal, family, or religious):
MY PETS:
MY FAVORITE THINGS: _
MY FAVORITE FOODS:
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Assessment Rubric. Map of Myself
STUDENT:
CRAFTSMANSHIP
The map outline is clear.
The images show sincere gffQr1
and are clear and expressive.
Images are labeled, as needed.
CONTENT
The images show thoughtful
selection of aspects of
personal and cultural identity.
The images are varied and
there are at least 6:
2 each from the 3 areas of




The map outline is clear.
The images show sincere gffQr1
and are clear and expressive.
Images are labeled, as needed.
CONTENT
The images show thoughtful
selection of aspects of
personal and cultural identity.
The images are ~ and
there are at least 6:
2 each from the 3 areas of
culture: activities, beliefs, and
things.
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SoMuch the Same
By Judy and David Gershon
For lyrics and an iTunes link online: http://judyanddavid.com/Songbook/S.html#somuchthesame
In my class we playa game
It's called so much different, so much the same
You gotta stand up tall if we're talking about you
Then sit back down - that's all you gotta do
It's so much different, so much the same
So much different, so much the same
If your hair is brown, stand up tall
If your hair is black, stand up y'all
If your hair is blond, stand up high
If your hair is red, give it a try
Stand up if your hair's not one of these
Now sit back down everybody if you please
It's so much different. ..
If your eyes are brown, stand up tall
If your eyes are blue, stand up y'all
If your eyes are green, stand up high
If your eyes are hazel, give it a try
Stand up if your eyes aren't one of these
Now sit back down everybody if you please
We got kids of every shape and size
Different colour skin, different colour eyes
Some from the country, some from a town
Takes all kinds of people to make the world go round
If you love chocolate, stand up tall
If you love pizza, stand up y'all
If you love spaghetti, stand up high
If you love ice cream, give it a try
If you love rotten eggs, stand up tall
If you love stale bread, stand up y'all
If you love eating worms, stand up high
If you love hot mustard sundaes, give it a try
Now sit back down, sit back down
Takes all kinds of people to make the world go round
Sit back down everybody if you please.
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My Favorite Things
By Richard Rogers and Oscar Hammerstein
For MIDI audio: http://www.geocities.com/EnchantedForesUCottage/3192/
Myfavorite.html
Raindrops on roses and whiskers on kittens
Bright copper kettles and warm woolen mittens
Brown paper packages tied up with strings
These are a few of my favorite things
Cream colored ponies and crisp apple strudels
Doorbells and sleigh bells and schnitzel with noodles
Wild geese that fly with the moon on their wings
These are a few of my favorite things
Girls in white dresses with blue satin sashes
Snowflakes that stay on my nose and eyelashes
Silver white winters that melt into springs
These are a few of my favorite things
CHORUS:
When the dog bites
When the bee stings
When I'm feeling sad
I simply remember my favorite things





FOR K-12 CHALLENGED STUDENTS
Students Take Seniors for a Trip Around the World
Community Objective(s)
To provide Internet training and exposure to the residents of the Fayette
Continuous Care Center and to promote friendship and respect between the two.
Background
Fasten your seatbelts. You are about to take a trip around the world!
Students from Fayetteville Elementary school's summer project shows the seniors
at the Fayette Continuous Care Center how to navigate the Internet visiting various
places on the globe. Through the use of a data projector, 1he students demonstrate
how the Internet can be used to visit any country in the world. They guide the
participants through points of interest like genealogy, art, literature, historical
places and more. One of the project's missions is to enable the seniors to chat with
loved ones and special interest groups. Not only is the Internet used in the project
for fun, but it is also a resource to develop intergenerational trust and friendship.
Challenged Student Conditions
This project is made up of educationally challenged third and forth grade
students identified as scoring below their peers or identified as having special
educational needs
Resources
-Funding for a Reading Specialist, an Administrator, a Technology teacher
and transportation to and from the nursing home
-A handicap accessible elementary school with Internet service
-High interest, grade appropriate books for the Accelerated Reading and
Literature Circles Program (including related study guides, software, and
teacher resource materials)
Timeline of Service Activities (extended year project)
September October (year 1)
-Identify a site for the summer program and get permission from the
local Board of Education
November December (year 1)




FOR K-12 CHALLENGED STUDENTS
January February (year 2)
-Participate in the Martin Luther King Day of Service, order materials
and supplies needed for project; arrange for matching funds; and
contact collaborating agencies
March April (year 2)
~ Contact Fayette Continuous Care Center and design brochures and
T-shirts for the project
May (year2)
-Begin training for the Internet by identifying participants
-Arrange transportation and daily schedules for students and staff
June (year 2)
-Operate the seniors Internet Training Project
July (year 2)
-Continue the summer project through matching Title I funds and
send students to Camp for leadership training
August (year 2) .
-Contact the Fayette County Chamber of Commerce to volunteer for
community service on Bridge Day
September (year 2)




-Students will share their feelings, insights, concerns, and observations with
their teachers through their daily journals
-Students will write emails or letters to the residents of the Fayette
Continuous Care Center
-Students will read the book, Thank You,Jackie Robinson, by Barbara
Cohen, about the power of friendship that transcends generation
boundaries. They will reflect on the bond between the young boy and his




FOR K-12 CHALLENGED STIJDENTS
Celebration
-Use the schools homepage to depict the success of the nursing home
computer training session.
-Distribute brochures of our service projects on Bridge Day while wearing
our T-shirt and participating in the event's fun-filledactivities
-Document service hours and accomplishments in their portfolios along
with certificates of recognition
-Each participant will autograph a baseball like the ore in the story about
Jackie Robinson as a keepsake along with their own copy of the book
WVIGOs
Technology
-Use appropriate software to practice and master grade appropriate
English Language Arts and/or math Instructional Objectives. (3.83)
-Identify the ways technology changes the lives of people in the
communi~. (3.87)
-Identify the uses of technology in the community, (3.88)
-Use electronic and traditional editing strategies to spell words
correctly. (3.46)
Additional Objectives
-Experience the benefits of volunteerism in the community and at
school
-Provide leadership activities in the community
-Identify individual academic needs through an item analysis of the










Title of Project: Senior Historians
Grade Level: 3rd & 4th Grade
Number of Students Participating: 30
Contributed by: Gayl Loutzenheiser
Teacher: Ms. Drier
School: Highlands Elementary
District or County: Boise School District
Overview/Description of Project:
Work with senior "historians" in our community to learn about Boise and Idaho history as part
of the 3rd & 4th grade curriculum requirements,
Goals:
Incorporate writing activities by having students write a paragraph about a fact or story that
they learned from their interview with their senior "historian". They will also illustrate their
story. The students will put these stories in a book about Idaho and Boise history and use
illustrations to make note cards to sell. The proceeds will go to the Idaho Humane Society's
Pets for People program (a program that helps seniors and the disabled with pet adoption/vet
care costs).
Core Content Areas:
(teacher completes this section)
Language Arts: Writing skills, note taking and interview skills.
SOCialStudies/History: Idaho history
Math: ·Counted money from sale of note cards
Art: Illustrated stories for book and note cards
PARCMODELSTEP-BY-STEPGUIDE
STEP J:PREPARATION
Contacted seniors who are willing to be "historians". The students came up with a list of
questions like, "When did your family move to Idaho? Can you describe what it was like as a
kid when you were our age?" Practice intervieWing skills and note taking in the classroom.
STEP 2:ACTION
Students interviewed senior "historians" three times during the school year with their list of
questions. One adult volunteer per historian helped facilitate the interviews and took notes.
It was hard for thestudents to take complete notes while listening to the historians. The
students enjoyed looking through the photos that the historians brought in. Some historians
even brought old antiques like a hand crank ice cream maker, butter churn, etc.
Students wrote a paragraph about their historians, something they enjoyed, facts or story that
were told. They then drew illustrations of what they had written about. These were scanned
into the paragraphs and cards were created. A local paper store gave a 20% discount on
cards and envelopes since all proceeds were going to charity. Color copies were donated by
another local business.
Packed cards into 3 sets of 7 cards each were sold for $5.00. Over $600 was raised and the
students chose to donate the money to the Idaho Humane Society's Pets for People Program.
STEP 3:REFLECTION (Reflection is not sequential; rather it is encouraged
throughout the lesson)
Students wrote reflections on what it was like to interview these seniors, and what they
learned.
STEP 4: CELEBRATION
Note cards were printed with the student's story and illustration. Approximately 125 sets of




Students will be able to ...
Understand origins of state names and nicknames
Recognize states and capitals on a map
Appreciate the many differences between u.s. states
Learn the geographical location of states
Materials -
Blank maps of the U'S; one for each student
Large sheets of construction paper for the state folders
Procedure -
-Give each student a blank map of the U.S. Direct them to find various states by
listening to your clues, such as "Alabama touches the Gulf of Mexico. Color it
green." Or, "The State of Oregon is on the Pacific Coast. Color it blue."
- Now that students are more familiar with the states and their locations, assign
each student a different state. Have the students research the origin of their state
name. Some state names can be traced to Indian cultures, such as North and
South Dakota. Other states were named for people, such as Pennsylvania for
William Penn, the areas first leader. Ask children to write brief paragraphs that
can be posted by the state's name on the class bulletin board.
-Now have students research their state nickname. Ask them to find out why
this name was chosen and whether or not it seems appropriate. Have them come
up with some other nicknames that might be more suitable.
-To learn state capitals, play states and capitals bingo with students.
<To sum up their states research, have students make state folders. As a cover for
the state reports, have students fold a large sheet of construction paper in half
and draw an outline of their state on one side. Insert lined paper inside and
staple along the folded edge. Cut the booklets along the remaining three sides.
Children can then write their state reports inside the folder.




Students will be able to ...
Connect with different people around the country and world
Appreciate and recognize different geographic locations around the globe
Materials -
Copies of travelog cover sheet, one for each student
Copies of inside Greetings sheet, one for each student
Copies of travelog journal entry sheets, three for each student
Photo of each student
Large sheets of construction paper for the travelog folders
Letter home to parents explaining project
Procedure -
·Send a note home to parents explaining project and asking for an address of a
relative or family friend who lives in another state or country in which to send
their child's travelog to. You may also wish to ask parents to cover the cost of
mailing envelope and stamp.
•Have travelog journals preassembled or have students assemble themselves,
depending on grade level. When assembled, have students color cover page and
fill out information on cover and inside cover. Attach a student photo on the
cover. The journal entry pages are to be left blank.
•Give each student a manila envelope and a copy of the address provided by
their parent. Have students correctly write the given address on their folder,
including a return address. Mail folders out.
•As postcards come in throughout the year, read them together as a class and
talk about the destination from which it came. Locate the place on a map.
Lesson plan source- The Mailbox
Dear friend,
I am a student in the ..,..- grade at in
, (grade number) (school's name)
_______ --' , USA. I am learning about U.S. and world geog-
(city) (state)
raphy. With your help I can learn more about many different places. Here's how you can help me:
1. Complete one journal entry in my attached Travelog Journal by writing about the city in which
you live.
2. Send a postcard from your city addressed to me at the school address below.
3. Send my Travelog Journal on to a friend or relative who lives in a different region of the United
States or another country.
I will be keeping track of my journal's journeys back here in the classroom. I've created a scrap-
book for the postcards that I'll receive from around the country and the world. I will also record in
my scrapbook data on each location my journal visits.
Thank you for helping me with this fun project. Don't forget to send me a postcard and forward
my journal to a friend. If you are the last person to receive my journal or if it is close to the due date
below, please return my Travelog Journal to the address below along with your postcard.
Send postcard to
Sincerely,






This Travelog Journal is due back
to the address at the left by
(school's address)
(date)





(TlNlt's •• in th. pIIoto!)




CThe Education Center,Inc.· THEMoQI.BOP·II•••••••••••.• Aug/Sept 1998
--- ---























Students will be able to ...
Interview a community member and record responses
Work in groups to form a story or letter to send to a partner class




Cameras and video cameras if available
Computers if available to enhance response
Procedure-
• Begin by creating a partnership with a class at the same grade level from
another community, state, or country
• After students are aware that they will have pen pals from another
community, state, or country ask them what someone might want to know
about our community.
• Ask students who might know these things about the community that they
could interview and make a list on the board
• Have student work in partners and either interview the community members
on a field trip or have the communities come in
• After the interviews are conducted have students go through the writing
process of drafting, editing, and revision of either a news cast or newspaper
article about the interview.
• The final product whether it be a video or written article should then be
exchanged with the class that they are partnered with
Assessment
Students will turn in their final products as a writing assignment and a rubric
can be created as an assessment. Students will assess themselves and their peers
throughout the writing process. Informal assessment will be conducted through




Students will be able to ...
Describe and implement the many uses of stories
Write and narrative about a life experience
Edit, revise and organize information in a creative and clear manner




Art supplies such as crayons for illustrations
Computers if available to enhance response
Procedure-
Begin by creating a partnership with a class at the same grade level from
another community, state, or country or a class of a different grade level
within the same school
• After students are aware that they will have pen pals from another
community, state, or country ask them what they think of when they hear the
word stories
Introduce students to stories from many different cultures and discuss the
many purposes of stories including the explanation of experiences
Have students brainstorm some ideas they might have for a story they could
write about an experience in their life
Have students engage in the writing process which would include self
assessment and peer assessment and revision









Objectives - Students will. ..
Be familiarized with different nations, their locations, and cultures










• Important - Teacher creates a list of various nations around the world, and students
choose the nation they would like to learn about. Each student should have a different
nation.
• Research may be done for different purposes, depending on teacher: culture, geography,
population, size, location, production, industry, etc. This lesson is focusing on culture,
symbols (flags), and location.
• Once students have researched their nation, located it on a world map, and written a
report, they will make a paper doll image to represent their nations' form of dress. They
will draw a flag that symbolizes their nation and mount it on a dowel with the nation's
name stenciled behind the flag.
• Upon completing their paper doll, students will then design their own costume to match
their paper doll and present to their class with an oral report about their nation.








Voicing Experiences Through Service (VETS) INational Service-Lea... http://www .servicelearning.orglsuccess-storieslk-12-sector/voicing- ...
Not only have the oral histories resulted in excellent student products, the projects helped student
to language arts and social studies standards as well as soft skills, such as interviewing skills,
self-determination, empowerment, communication, and sociallskijs. Other outcomes included inte
connections and the appreciation students developed by honoring and preserving veterans' legac
and their communities benefited from developing meaningful, teclprocal relationships with student:
able to contribute their valuable life histories to local, state and national audiences.
I
In preparation for her interview with Army Col. (
veteran of World War II, Nadia Abouraya reviev
on World War II and watched a CNN documentc
Copyright © 2011 ETR Associates. All rights reser
About Learn and ServeAmerica I Siternap I HE
100 3/3112011 2:51 PM
Voicing Experiences Through Service (VETS) INational Service-Lea... http://www.servicelearning.orgt'success-storieslk-12-sector/voicing- ...
20f3
Korean War veteran Don Mance, 80, looks at the diploma that he just received from Sandra Wea
superintendent of the Metropolitan School District of Wabash County, Indiana. The honors came
so.111e62 years after Monce left school to fight in the Korean War. When students discovered the
that Mr. M d not received his diploma while interviewing him for their VETS project, they
wit fficialsto correct this situation. Their response led to the school giving him a
N School commencement, complete with cap, gown, pomp and circumstan
ngwith students and townspeople.
Students from Washington High School in Washington, Indiana prepared a delicious reception to
honor their veteran partners and high school mentors.
To learn how to implement a similar program in your school, see the VETS wiki in the NSLC librar:
Service: A Guide for Bringing Oral History and Service to the Classroom for All Students
Contact Informati on
Name: Cate Hart Hyatt
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Is It Sustainable?
fTf Related Reading
• Intermediate: Chapter 1 from
Global Issues and Sustainable Solutions
• Advanced: Unit 1, Chapter 2 from
It's All Connected
M.aterials/Preparation
• Overhead: Components of Sustainability
• 3 different colored sticky notes, 2"x2",
enough for each student to have 1 sticky
note of each color
• Draw a Venn diagram (like the one in the
Components of Sustainability overhead)
on a large sheet of butcher paper (or
project the overhead onto a whiteboard)
Activity
Introduction
1. Ask the class what they think
sustainability means. Have them first
think quietly for a minute. Then have
them pair up with a partner and discuss
what they think sustainability means.
Have them share their answers with
the class. As they share, write down
their ideas on the board or overhead.
Ideally they will construct a definition
that is close to this: Sustainability
means meeting present needs without
compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.
The meaning of this might be explored
further, with "needs" or "needs of
the present" defined more clearly by
students. Have them brainstorm some
needs and then discuss the potential
conflicts that inevitably arise between
needs (e.g. having affordable clothing
versus livable wages for workers, or
having clean air versus using a car as
transportation).
2. Define the 3 components of
sustainability using the overhead
Components of Sustainability. Explain
that in determining whether an action
or product/good/service is sustainable,
many people who study sustainability
take into account 3 key elements: the
environment, the economy, and society/
equity. In order to determine whether
or not something is sustainable,
the activity being evaluated would
be assessed in relation to each of
these principles, or "standards of
sustainability". This assessment
reveals how the action or item impacts
the economy, the environment, and
society, in either negative, positive, or
neutral ways. You may need to define
economy, environment, and society. Do
this using the same think, pair, share
method used to define sustainability.
3. Using the Venn diagram (on the
butcher paper or projected on the
whiteboard) explain that its purpose is
to demonstrate that issues overlap and
share common traits.
Steps
1. Explain that they will list and analyze
the sustainability of several different
activities, products, and actions from
the categories of: individual activities
(e.g. eating breakfast, driving to school,
attending school, and playing guitar),
specific business products or services
(e.g. clothes, housing, computers,
restaurants) and specific government
actions (e.g. passing laws and
Is It Sustainable?
process fair and democratic?
• Is it an equitable activity; does it offer
more options and opportunities to
certain groups of people than others?
Economy:
• What is the economic impact of the
activity?
• Does it create meaningful and
satisfying work for individuals?
• Does it contribute to a community's
economic development?
• Does the activity rely on products or
services that have negative effects on
the environment or society?
• Do some people benefit economically
from this activity at the expense of
others?
• Will this activity contribute to the
conservation of natural resources?
3. Arrange students in groups of 3
and assign each group 1 category:
individual activities, business products
and services, or government actions.
4. Have them create a brainstorm list of
activities that fall within their assigned
category.
5. From their brainstorm list, have
students choose 2 activities from their
list and transfer these to individual
color-coded sticky notes (use different
color sticky notes for each category,
such as blue for individual activities,
yellow for business activities, and
green for government activities).
6. Have students place their sticky notes
on the Venn Diagram in the area they
think the activity best fits, depending
on whether the activity is economically,
environmentally, and/or socially
sustainable.
regulations, provision of services such
as utilities, trash, etc.).
2. Before breaking them into groups,
choose 1 activity (such as driving to
school) and walk through an analysis
of the activity with the whole class,
asking if it is sustainable using the
3 "components of sustainability"
(Economics, Environment, and Society)
as a guide. Questions to ask about the
activity include:
Sustainability:
• Is the activity sustainable today?
• Can it be done without causing
damage in the 3 areas (economics,
environment, and society?)
• Can this activity be done so that
people in the future will have the same
opportunities to do this activity as
people today?
Environment:
• How many resources does the activity
use?
• Does the activity cause damage to
plants or animals?
• Is biodiversity protected?
• Does it cause air pollution, water
pollution, or soil erosion?
• Does it use resources at a rate that
allows the resource to be renewed or
regenerated?
• What happens to the waste created by
the activity?
• Does the activity generate excessive
waste?
Society:
• Does it contribute to people's quality of
life?
• How does it affect culture(s)?
• Are individuals and communities
involved in making decisions about
the activity, and is the decision-making
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IS IT SUSTAINABLE?
Is It Sustainable?
7. Have each group explain to the class
how they decided on the placement,
giving concrete examples and
evidence to support their decision.
Encourage each member of the group
to participate in the discussion and, if
time permits, answer questions from
the class.
8. Conclude with the following
reflection questions.
human activities? How and where could
this process be useful?
• If you were a business owner or a
government decision-maker, what would
you think about sustainability?
• Ask whose needs should be met
when there are trade-offs involved
(e.g. between economic and
environmental priorities) and how
these contradictions can be
resolved. This discussion















learn that they have
the ability to make
choices that bring about
positive change, and
understand that their choices
(e.g. whether or not to eat fast
food or buy a brand of clothing that
is manufactured in sweatshops) have
concrete economic, environmental, and
social impacts, even if these impacts are
out of sight and felt far away.
• Discuss the difference between
"economic development" and "economic
growth" and the relationship between
economic growth and consumption.
What is the role of economic growth
















• Can everything we do
be measured against the
standards of sustainability?
What are some examples of
activities that would be especially
difficult to measure and especially easy
to measure?
• Can something that is unsustainable be
altered to become more sustainable?
• Choose an unsustainable activity from
the Venn Diagram and explain how it
could be made more sustainable.
For Advanced Students
• Why do you think people use the
standards of sustainability to assess
©2ooii'FACIN'G'THEFUTURE: PEOPLE AND THE PLANET www.facingthefuture.org
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Is It Sustainable?
Does economic development help
nations focus more on conserving their
resources or does it contribute to over-
consumption? In some cases, economic
development includes commitments
to eradicating poverty and changing
unsustainable patterns of consumption.
Technology Connection
Compare the levels of sustainability of
different nations by downloading the
International Institute for Sustainable
Development's "Dashboard of
Sustainability." The Dashboard is a
unique on-line tool that uses a vehicle's
instrument panel to represent country-
specific assessments of economic,
environmental, social, and institutional





on Take Action, and then Fast Facts
Quick Actions for sustainability
information and action opportunities.
• Have your students take the Facing
the Future Pledge to help create a
sustainable world. Pledge form is on
page 22 or can be downloaded at
www.facingthefuture.org. Post the
pledges in the classroom and have
students track and then report later in




• Ecological Design: InventIng the Future,
Brian Oanitz and Chris Zelov, 1994, 60
minutes. What do flying bicycles, Rocky
Mountain jungles, "living machines",
and recyclable homes with their own
"metabolism" all have in common? They
are unique, inexpensive solutions to the
design dilemma of sustainable living
and are all featured in this film.
• Visions of Utopia: Experiments in
Sustainable Culture, Geoph Kozeny,
2002, 94 minutes. This documentary
looks at different ways people are
bringing more community into their lives
and their work.
• Ancient Futures: Learning from
Ladakh,The International Society for
Ecology & Culture, 1993, 59 minutes.
www.isec.org.uk A documentary video
on the changes that Western development
brought to the high mountain city of Ladakh
in northern India. Ladakh, a culture of Tibetan
Buddhism and sustainable agricultural
practices, struggled with the coming of
television, drugs, consumerism, and industry.
Websites
• www.iisd.org - The International Institute
for Sustainable Development (IISD)
engages decision-makers in government,
business, NGOs and other sectors to
advance policies that are beneficial to the
global economy, environment, and social
well-being.
• www.naturalstep.org - A non-profit
international organization working to
build an ecologically and economically
sustainable society through education,
scientific research, and services for
business and government.
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FROM ISSUE TO OPPORTUNITY
from Issue to Opportunity
fTf Related Reading
• Intermediate: Chapter 1 from
Global Issues and Sustainable Solutions
• Advanced: Unit 1, Chapter 1 from
It's All Connected
Materials/Preparation
• Overhead: Defining a Global Issue
• Butcher paper, 5-10 sheets
• Marking pens, 1 per student
• Sticker dots, 2 per student
Activity
Introduction
1. Ask students, "What makes an issue
global versus local?" Brainstorm, list,
and discuss the defining criteria of a
global issue. These may include the
following: global issues have significant
impacts, they are trans-boundary, they
are persistent (occurring repeatedly
over time), and they are interconnected.
Use the overhead Defining a Global
Issue to help lead this part of the
discussion.
Steps
1. Have the class brainstorm and list on
the board or overhead as many global
issues they can think of, assessing each
issue against the agreed-upon criteria
for defining a global issue.
2. Look at the entire list and have the
class develop categories into which
similar issues can be grouped. For
example, rain forest destruction, loss
from Issue to Opportunity
of natural habitat, global warming,
and species extinction could all be
categorized under "The Environment".
Other possible categories include:
Health, Human Rights, Energy, Food
and Water Security, Peace and Conflict,
Economics, Population, Governance,
and CulturelWorldview. After deciding
on 5 or more categories, write each
category on the top of separate pieces
of butcher paper and post them around
the room.
3. Have the students go to each of the
posted sheets and write the global
issues from the brainstorm list under a
relevant heading. There will likely be
issues that fall under more than
1 category.
4. Give each student 2 sticker dots. Have
him/her walk around the room, read all
the posted sheets, and then place a
sticker on what he/she believes are the
2 most-important categories.




For Intermediate and Advanced Students
• Which category had the most votes
(stickers)? Is there a clear majority? (If there
is a clear majority, consider focusing a unit of
study on the most popular global issuetsj).
• Which category ended up with the most
issues?
• Which specific issue fell under the most
categories?
• Why is it that some issues seem to have
many connections? How might this
information be useful and what might this tell
us about the issue(s)?
For Advanced Students
• Explain the idea of "leverage". The global
issues that seem to be most connected
to other issues are probably
ones that have the highest
leverage. Working on 1 or 2










and prioritizing used in this
activity. Discuss the potential
this process has for solving other
problems.
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presenting resolutions that address specific
global issues.
• Have each student choose 1 issue from
the class list (or a new one) and use either
a diagram or a paragraph to demonstrate
how it meets the criteria of a global .
issue (as defined in the activity). This
assignment emphasizes students' ability
to assess and apply criteria and illustrate
interconnectedness. Students may want to
have time to do some Internet research on
their chosen issue in order to do a more
thorough job. Give students the following
instructions: Choose 1 of the global issues
we have listed today. Then, draw a diagram
or write 1-2 paragraphs that illustrate how
this issue meets at least 3 of the criteria we
established for a "global issue". You must
include "interconnectedness" and "significant
impacts" as 2 of the criteria. For each set
of criteria, give 3 examples of how your
issue qualifies as a global issue. One way to
approach this might be to imagine that you
are a legislator or a philanthropist setting.
out to work on this issue. Ask yourself which
other interconnected issues you will need to
take into account. Which groups might you
want to collaborate with? In order to convince
people to support your issue, you will need
to be able to explain the impacts of the issue
and why it is important.
Action Projects
• Interview members of the community to find
out how global issues are affecting their local
community. Findings can be shared with the
local media.
• Create a service learning project guide for
young people in your community. Research
organizations that are addressing community
needs and contact them to find out what
service opportunities they provide for youth.
Compile the information in a format that is
accessible for young people and share it
through a website, school districts in your
area, or in hard copy.
• Visit www.facingthefuture.org and click
on Take Action, and then Fast Facts Quick
Actions for more information and action
opportunities on a variety of global issues.
Additional Resources
Films
• Spaceship Earth: Our Global Environment
Kirk Bergstrom and Kit Thomas, 1999. '
Hosted by young people, this program
travels around the world to explore




• www.globalexchange.org - Global
Exchange is an international human rights
organization dedicated to promoting social,
economic, and environmental justice around
the world.
• www.conservationeconomy.net - This
website asks the question, "What does a
sustainable society look like?" and provides
frameworks for an ecologically restorative,
socially just, and prosperous society and
restructure systems in ways that move us
toward a sustainable society.
ENGAGING STUDENTS THROUGH GLOBAL ISSUES
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• Intermediate: Chapter 1 from
Global Issues and Sustainable Solutions
• Advanced: Unit 1, Chapter 1 from
It's All Connected
Materials/Preparation
• Handout, Global Issues Cards,
1 card per student (or 1 per pair of
students if you do the activity in pairs).
For advanced students, mix in the
Advanced Global Issues Cards
• Ball of yarn
Activity
Introduction
1. Write the following quote on the board
or overhead and have students
do a journal entry or "freewrite" (a short,
ungraded, in-class writing that allows
students to compose freely and fluently
on a given word, quote, piece of art,
etc.) on it:
"Whenyou try to pick out anything by
itself, you find it hitchedto everything
else in the universe."- JohnMuir
After they write for a few minutes, lead
a class discussion about the quote,
having students share their writing.
2. Alternatively, you can introduce the
activity by asking students to think
about something they ate today.
Then ask them to think about how
the food/meal might be connected to
the environment. Did the production,
processing, or transportation have any
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Making Global connections
impact on the natural environment,
including water, land, plants, or animals?
Now ask them to choose 1 of these
environmental connections and think
about its human connection. Does the
environmental impact have any effect on
people? Do people use the environmental
resource? After a few seconds, have
1 or 2 students share their series of
connections.
3. Tell students they are going to do an
exercise that will help them see and
experience how global issues are
interconnected.
Steps
1. Have students stand in a circle. Pass
out the Global Issues Cards to each
student and keep 1 card for yourself. In
classes with more than 16 students, you
can have students pair up, choose 1
Making Global Connections
card between them, and do the activity
together. Have the pairs stand so that 1
partner is in front of the other.
2. Read aloud the global issue on your
card and then toss the ball of yarn to a
student across the circle.
3. Have that student (together with his/
her partner) read the global issue on
his/her card and state how this issue is
connected to your issue (e.g. healthcare
is connected to poverty because most
people living in poverty do not have
access to basic healthcare; conflict is
connected to discrimination because
some wars are started when one group
of people does not like another group
based strictly on their ethnic background
or religious beliefs; education is
connected to population growth because
people with higher levels of education
tend to have fewer children). If the
student(s) cannot figure out how the 2
issues are connected, other students
in the circle can help. If no one in the
circle can think of a connection, the
student(s) can pass and continue
the activity.
4. Once the student(s) has stated
how her/his issue is connected
to the previous one, she/he
holds onto a piece of the yarn
and tosses the ball of yarn to
someone else across the circle.
5. Continue the exercise until
everyone has caught the ball of
yarn, called out the interconnections,
and is now holding a piece of the yarn.
Have the last student throw the ball of
yarn back to you. You should now have
a representative "web" of yarn with
every student holding a Global Issues
Card and a piece of the web.
6. Have everyone pull the string so the
web is taut.
7. Tug on your piece of the yarn and
ask if anyone felt the tug. Have some
others tug on the yarn and see who
else feels it. Try tugging harder and
see who feels it then. Ask what that tug
might represent or signify about the
connections between global issues.
8. Conclude the lesson with a discussion
using the reflection questions below.
You may want to lead the discussion
while the students are still standing and
holding the yarn so the symbolism of the




For Intermediate and Advanced Students
• Why might it be helpful to understand how
and why global issues are interconnected?
• Can you think of other issues that might be
interconnected like the ones raised in this
activity?
• How can understanding the
interconnectedness of global issues help us
find solutions to the problems surrounding
these issues?
For Advanced Students
• Understanding the interconnectedness
of issues can often be the first step in
solving problems. Interconnectedness is
an important and key concept in "systems
thinking"-a holistic way of thinking that takes
into account the connections, interactions,
and processes that link different elements
together and form a complete "system". By
understanding that issues are interconnected,
we can begin to see when and where we
can intervene in a system to make change
(see It's All Connected, Units 1 and 7 for
a detailed discussion of systems thinking).
What are some examples of places we could
intervene in a system and maximize positive
connections between various issues? Have
the students discuss the idea of intervening in
a system and making positive changes.
• Identify not only where or when one could
intervene in a system but how an individual's
actions can "snowball" - i.e. trigger other
reactions in the system that build upon and
sustain the positive effects of the original
action. What kind of small action might
snowball into a large result? How can small
changes replicate and multiply to produce
widespread and lasting change?
Writing Connection
Arrange students in groups of 5 or 6. Using a
Global Issues Card, 1 student writes a short
story (2-3 sentences) about his/her issue
on the top of a piece of notebook paper and
then passes the story to the next student.
That student then writes a short story (1-2
sentence) that explains how the issue on
his/her card is connected to the previous
story. They then fold the paper so that only
the last story is visible, and pass it on to
someone else. Keep passing, writing, and
folding the paper until everyone has written
part of the connections story. Once everyone
has written, have each group open the whole
story and read it aloud to the class.
Art Connection
• Have students create a "global issues
mobile" using photos or drawings (glued to
cardboard) that represent different global
issues. Find photos or create drawings, glue
the pictures onto cardboard, and cut them
into shapes. Write the global issues on the
back of the cardboard. Use either wire or
string to attach the pieces to cross bars made
of either wooden dowels or sticks.





• Throw a "BeadWear Party" at your
school through the BeadforLife project.
BeadforLife is an organization that fights
poverty by employing very poor women
in Uganda to make beautiful jewelry out
of recycled paper. This project gives
students the opportunity to help women
feed their children and send them to
school by buying their products, while
also educating students, their friends,
parents, and community about Uganda
and the plight of poor people around the
world. For a detailed description of this
and other service learning projects, visit
www.facingthefuture.org and click on
Take Action and then Service Learning
Projects.
• Have students adopt a retirement home
for the school year. Make 2-4 visits
during the year to develop a relationship
with the individuals living at the home.
Students interview the residents to learn
their perspectives on global issues, and
make global issues mobiles with them
that incorporate both the students' and
the residents' perspectives. Through
visits, interviews, and discussions,
students find out what their needs are
and develop a project that addresses
those needs.
• Have students get involved in the issue
they care about most with millions
of other young people from around
the world on Global Youth Service
Day, which occurs every year in late




• Finding Balance: Forests and Family Planning
in Madagascar, Population Action International,
2005, 9 minutes, www.populationaction.org.
This short documentary explores the
connections between women's health and
environmental sustainability.
Books
• The Web of Life: A New Scientific
Understanding of Living Systems, Fritjof Capra,
Anchor, 1997. Capra sets forth a new scientific
language to describe the interrelationships and
interdependence of psychological, biological,
physical, social, and cultural phenomena.
• The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make
a Big Difference, Malcolm Gladwell, Back Bay
Books, 2002. Gladwell's "TIpping"Point" theory
is based on three main principles: ideas are
contagious, little causes can have big effects,
and change does not happen gradually but at
one pivotal moment. The challenge is to find
the right leverage point and push or "tip" it,
setting off a chain reaction of positive change.
Websites
• www.facingthefuture.org - Facing the Future's
website focuses on the interconnectedness of
global issues and sustainability.
• www.pegasuscom.com - Pegasus
Communications' website provides systems
thinking resources to help individuals, teams,
and organizations understand and address
the challenges and complexities of a changing
world.
• www.sustainabilityinstitute.org-
The Sustainability Institute focuses on
understanding the root causes of unsustainable
behavior in complex systems and, through
projects and training, helps people shift their
mindsets and restructure systems in ways that
move us toward a sustainable society.
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ITf Related Reading
• Intermediate: Chapter 5 from
Global Issues and Sustainable Solutions
• Advanced: Unit 4, Chapter 5 and Unit 6,
Chapter 6 from It's All Connected
Materials/Preparation
• Construction paper, card stock or tickets in 4
colors, 1 card/ticket per student (see Table on
next page for card color and distribution)
• Teacher master: Take a Step for Equity-
Readings
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ENGAGING STUDENTS THROUGH GLOBAL ISSUES
TAKE A STEP FOR EQUITY
Take a step for Equity
• Clear a large space in the room so that
students can stand in a line in the back of the
class and step about 25 feet forward
• Prepare/gather enough colored cards or
tickets so that you have 1 for each student in
accordance with the guidelines in the Table
below:
Economic % World # of students # of students
Class Population and card and card
color for a color for a
class of 20 class of 30
Wealthiest 20% 4 blue 6 blue(1.2 billion)
Middle 35% 7 red 11 redIncome (2.1 billion)
Working 25% 5 yellow 7 yellowPoor (1.6 billion)
Poorest of 20% 4 white 6 whitethe Poor (1.2 billion)
Activity
Introduction
1. Ask students what percentage of the people
living on Earth do they think are poor. What
percentage do they think are rich? Have them
write down their estimates and hold on to
them for later.
Steps
1. Have each student randomly select 1 of the
colored cards.
2. Have students line up at the back of the class
facing forward.
3. Stand in front of the class and tell them,
"Today, by random chance in the lottery, you
now belong to a temporary economic class.
AI\hough there are more than 6 billion people
living on this planet together, we are separated
by our diverse fortunes and are divided by
economic groups. Some of us are rich or
poor by the circumstances of our behavior or
opportunities, others by our birth."
4. Read aloud to the class from the teacher
master Take a Step for Equity-Readings. Be
dramatic in your reading, pause often, and
make eye contact with the students. Each
economic class will be directed to step forward
before hearing the description of their class.
Students in the wealthiest group will end up
farthest away from those in the "poorest of the
poor" group.
5. Conclude with a discussion, using the
following reflection questions (Note: The
information in this lesson may be difficult for
many students to hear, and therefore it is
important to focus on the positive opportunities




For Intermediate and Advanced Students
• How did it feel to be in your economic class?
• Look back at the predictions you made before
this activity. Were you surprised to learn what
percentage of the world's people are poor?
Middle class? Wealthy? Do you think people
should work to change the statistics or do
you think there is not any way to change the
situation?
What questions do you have about hunger
and/or poverty?
• What are some causes of hunger and
poverty?
For Advanced Students
• How are poverty and hunger connected
to other global issues such as population
growth, environmental degradation,
discrimination, and conflict?
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Take a step for Equity
• What are some of the social, environmental,
and potential security consequences of
poverty?
• What do you think some solutions are to
these issues?
Writing Connection
• Have students write a diary entry of "A day
in the life of [a person in their randomly
assigned economic class]." Ask them to write
a detailed entry of their day. Prompts may
include: When I wake up; Where I live; A
description of my surroundings; What
I have for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner; Details about my
work; How much money
I get paid; What my
family is doing; How I
feel; and What I am
thinking about.
Action Projects
• Organize a "Hunger
Banquet" to build
awareness and raise
money to alleviate global
poverty. A Hunger Banquet
can be done with just your class
(e.g. for lunch one day), with parents, or
as a school/community event. The Hunger
Banquet is a project of Oxfam America. For
a detailed description of this project, visit
www.facingthefuture.org and click on
Take Action, and then Service Learning
Projects.
• Do Take a Step for Equity at a school
assembly. Have students present web search
information and perform skits about poverty,
highlighting the actions that can be taken
to help alleviate poverty and hunger in their
community and in the world.
• Students can research laws or policies that
adversely affect the poor in their state or
country and then write letters to their elected
officials about changes they would like to see.
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Do a "Heifer International" service learning
project in which students raise money to
buy farm animals for poor families to help
them become more self-sufficient. For a
detailed description of this project, visit
www.facingthefuture.org and click on Take
Action, then Service Learning Projects.
Additional Resources
Films
• Small Fortunes: Microcredit and the Future










The Philippines, and the
United States. Microcredit
luminaries and experts
describe how microcredit is a
powerful tool in fighting poverty
and provide insights into the issues
confronting the microcredit movement.
Websites
• http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/-
The United Nations developed 8 Millennium
Development Goals which range from halving
extreme poverty to halting the spread of
HIV/AIDS and providing universal primary
education, all by the target date of 2015.
This blueprint has been agreed to by all the
world's countries and leading development
institutions.
• www.un.org/cyberschoolbus-
United Nations Cyber School Bus website
includes articles and information on poverty.
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(Statistics from the United Nations Development Program (UNDP)end oxtsm America)
The Poorest of the Poor
Those of you with white cards please take one step forward. You are the world's poorest of the
poor. There are about 1.2 billion of you. You are 20 percent of the world's population and you live
on less than one U.S.- equivalent dollar a day. Seventy percent of you are women and girls.
You own virtually nothing. You live in a train station in India and on top of a garbage dump in
Guatemala City. You are a girl in Zambia orphaned at age two when your parents died of AIDS.
You are an Afghan farmer living through three years of drought, famine, and war. You tend to die
young, whether from disease or a hidden land mine. You don't go to school, nor do you go to the
doctor when you are sick.
You and your family spend your entire day trying to feed yourselves. You'realways hungry. About
24,000 of you die every day from hunger or hunger-related causes. That's one person every 3.6
seconds. Three-fourths of these deaths are children under the age of five. Sixteen billion dollars
a year could meet the basic food needs of all of the world's poor.
Many of you could have a sustainable livelihood. Programs promoting education, access to
health care, and support of democratic governments could all help to break the cycle of poverty
in the world.
Everyone else please take two steps forward.
The Working Poor
Now the working poor, those of you with yellow cards, take one step forward. You represent
about 25 percent of the world's people, and you live on less than two U.S. equivalent dollars
a day. You are the factory workers and farm laborers of the world. You make sport shoes in
Vietnam, jeans in Mexico, and designer dresses in EI Salvador. You produce the goods and
services that are used by those wealthier than you.
You own the simplest possessions-one or maybe two changes of clothes, and a few household
items. You have no savings. In case of illnesses, accidents, and bad luck, you have no safety
net. While there are exceptions, generally there are few opportunities for you to move up the
economic ladder. In spite of the hardships you face, many of you live with great dignity: You
often have close connections to family and to the land.
The remaining people, those with the blue and red cards, take two steps forward.
Take a step for Equity Readings - Page 2
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The Middle Income People
Now, the middle-income people with the red cards take a step forward. You represent 35 percent
of the world's people. You are an industrious, hard-working group. You are striving to move
up the economic ladder, to be part of the wealthy group. You have possessions - most of you
own a television; some of you own a car. Many of you have been to school, some have a high
school education, and a few of you have been to college. A handful of you may even have some
savings. You occasionally eat at restaurants, although more often you eat fast food because you
are on the run, working hard, and trying to stay on top.
You are in a position to make changes in the world. Because of your numbers and status in the
world's workforce, you have the power to change some things. You can do this by supporting
policies that help the poor and provide for better working conditions. You can choose to spend
your money on products from socially responsible companies. You can be a strong advocate for
people with less than yourselves.
The Wealthy
Now, those of you with the blue cards take three steps forward. You represent 20 percent
of the world's population but you control about 86 percent of the world's resources. You
own homes and cars and have closets full of clothes and shoes. Many of you fly around the
world for business trips and exotic vacations. You have a diet rich in meat, dairy products,
fresh vegetables, and fruit. Since most of you exceed your daily requirement of calories, you
sometimes face health problems such as heart disease, diabetes, and obesity; however, you
have access to the best health care in the world.
Even among the wealthy there are the richest. One of you please take two more steps forward to
represent the three richest people in the world. Your combined net worth is more than 115 billion
dollars. You have more wealth than the 48 poorest countries.
The wealthy have many opportunities to make a difference in the world. You can choose to buy
from companies that are socially responsible, and you can reduce your consumption by choosing
to use less. Because of your education, money, and resources, you have great power to help
others. You have connections; you can gather networks of people. When you set your mind to
something, you can make it happen.
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Everyone
That's all of us. We live in a werld where a few have a let and many have very little. The werld
teday produces eneugh feed to supply everyene en Earth with about 2,700 calories each day. In
the United States alene, 34.6 million people are hungry or don't have a secure source of feed.
Twenty-six millien people could be fed if the amount of edible feed wasted in the United States
each day was reduced by one-third.
The roots of hunger and peverty lie in the inequity of access to education, resources, and pewer.
The results are illiteracy, illness, and pewerlessness. But it doesn't have to be that way. The first
step starts with imagining a werld witheut hunger, peverty, envirenmental destructien, and deadly
conflict; then we can werk teward a just and sustainable future fer all.
'''''''''''~''''''u~~''='''~~~:=:'':':'~~~:-- __ ~"''''''':'';-.-:--~ ,
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How Big is a Billion?
ITf Related Reading
• Intermediate: Chapter 2 from
Global Issues and Sustainable Solutions
• Advanced: Unit 2 from It's All Connected
Materials/Preparation
• 1 small bag of uncooked rice
• Teaspoon, 1 cup measuring cup, gallon jar
Activity
Introduction
1. The purpose of this exercise is to put into
perspective how many people there are
in the world. To get started, ask students
what the population of the world is (about
6.5 billion).
2. Ask them if they can imagine how big the
number 1 billion is. Tell them you are going
to help them see how big 1 billion is.
Steps
1. Scoop out a level teaspoon of rice from a
bag of uncooked grains and show to the
class. Tell them that there are about 200
grains of rice in 1 teaspoon.
2. Show them a cup of rice and explain that
there are approximately 9,600 grains of rice
(48 teaspoons) in 1 cup. Ask how many
cu~s are in 1 gallon (16 cups). Then ask
how many grains of rice there are in 16
cups (9,600 x 16 = 153,600 grains of rice).
3. Ask how many gallons it would take to
equal 1 million grains of rice. Answer:
1,000,000 divided by 153,600 = 6.5 gallons
= 1 million grains of rice.
4. Ask students: If 6.5 gallons equals 1 million
grains of rice, how many gallons would
it take to equal 1 billion grains of rice?
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-Ask students to recall some of the biggest local news events of the year. Can they do the
same for national news? World news? Which stories affect them directly? (teachers'
strikes, park closings, etc.) Which stories affect them indirectly? (world hunger, rising oil
prices, etc.) Which stories do not affect them at all?
-Section off the class bulletin board into three categories: local, national and world news.
Break the class into three groups, one for each category. Every day for a week or so, have
each group clip from the newspaper two or three articles and photos they feel are most
important or interesting. Each group should arrange its examples on the bulletin board.
-At the end of the week, have students report on one of the events pictured on the board.
The oral reports should include the 5Ws and Il-the who, what, when, where, why and
how of the story-as well as why the group felt the even was important.
Follow-Up: When a major local, national or world news story breaks, bring it to the class'
attention; challenge students to find follow-up stories in the days that follow. Have them
summarize events that have occurred. Story examples might include natural disasters, political
crises, major crime investigations, disease outbreaks, organ transplant operations, etc. (Note that
as the days go on and the story becomes less timely, it may be harder to find follow-ups. You
might make the assignment a challenge: who will be the first to uncover the news?)
Lesson plan source - Educator's Reference Desk

Awareness of Current Events
Grade- 5-12
Objective-
To focus student attention on current issues in the news of special importance to them
Materials - Newspapers
Procedure-
• Talk about a problem or issue at school or in the community that bothers students
personally: say, graffiti, dress codes, smoking, etc. Write a list of these issues on the
board. Select one issue that seems to interest all your students, and hold a "rap session."
Encourage students to voice differences of opinion; don't hesitate to do the same!
• Now turn the discussion to some of the controversial issues in the news today-nuclear
war, world hunger, prisoners' rights, election issues, and so on. Pick a topic that evokes
the most interest; look for related articles in your class newspaper or distribute copies of
articles you have selected beforehand, preferably those that show all sides ofthe story.
Assign the articles as class reading and discuss the issue. Where do students stand?
• On the board, list arguments on both sides of the issue. Then draw an imaginary line on
the floor, one end representing "for" and the other "against" the issue at hand. Ask
students to "take a stand," literally, on the line where they feel they belong. They can
stand at either end or anywhere in between, depending on the strength of their beliefs. (In
the unlikely event that all are on one side, play "devil's advocate" and stand on the other
side.)
•When everyone is standing, open the floor to debate. Spokespersons for each side should
argue their positions. The goal is to have some people move, closer to one point of view.
At the end, people can be standing anywhere but in the "undecided" middle position.
AssessmentlEvaluation-
Have students explain in writing their views on the above issue. Each can write his or her
own editorial on the issue, based on what has been learned and discussed in the previous
activity.
Lesson plan source - Educator's Reference Desk

Current Event Jeopardy
Grade - 4 -12
Objectives - Desired specific outcomes are:
1. Students will read their current event newsweekly with the purpose of highlighting
possible questions and answers for the Jeopardy game.
2. Students will use their cooperative learning skills to decide which questions are to be
used, the price of each question according to it's difficulty, and who will be the group
secretary.
3. Students will develop study skills for finding the most important information in an article.
Materials -
=One current event newspaper for each student, ie: Scholastic Newsweek or Weekly Reader
-Paper and pencil for each student
-One light colored marker or highlighter for each student
-A piece of red chalk, blue chalk, and white chalk
Procedure-
1. The latest current event newsweekly should be passed out to each student. Students are
then to read the magazine silently and use a light colored marker to highlight any
information they think may be used in the upcoming game.
2. When the majority of the class is finished reading, assign each cooperative group of four
students one article. (If there are extra articles, some groups may be assigned a second
article if theirs was a short one.)
3. Each student then decides on a question from their article to use in the Jeopardy Game.
He must also have the correct answer.
4. Each group secretary uses one sheet of paper to record his group's article title, the names
of the students in their group, and the four questions and answers that have been decided
by the group members.
5. Members of each group then give each of their four questions a price of $100-$400
according to its level of difficulty. The price should then be written next to each question.
Upon completion, the teacher will collect the papers from each group.
6. While the groups are working, the teacher uses a chalkboard to make a Jeopardy Board as
follows: across the top of a grid write, PUT ARTICLE TITLES IN THESE BOXES.
Going down, write $100, $200, $300, $400.
7. I then divide the class into two large groups, making sure not to separate any members
from their cooperate group. The first group will be called the Blue Team and will use
blue chalk on the Jeopardy board. The second group will be called the Red Team and will
use red chalk on the Jeopardy board.

8. The Jeopardy Game begins with one student from the Blue Team. He selects one of the
six article categories and also a dollar amount. (He may not choose the article that his
group designed.)
9. Then read his question. He has fifteen seconds to come up with the correct answer.
During this fifteen seconds he may check back to his news magazine containing the
article and highlighted information if he chooses to do so.
10. Ifhe answers correctly, he may go up to the Jeopardy board and write the dollar amount
in the appropriate category box using blue chalk.
11. If he does not answer correctly, the Red Team then has fifteen seconds to answer the
question correctly.
12. Only a student who did NOT help to design questions for that category may answer, and
every member of a team must try to answer a question before any of his team members
answers a second question.
13. If neither team can correctly answer the question after two tries each then the dollar
amount goes to the teacher who fills in the appropriate dollar amount for that category
with white chalk.
14. The game continues as each team takes turns selecting categories until the entire
Jeopardy board has been completed. At this point the money earned for each team is
added up to determine the winner of the game!
15. During the course of the game, if a student believes his answer to be correct and the
group's answer who originated the question to be incorrect, he may challenge the
question and prove them wrong with his evidence from the article. If he is successful, his
team is then awarded the dollar amount for that question.
AssessmentlEvaluation -
As a class, discuss strategies that were used during the game. Share ideas for ways to find
answers more quickly. Discuss why some answers were too difficult and why some were
too easy. Were the main ideas of the articles covered in the questions? How could our
cooperative groups function more effectively? Some students may even want to take the
newspaper home the night before and begin reading and highlighting information early.
Lesson plan source - Educator's Reference Desk

Current Events Lesson Plan
Grade-4-8
Objectives -
Students will be able to interpret facts and express meaning about the local community through
newspaper images and text, analyze and critique newspaper and media news reports, and
synthesize information from a variety of sources.
Students will create a community culture collage using photographs, images, and text from local
newspapers.
Students will use critical thinking skills as they analyze news events.
Students will analyze the role current events play in their lives.
Materials-
CIA World Face Website: https:!lwww.cia.gov!cia!publications!factbook!index.html
Newspapers
Breaking News worksheets and Current Events Organizer worksheets
Activity 1
The purpose of this activity is to give students an opportunity to reflect on the role that current
events play in their lives. They will also differentiate between local, regional, national, and
international news stories.
1. Divide students into small groups and give each group a copy of the Breaking News handout.
2. Ask students to think about stories that have recently been in the news. Tell students to record
the topic of a current event for each of the categories on the handout (local, state, national and
a world event).
3. After students have finished, share the groups' news topics with the entire class.
4. The following questions may be used to initiate a class discussion:
o What source do you get most of your news from? (television, newspaper, radio,
Internet)
o Are you more aware of events that are occurring in your local area, state, country or in
the world?
o Do you think it is important for people to be aware of what is happening in the news?
Explain.
o Do you think it's important for kids to be aware of what is happening in the news?
Explain.
o Do you think local, state, national, or international events have an equal impact on your
life? Explain.

Teacher Note: This activity may be modified based on the students' ages. For example, with younger
children you might want to fill out the organizer as a whole-class activity. You might also limit the
discussion to a few of the more general questions.
Activity 2
In this activity students will use local newspapers as a source to examine and celebrate the
various cultures in their community.
1. Involve students in a discussion about the culture of their local community. Discuss the ways
that the people who live in their community come together to create this culture. Ask students
to share examples of what people in their community think, what they do, and what products or
materials they produce. Discuss how these examples playa role in the creation of this culture.
2. Explain to students that they are going to continue to explore and examine their community
through the lens of their local newspapers.
3. Divide the class into small groups. Tell students that they are going to use local newspapers to
create a collage that captures the essence of their community. Tell students that over the next
few weeks, they will cut out photographs, images, and words that they think illustrate what
people in their community think, what they do, and the materials they produce.
4. After students have collected their images, ask them create a collage by gluing the images onto
a piece of poster board. After groups have completed their posters, provided time for groups to
share their work with the entire class.
S. You may choose to display the students' work in various public areas in the community.
Activity 3
This activity is designed as an open-ended activity that may be used with any current event topic.
1. This activity may be used in conjunction with any current event topic and with multiple news
media formats, i.e., newspaper, television, radio, Internet, etc. Begin the activity by calling
students' attention to the headline. Ask students to predict what they think the story will be
about.
2. After viewing the headline you may choose to complete a class K-W-L-H chart on the topic to
activate students' prior knowledge of the topic. K -Record what students KNOW about the
subject. W -Record what students WANT to learn about the subject. L - Record what students
LEARNas they read about the subject. H - Record HOW students will learn more about the
subject.
3. Pass out the Current Events Organizer. Read the story and have students answer the following
questions as they pertain to the article: Who? What? When? Where? Why? How? Does this
event impact my life? Do I need more information on this topic? Does the story include multiple
perspectives? This may be completed as a written or oral assignment and may be done
individually, in pairs, small groups, or as a class. If this activity wasn't completed as a whole-class
activity, discuss the article as a class.
4. After students have completed the "Current EventsOrganizer," you may choose to use complete
one of the suggested activities listed below.
o Conduct further research on the topic.
o Create a cartoon on the news topic.
o Draw a picture that explains what happened in the story.
o Write an editorial or letter to the editor.
o Write letters to elected officials.
o Record thoughts and reactions in a journal.
o Perform a skit.
o Write a poem about what happened in the story, or about how the story made you feel.
o Create a classmural on the topic.
oRe-write the article from another viewpoint.
If the article took place in another country, find the country on the map and visit the CIA World
Fact Book Website to learn more about the country.
https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbooklindex.html
Teacher Note: Again, this activity may be modified, basedon the students' ages. For example, with
younger children, you might want to fill out the organizer as a whole-class activity. You might also limit
the discussion to a few of the more general questions.
Extension
Have students create culture collages for the state, the country and other countries from around
the world.












How does this event impact my life?
What other information do I need on this topic?
What different perspectives are included in this story?
Maps and Current Events Project
Grade-7-12
Objectives - Students will be able to ...
Realize the value of maps in illustrating important news topics
Use maps and other geographic representations, tools, and technologies to acquire,
process, and report information from a spatial perspective.
Analyze the spatial organization of people, places, and environments on Earth's surface.
Apply geography to interpret the present and plan for the future
List national or international news stories
Read about one news story and summarize it in a paragraph
List geographic questions about the news story
Use a print atlas and the National Geographic MapMachine to find maps to help answer
their questions
Discuss how maps can help them understand current events and create "map packages" to
illustrate another news story.
Materials -
Print atlas
Computer with Internet access
Procedure -
- Begin by introducing students to the National Geographic MapMachine. Explain that
this Web feature allows them to create and view maps about a variety of themes around
the world. Have them click "View All Map Categories" on the lower left and look at the
page showing the available maps and categories.
-Explain that they can link into each of these map categories to create maps showing
various themes at different scales. For example, have them click "Annual Temperature,
World" under the "Trip Planning" category. They'll see a colored map of the world. Have
them click and drag a rectangle around the approximate area of their home state to zoom
in on that region. They can then click on "Map Legend" above the map to see what the
different colors represent. When they close out ofthe Map Legend window, they can use
the bar to the right of the map to zoom in or out.
-Have students use their browser's back button to return to the list of maps, and ask them
to spend a minute or two looking at the different maps and categories available on this
page. As they examine the list, ask them to think about how these maps might help them
understand current events and news stories, and discuss their ideas as a class.
-Ask the class to name and list at least five stories that are currently being covered in the
national or international news. Some examples might include Middle Eastern conflicts,
political campaigns, or environmental controversies.
-Divide the class into small groups, and ask each group to choose one of the news stories
they've listed, or assign news stories to groups so the stories are distributed evenly
throughout the class.
-Have each group find a very recent article about its news event from the newspaper or
one of the following online news sources:
National Geographic News, CNN, BBC News
Ask groups to summarize their articles in a short paragraph.
-Have groups brainstorm geographic questions related to their news stories, and ask them
to list as many questions as they can think of. Examples might include:
-Where are things happening? Exactly where on Earth are the places in the article
located?
-How do terrain and climate affect what's going on?
-How might these events affect the environment, including plants and animals
that live near where the events are occurring?
Ask each group to come up with at least ten geographic questions.
-Have students use a print atlas to locate the places that are affected by the news event
they're studying. Ask them to look at their list of geographic questions and check the ones
that can be answered by looking at the atlas.
-Ask them to write answers to the questions that the print atlas helps answer. Even ifthe
atlas helps them make "educated guesses" rather than providing definitive answers, they
should record the answers prefaced with statements like "it appears that I "or "according
to the map in the atlas I ."
-Have students return to National Geographic's MapMachine and search for maps that
can help shed light on the remaining questions from their lists. Ask them to list the maps
they create and to answer as many questions on their list as the possible after examining
the maps. Each group should be able to find at least three maps that can help them answer
their questions, even if the answers are "educated guesses."
AssessmentlEvaluation -
Discuss the following questions as a class:
• How do maps help us understand current events?
• How helpful was the atlas in answering your geographic questions?
• How helpful was the MapMachine in answering your geographic questions?
• Where might you go to answer the questions that could not be answered by looking at the
maps?
Have students, either in groups, pairs, or individually, choose another international, national, or
local current event. Ask them to familiarize themselves with the story by reading at least two
articles about it.
Have students think about and list the types of maps that would be most helpful in understanding
this news story (e.g., political maps in the atlas, thematic maps, satellite images, topographic
maps, street maps).
Have each student or group make a "map package" to accompany the articles they've read. This
package should consist of at least five maps that illustrate what's occurring and that shed light on
background information related to the news story. Some questions the maps might help address
include:
• How might climate and landscape affect the outcome of this news story?
• Which cities, states, or regions are the most heavily affected?
• What religions are practiced (and/or what languages are spoken) in the areas affected by
this news story?
• What routes will or should the people involved in the news story take?
• How likely is the occurrence of a natural disaster (e.g., an earthquake) in this part of the
world, and what effect might this disaster have on the events that are unfolding?
• What is the population density of this region and how might population density impact,
or be affected by, the current events?
Ask students to print their maps and write captions explaining how each one helps illuminate a
point related to the news story. In addition to using the atlas and the MapMachine, students
might want to use the blank maps which are available on National Geographic's Xpeditions
Atlas. As an option, allow one of the "map package" maps to be a blank map that students draw
on to illustrate points they've learned in the articles.
Have student share their news stories and maps with the class.
Extending the Lesson:
• Have students use the National Geographic Wild World Terrestrial Ecoregions site to
help them better understand what the local landscape of their selected news story looks
like. They can click and drag a rectangle around the relevant area and then read about the
environment in that region.
• Have students look for maps in newspapers and newsmagazines. When they find a map
that accompanies an article, ask them to summarize the article in a short paragraph and to
write additional sentences describing what the map shows and explaining whether they
think the map is helpful. Ask them to suggest additional maps they'd make to accompany
the article if they were the "official" newspaper mapmakers.
Project Learning Tree
These lessons span multiple subject areas and grade levels. Although
they have been specifically selected for their implementation with global
education and are not consecutive, they are organized in the same order






world create differing social,
cultural, and economic sys-
tems and organizations to
help them meet their physical
and spiritual needs. (1.8)
" Natural beauty, as experi-
enced in forests and other
habitats, enhances the quality
of human life by providing
artistic and spiritual inspira-
tion, as well as recreational
and intellectual opportuni-
ties. (1.1o)
• Most cultures have beliefs,
values, and traditions that
shape human interactions







Poetry is a great way for students to
express their ideas about the environ-
ment. Giving students a specific poetic
form helps give students a structure for
their ideas. Following are some sample
poetic forms that work well, but you may
choose to use other forms you find to be
appropriate. The poems that are provid-
ed are from students and educators who
have completed this activity.
Haiku is a Japanese form of poetry that
consists of three lines: the first line has
five syllables, the second line has seven,
and the third line has five again. The




Makes a slimy path




Star of the Sea School
Virginia Beach, VA
Cinquain poems consist of five lines, and
each line has a specific purpose and
fixed number of syllables: (1) the title in
two syllables, (2) a description of the title
in four syllables, (3) a description of
action in six syllables, (4) a description of
a feeling in eight syllables, and (5) anoth-





Happily helping our garden
Crawlers
lee Barnett, Amber Urban, and Margaret
Meadows
Teachers - Northside Elementary
Angleton ISO,Texas
In acrostic poetry the first letter in each
line, when read vertically, spells out the
name of something or conveys some
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~lmante poems are




St. Paul Lutheran Church and School
Lakeland, FL
The words in shape poetry (or con-
crete poetry) form a picture of what is
happening in the poem.
Awindspark poem has five lines with
the following pattern: (1) "I dreamed,"
(2) "I was .:" (something or someone),
(3) where, (4) an action, and (5) how.
EXAMPLE
I dreamed
I was a tree
On a hillside















You do not need to teach all the poetry
forms at once. Decide which poetry
form(s) are most appropriate for your
class to focus on.
Make preparations to take students
outdoors to observe a variety of trees.
DOING THE ACTIVITY
Part A-Poet-Tree
t 1.Ask the students to name some
of the benefits they derive from
trees and forests. What experiences
have they had with trees and forests?
What do they think of when they enter
a forest or stand next to a tree? Do
they have any favorite neighborhood
trees? Are there any special wooded
places they like to visit? Do they have
any favorite stories about forests or
trees? Are there any forest issues that
concern them? Come up with a group
list of characteristics and attributes of
trees or forests. Tell students they are
going to have an opportunity to create
a book of poetry expressing their ideas
and attitudes about trees, forests, ana,
the environment.
t 2. Review the major parts of
speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives,
participles, etc.) as needed for the poet~
ry form(s) students will be using. Wl"iIte
these on the board and have students
generate a short list of examples under
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each category to make sure every
understands them.
3. Present the poetic form(s) desc
in the background information a.
give examples. Tell students ther
many other types as well.
4. Take the students to visit nearb
trees in the schoolyard, park, or fOr.
to gather "tree impressions." (This ...
be done indoors through windows,11.
necessary.) Have each person sit qU~
ly underneath a tree for at least 10
minutes. (Try to have students select
different trees.) Tell students to wri
descriptive words about how the tre
feels, smells, looks, and so on; sounds
that come from the tree; living thing
they see on the tree; and any other
observations they make while sitting:
underneath the tree.
t Put students into four groups, an41
give each group a piece of chart;.
paper labeled "Touch," "Smell," "Sight,"
or "Sound." Have groups use their des-
ignated sense to generate words or
pictures describing the tree. Ask a
reporter from each group to share
their words.
5.While you're outside or once you're
back inside, have the students write
their own poems about trees and
forests. Encourage them to try more
than one poetic form. Then let the stu-
dents share their poems with the rest
of the group. Have them explain which
poetic form they used and why they
chose it.
6. Discuss some of the following ques-
tions with the students, pointing out
that people see trees and forests dif-
ferently.
• Does your poem mention the influ-
ence people have on trees or
forests?
• Does it mention the value of trees
or forest products to people?
• Doe$ you'!' poem speak of people's
pla<~ in nature? How?
7. Have students review the poem or
poem. they wrote and choose the one
they V!ke the ae5t. Then assemble
;~r~1_'~;NW;i .,
one's favorite poems into a book.
,may want to create just one class
le, or you could run off enough
es of each poem so that each child
assemble his or her own book. You
tht make extra copies of the class
bl1c~tion to be distributed around
• school and to parents.
There are many ways the poems
might be designed using multi-
.• dla, word processing, or graphics
ware.
,t Help students to identify and contact
, propriate local, regional, and national
ganizations that might publish the
:,." dents' poems in their publications,,,,d encourage students to submit their
,!~OTk.{Forexample, Project Learning
tTee publishes an online newsletter, The
'ranch, (go to www.plt.org) which often
\lses "poet-tree.")
Each student chooses a tree near school
or home. Have students spend time
with their tree, sitting against it, lying
u.nderneath it, walking around it, and
observing it from various perspectives.
During this time, they should write
down words, ideas, and impressions
that enter their heads. Later, they
should convert these thoughts into a
free verse poem. When the poem is fin-
Ished, they should think of a word or
phrase that sums up the "character" of
their tree; this wording win serve as the
title. Finally, they should take a photo-
graph of their tree that visually cap-
tures the essence of their poem.
Encourage them to be creative in choos-
ing the right lighting and perspective
for taking their picture. Through this
activity, students can strengthen their
writing skills and learn about the visual
power of photography.
Part B-Read Aloud -
Insectlopedia
1.Ask students to share what they
know about insects and spiders. Where
do they live? How would they describe
their behavior? Why are they familiar
with them?
2. Read two examples like "TheTermites"
and "The Caterpillar" from tnsecilopedia
by Douglas Florian.Askthe following
questions about each poem: Was the
information accurate? Were there any
words that were new to the students?
What does the illustration show? What
about the shape of the poem? What is
different about the poem?
3. Share with students information
about the author Douglas Florian. Tell
them Florian uses poetic license in the
creation of his poetry by inventing or
misspelling words and sometimes
even using poor grammar. Have stu-
dents read additional poems-from
tnsectlopedia in class.
4. Have students select an insect or
spider and write their own poetry to
share with the class. They can add a
verse to one of the poems read aloud
or write their own poem. Or, students
can create a new illustration for one of
the poems read aloud.
Enrichment
• Through class discussion, identify
several environmental problems or
issues (local,national, or global) that
students are concerned about. List
these problems on the board. Divide
the group into teams of fOUT,and
have each team choose one of the
issues to discuss. Team members
should discuss their points of view
with each other, making sure that
each person gets a chance to talk.
After about 10minutes, individuals
write a short poem in any form that
reflects their perceptions or opinions
on the issue discussed. Afterward, .
discuss poetry's value for clarifying
thoughts or perspectives. How
might their poems distort or exag-
gerate an issue?
·t Imagine a world without
trees. Write a poem describing
that world or how you would feel
in a world without trees.
Poet-Tree
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Science, Visual Arts, Math
Concept
Plant and animal diversity
results from the interaction of
living and nonliving compo-







Bag of mixed fruits and veg-
etables (see Getting Ready),
magazines with pictures of
plants and animals for cutting
out ($ee Getting Ready), $0$-
sors, glue or paste, drawing










Students will categorize similarities and
ences between orqanisms,
Students will make-Jhe connection be1Y'1eel'l!
diverse organisms and the diverse en\l1T01~"
ments in which they live.
GETTING READY
No one knows for sure how many dif-
ferent kinds of plants and animals live on
this planet. So far scientists have classi-
fied only about 1.7 million different
species. Some scientists estimate there
may be from 10 to 50 million in the world.
A species is a group of organisms that
resemble one another 111 appearance,
behavior, chemical makeup, and qenetic
structure. For additional information see
Background of Activity 9, "Planet
Dtversity,"
Gather a large supply of magazines with
plant and animal pictures that you can
cut up. Ranger Rick, Your Big Backyard,
National Geographic, National Wildlife,
Natural History, Audubon, and
Smithsonian all contain good pictures.
(Students can bring in rnaqazines, or you
can check with your public library, nature
center, or local museum about getting
their old back issues.) For Part B,find
three or four large color pictures of dif-
ferent plants and animals.
For Part A,collect an assortment of whole
fruits and vegetables. Include samples of
ones that come in different colors, such
as a green, a yellow,and a red apple; a
white, a yellow and a red onion; a red, a




1. Ask the students to name different
kinds (species) of plants and animals.
~ Use graphic organizer software to
help students name as many differ-
ent types of plants and animals as they
can. See www.plt.orgfor an example.
I. Show students the bag of mixed
fruits and vegetables and point out
that they are from different plants. Ask
them how you might be able to sort
the items in the bag so that all items
tn a group are the same in someway.
For example, they might suggest put-
ting all the apples in one group, all the
potatoes in one group, etc. Do what
they suggest, and then sort the fruits
and vegetables using several other cri-
teria they suggest, such as by colors, by
whether they have seeds, or by thick-
ness of their skin.
3. Ask the students to think about the
kinds of plants and animals they're
familiar with-ones they've seen in
books, in zoos, in gardens, on televi-
sion, in their backyards, and so on. Tell
students that there are many ways
these organisms can be grouped or
classified. For instance, they could be
grouped by where they live (in the
desert, ocean, or forest), what they eat
(grass, insects, fruit, or food they
make), or how they get around (fly,
walk, swim, or staying stationary).
4. Tell the students that they are
going to take a closer look at plant and
animal life on Earth by going on a "pic-
ture safari." Then pass out the maga-
zines you collected, and have the stu-
dents cut out pictures of as many dif-
ferent kinds of plants and animals as
they can find.
5. Once they've collected their pic-
tures, have students sort them into
different categories. For example, they
could sort their pictures into animals
Estimated Percentages of Known Species
71.8% Invertebrates
• 15·8% Plants• 4.2% Fungi• 4·2% Protists,• 3·6% Vertebrates• 0.2% Bacteria• 0.2% Viruses
Source: K.V.Krishnamurthy. Textbook of Biodiversity. Sdence Publishers, 2003.
with two, four, many, and no legs; ani-
mals with fur, scales, and feathers;
plants with broad leaves, needle-
shaped leaves, and thorns; plants with
different colored flowers; big and
small animals or plants; and so on.
Ask volunteers to share something
they found out.
PARTB-Picture Zoo
1.Ask the students how many differ-
ent kinds of plants and animals they
think there are in the world. After the
students have offered suggestions, tell
them that no one really knows for
sure, but scientists estimate that there
are more than 50 million different
species of plants and animals in the
world. (Share with older students the
detailed breakdown below.)
2. Using the cut-out pictures from Part
A (or have students cut them out if
they haven't already), have the stu-
dents pretend their pictures are real
animals and plants and that they need
Picture This! ~5
CIAmerican Forest Foundation .,
to organize them into exhibits for a
.nature museum or zoo. Tell the
sl•..•.dents to think about ways they
could group their animals and plants.
For example, they might put all the
large mammals together, all the birds
together, and so on. Students might
group animals by how they move
(walkers, swimmers, or fliers); by what
they eat {meat-eaters or plant-eaters};
by the number of legs they have; or
even by their color. Students might
group the plants together with the ani-
mals that share their habitat {for
example, desert plants and animals} or
they might make special plant exhibits.
3. When students are done, have them
take turns explaining how they organ-
ized their museums or zoos. They
should also describe some of the plants
and animals they put into each exhibit.
4. After each person explains his or
her exhibits, hold up one or more of
the pictures you collected in Step 1 of
r ~ting Ready, and ask where these _
, .nts and animals would go in each
museum or zoo. Youmight also want
to have the other students hold up a
picture from their own exhibit and say
where the pictured item might belong
in another person's exhibit.
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5. Have students name their exhibits
{for example, "Life in the Forest"} and
create a visitor's guidebook for at least
one exhibit. Students can make the
guidebooks by simply stapling several
sheets of paper together and gluing
pictures of plants and animals to each
page. For a more involved project, they
can label each picture with a caption
and add artwork. Students can give
the guidebook a title and create a
cover page.
6. Discuss the following questions as
a group. The students can consult their
guidebooks during the discussion.
• How do the animals in your exhibit
move around? How do you know?
• Lookat one plant or animal in your
'exhibit. Where does it live? How do
you know? What characteristics
help it to survive in this area?
Enrichment
• Have the students use their left-
over pictures to create a changing
bulletin board. For example, they
might create a "Courageous
Carnivores" bulletin board one
week, then a "Wet and Wonderful"
one the next week, and so on. For
each title the class chooses, have
students select pictures from their
own collections to include in that
particular bulletin board. Here are
some other possible bulletin board
titles:
-Creepy Crawlers
-Getting Byon Two Legs
-The Prickly Bunch
-Tremendous Trees
-Into the Deep (things that live
under water)
-Home on the Range {things that
live in grasslands}.
.............................. . ...... .....- ........- ...... . .
~ ... ..: .·· .·· .·· ..~ .. .. ..~ .. .~ .-.. ..--. .--. .-.-. ..-




• Biodiversity results from the
interaction of living and
nonliving environmental
components such as air,
water, climate, and geologi-
cal features. (1.1)
• Forests, as well as other
ecosystems, contain numer-
ous habitats that support
diverse populations of
organisms. (1.2)
• The Earth's atmosphere,
water, soil, climate, and geol-
ogy vary from region to
region, thus creating a wide









Pictures of habitats and ani-
mals (see Getting Ready),
paper sack, easel or poster




Activity: One or more 50-
minute periods
Related Activities
The Forest of S.T.Shrew,
Environmental Exchange Box,
Picture This!, Charting
Diversity. Planet Diversity. Are
Vacant Lots Vacant?
BACKGROUND
From icy tundra to scorching deserts to
salty oceans, the world's habitats are
diverse and fascinating. Each habitat,
with its own special set of conditions,
supports animals and plants adapted to
living in it.
A habitat is defined as the place where
an animal or plant normally lives, and is
often characterized by a dominant plant
form or physical characteristic {i.e.,the
forest habitat, the stream habitat}. Some
species are adapted to living in only one
type of habitat. For example, you might
see plenty of parrot species in a tropical
rainforest, but most of these species
probably wouldn't be able to survive in
the temperate forests covering much of
the United States.
Other organisms can survive within sev-
eral habitat types. Opossums live in
deciduous forests, tropical forests, and
even tropical rain forests. They can also
survive in suburbs and cities.
Plants have a lot to do with where ani-
mals can live. That's because animals rely
on certain plants for food or shelter. The
types of plants that grow in an area
depend on the area's climate, topogra-
phy, and soil.
GETTING READY
Try to find a picture of each of the habi-
tats listed under "Whose Habitat Is
That?" (see the chart on next page) and
pictures of several animals that live in
each habitat. You might look for pictures
in reference books, or cut out pictures
from old calendars or magazines {e.g.,
Ranger Rick, Your B;g Backyard, National
Geographic, National Wildlife, Natural
History, Audubon, and Smithsonian}.
~ Use Internet sites for additional
pictures.
Spread the animal pictures out on a
table, and put the habitat pictures where
you can easily get to them. Write the
name of each habitat on a slip of paper.
{You'llneed one slip for each student, so
make two or three slips per habitat, if
necessary.} Put the slips into a sack. Wtite
the name of each habitat across the top
of separate large pieces of easel paper.
Habitat Pen Pals 37
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OING THE ACTIVITY
1.Have the students think about some
nearby natural areas. Ask them to
describe these areas. For example, they
might mention a nearby park, pond, for-
est, river, meadow--even a vacant lot.
Write these suggested habitats on the
board as the students mention them.
2. Explain that each of these areas,
and many others as well, make up all
or part of an animal's habitat. Ask the
students if they can describe what a
habitat is. (An animal's habitat is the
place where an animal lives and where
it gets what it needs to survive-food,
water, shelter, and a place to breed
and raise young.) Ask the students to
name the types of animals that they
would expect to live in the local habi-
tats they mentioned.
3. Tell the students that there are many
different kinds of habitats. Describe the
habitats listed in "Whose Habitat Is
l.t?"and hold up each of the habitat
•.•.ctures you cut out earlier. Have the
students try to identify where that
habitat might be found and what the
climate is like there. (Define words that
the students may not be familiar with,
such as savanna and dedduous.)
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Then have volunteers tape each picture
to the appropriate piece of easel paper,
right under the name of the habitat.
Tape the pieces of easel paper around
the room.
4. Have the students come up, one at
a time, and choose an appropriate ani-
mal picture to tape under the habitat
picture of their choice. Offer direction,
as necessary, on which animals go
with which habitats.
5. Depending on the level of your
group, you might want to explain that
there are similar kinds of habitats
around the world. For example, tropi-
cal rain forests are found in South
America, Africa, Australia, and else-
where. Deserts are also found in many
places and so are grasslands. Ask the
students to explain the relationship
between climate and habitat.
(Regional climate determines the types
of habitats the area provides-in other
words, what kinds of plants and ani-
mals can live there.) But even though
there are similar habitats around the
world, there are differences in the ani-
mals and plants from one place to the
next. For example, even though parrots
are found in tropical rain forests
throughout the world, different types,
or species, are unique to certain areas.
6. Have each person pick one of the
habitat slips out of a sack
7.Tell the students to look at the com-
pleted habitat "posters" they created
earlier. Have them imagine that they
are one of the animals living in the
habitat whose name they drew.
Explain that they'll be writinq a letter
to a "pen pal" from the point of view
of this animal.
8.Assign each person a pen pal from
the class, but don't tell the students
which person represents which animal.
Explain that the students should keep
their "animal identities" and the iden-
tities of their habitats a secret.
9. Write the following questions and
statements on the board:
• What's the climate like in your
habitat?
• Name some other animals that
live in your habitat.
• Describe some of the plants that
grow in your habitat.
• Describe any special features of
your habitat .
• What do you eat?
• How are you suited to this
habitat?
10.Tell the students that they should
address each of these questions and
statements in their letters. {Theycan
also include other information, if they
wish.} Encourage the studeTlts to be
accurate-yet creative-in the ways
they address each point. For example, a
parrot in a tropical rain forest might
say, "It's been very hot here lately, but
that's nothing new. It's hot here all year
round!" And instead of simply saying, "I
eat insects," a pen pal could say, "I had
a delicious breakfast of ants and bee-
tles this morning." Explain that, by
addressing each point accurately and
with lots of interesting detail, each
"animal" will be providing hints about
his or her identity and habitat.
11. Give the students time to research,
as needed, and write their letters.
Have them fold the letters in half and
address it to their pen pal, as assigned.
12. Deliver the letters to the appropri-
ate pen pals. Give the students time to
read the letters they received and to
try to figure out which animal and
habitat their letter is referring to. Then
have the students share the letters
they received with the rest of the
.roup. {Ifa student is unable to figure
out which animal or habitat his or her
In pal represents, ask for suggestions
om classmates.}
Variation
The activity could be done the same
way using plant species instead of
animal species.
Enrichment
• After the students have figured
out the animals and habitats that
their pen pals represent, ask them
to act out their animal. Let audi-
ence members try to guess which
performer is their "habitat pen
pal."
• ..~ Students revisit the
list of local habi-
















Language Arts, Visual Arts
Concepts
• Biodiversity results from the
interaction of living and
nonliving environmental
components such as air,
water, climate, and geologi-
cal features. (1.1)
• Forests, as well as other
ecosystems, contain numer-
ous habitats that support
diverse populations of
organisms. (1.2)
• Populations of organisms
exhibit variations in size and
structure as a result of-theft







Part A:Measuring tape or
yardstick, string or ribbon for
marking plot boundaries,
clipboards or writing tablets,
copies of student pages,
pencils, and tweezers and
magnifiers (optional)









Habitat Pen Pals,Picture This!,
The Fallen Log, Schoolyard
Safari
BACKGROUND
All organisms on Earth can be classified
by species. Aspecies is a group of organ-
isms that resemble one another in
appearance, behavior, chemical makeup,
and genetic structure. Tobe considered
the same species, organisms that repro-
duce sexually must also be able to inter-
breed and produce fertile offspring.
One of Earth's most valuable resources is
its biodiversity. This resource is made up
of three components: genetic diversity,
species diversity, and ecological diversity.
Genetic diversity is the variability in the
genetic makeup among individuals with-
in a single species. Species diversity is the
variety of species on Earth. Ecological
diversity is the variety of forests, deserts,
grasslands, streams, lakes, oceans, and
other biological communities that inter-
act with one another and with their non-
living environments.
Biologists estimate that Earth's current
biodiversity consists of 10 to 50 million
different species, each having variations in
its genetic makeup and living in a variety
of biological communities. So far, biolo-
gists have classified only about 1.7 million
species. They know a fair amount about
one-third of these species, but know the
detailed roles and interactions of very few.
Humans are dependent on this biological
capital. Diversity within and among
species provides us with a variety of
food, wood, fibers, energy, raw materials,
chemicals, and medicines and con-
tributes hundreds of billions of dollars
yearly to the world economy. Also, every
species on Earth today represents stored
genetic information that allows the
species to adapt to certain changes in
environmental conditions. We can think
of biodiversity as nature's "insurance pol-
icy" against disasters.
Over billions of years, new species have
formed, and ones that could not adapt to
changing conditions have become
extinct. While extinction is a natural
process, the rate of species extinction has
increased sharply as human settlements
have expanded worldwide. The main rea-
son for this is the alteration of many
organisms' natural habitats.
Planet Diversity 45
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GETTING READY
Find an area on or near the school
grounds where you can set up study
plots 2 feet x 2 feet (0.6 m x 0.6 m) to
4 feet x 4 feet (1.2 m x 1.2 m) in size.
You can adjust the size to suit stu-
dents' ages and your conditions. Try
to find an area where study plots dif-
fer from each other in terms of plant
type, sun or shade, and so on. For
example, one plot might be in a
wooded area, another on a grassy
lawn, and another right next to the
school butldinq,
GaJ9 Check for any hazards at the
site, such as deep holes, sharp objects,
or poisonous or irritating plants.
Measure and mark one study plot for
each team of four students using
string, ribbon, or other materials.
Make copies of student pages.
DING THE ACTIVITY
Mission to Planet Earth
1.Ask students what they think the
word "diverse" means and have them
share their thoughts about why"diver-
sity" might be a good thing-both in
nature and in human communities.
2. TeUstudents to imagine that
they're scientists from a planet called
Deevoid. Deevoid has a similar atmos-
phere, climate, and mineral composi-
tion to Earth, but has ver,ylittle diver-
sity of life with only a few different
species. Deevoid scientists have long
hypothesized that the planet Earth is
rich with a variety of life forms. To test
this hypothesis, several teams of scien-
tists have been sent on an exploratory
mission to Earth. Bystudying the life
on Earth, the Deevoid scientists hope
to discover ways to improve the biodi-
versity and the quality of life on their
vn planet.
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3. Explain that each team of scientists
will study a plot for its variety of life
forms. They will record and describe all
the life forms they find. They can also
draw conclusions about the diversity
of life on Earth.
4. Explain that when the scientists
arrive back on Deevoid, they will pres-
ent their findings at a scientific confer-
ence. Since Earth organisms are com-
pletely unknown to their colleagues
back on Deevoid, the scientists must be
careful to make detailed observations
while on Earth. For example, they will
want to record detailed information
about what the organism looks like, its
size, where they found it, how it
behaved, and so on.
5. Take the students outside and
divide them (nto teams of four. Assign
each team a study plot and hand out
copies of the student pages.
GaJ9 6. Point out any possible
hazards of the site. Tell students to
avoid handling any creatures, and to
be especially careful of ones like cen-
tipedes or wasps that could bite or
sting. They should keep their hands
away from the underside of any rocks
and logs that they turn over. Also
explain how to avoid any irritating or
poisonous plants. Finally, remind the
students to take care not to harm any
plants or animals, and to leave things
exactly the way they found them.
7. Each team should first describe their
study plot and predict what forms of
life, if any, they expect to find and
this information on the data sheet.
8. Allow students ample time to
examine their plots and record
their data.
Back On Deevoid
9. Once the students are back inside
(and back on Deevoid), they should
hold a conference to discuss the Earth
expedition. Give each team time to
prepare its presentation. Encourage
the students to use posters, data
charts, drawings, movements, sounds,
or anything else to describe the life
forms they encountered. They should
also decide on a format for their pre-
sentations. For example, one team
might hold a panel discussion, allow-
ing the "scientists" in the audience to
ask questions. Another might give a
straightforward presentation with
each team member describing certain
organisms. In whatever format they
choose, they should describe what
kind of plot they were sampling (field,
wooded plot, grassy area, and so on),
and how their initial predictions com-
pared with what they actually found.
10.Ask students to take notes on all
the presentations and then compare
and contrast other teams' data with
their own. Did any organisms appear
several of the plots? Were any
rganisms unique to a single plot? Did
ny plots seem to have a wider variety
. f animals than other plots? If so, how
.",ight different environmental condi-
tions have contributed, to biodiversity?
(Guide them toward discovering that,
tn general, areas with a greater variety
of plants have a greater variety of ani-
mals. For example, a plot on the edge
of a wooded area would tend to have a
greater variety of insects than a plot
on a lawn.)
11. After considering a11the data and
making comparisons, teams should try
to draw conclusions about what fac-
tors influence the abundance or lack
of biodiversity. What problems might
be faced in areas lacking in bio-
diversity? Did the mission to Earth
provide enough data for teams to
draw conclusions? What future study
missions do the teams recommend?
12.Ask the students how their predic-
tions compared with their actual find-
ings. Do they think their investigation
and co11ection methods were thorough
and accurate? How would they do
things differently next time?
13. Have the students brainstorm
ways that biodiversity on Earth bene-
fits the lives of its people. How might
the people of Deevoid begin to
improve their planet'S biodiversity for
the future? Answers wi11vary, but
could include ideas such as increasing
the abundance and variety ofvegeta-
tion, improving the soil, and so on.
What additional information would
they like to have about Deevoid to help
solve this problem?
have the students read their letters
to the rest of the group (being
careful not to say the name of the
animal or plant). The "audience"
should try to figure out the name
of the organism the letter refers to.
14.Ask the students to. imagine a place
on Earth that is teeming with plant and
animal life, and have them share their
reflections. Explain that Earth has many
communities rich in biodiversity, such
as rainforests, coral reefs, swamps, and
everglades. Explain that every species is
an integral part of a community (let
students give examples) and that the
stability of a community depends on
the diversity of its species.
Enrichment
Interplanetary Pen Pals
• Write names of plants and ani-
mals on separate slips of paper.
Mix them up, and let each per-
son pick one. Tell the stu-
dents to imagine they
have a pen pal on a dif-
ferent planet. Have
them write letters to
their pen pals describing




Describe your study plot's location:
Predict what life forms (if any) you will find in your plot:
Record the plants and animals you see. Draw a picture or use words to describe each different kind.
Tally or estimate the number of each kind you see in yOUTplot.
Plants and Fungi Animals
Ploject Leaming Tree • PreK-8 Activity Guide
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Activity 9 • Planet Diversity
Assesstltet1t Checklist
Study Plot
Description of study plot includes:




Descriptions of plants and fungi include:
o Where found
o Shape, size, and color
o Smell or texture
o Flowers, seeds, fruits or other
visible plant parts
More thorough descriptions include:
o Vein patterns on leaves
o Leafor stem arrangement
o Leafmargins
o Actual leaf or plant rubbings or
fungal spore print
Animals
Descriptions of animals include:
o Where found
o Shape, size, and color
o Number of legs
o Behavior or movement pattern




Note: Descriptions may be in words, pictures, or both.





• Humans use tools and tech- .
nologies to adapt and alter
environments and resources
to me~t their physical, social,
and cultural needs. (1.4)
• The quantity and quality of
resources and their use--or
misuse-by humans affects
the standard of living of
societies. (2.9)
• Allhumans consume prod-
ucts and thereby affect the








Pavorite objects brought in by





Activity: One to two 50-
minute periods
"1ated Activities
'; WI All Need Trees,A Look at
~A1lJmfnum, Resource-Go-
; " •.lnd, Renewable or Not?
BACKGROUND
See Backgrounds for "Renewable or Not?"
and "Resource-Go-Round"
DOING THE ACTIVITY
1. Have each student bring in a favorite
o~ject such as a skateboard, book, or toy.
Gwe students five minutes to write down
as many of the materials that went into
making it as they can. They should be
able to generate a list of common mate-
rials just by looking at the object (plastic,
wood, aluminum, steel, leather, rubber,
glass, and so on).
2. Ask several students to describe their
possessions and the materials that went
into making them. As they list the mate-
rials, write them on the board, without
duplicating responses.
3. Explain to the students
that all the products




natural resources-resources that occur
naturally on Earth. Go down the list of
materials on the board and help the stu-
dents to identify the natural resource
from which each material is derived.
Afterward, ask the students to identify
the major groups of natural resources
from which all of the materials are made
(plant, animal, metal or mineral, or fossil
fuel). See "What's It Made Of?," on the
following page.
4. Explain to the students that some nat-
ural resources can be renewed or replen-
ished while others cannot. Ask students
which of the resources that they've iden-
tified are renewable and which are not
(plants and animal sources are consid-
ered renewable). Which materials in their
favorite things come from renewable
resources? Could the materials that are
not from renewable resources be substi-
tuted with materials that are?
5. Explain that some materials
can be recycled and some can-
not. Have the students look at
the list of materials on the
board and decide which ones they
think can be recycled and which
ones cannot. (Glass, paper, steel,
A Few of My Favorite Things 75eAmerican Forest Foundation
Ialuminum and some plastics can be
recycled.) Does this mean that prod-
ucts made from these materials 'can
always be recycled? (No, it is difficult
to recycle products that contain differ-
ent resource materials mixed togeth-
er.) Can any of the items the students
brought in be recycled? Can any of
them be reused? How long will they
last? Will they eventually get thrown
in the trash?
Por Older Students:
6. Ask the students if they know what
type of fuel or energy was used to
make their favorite item and to trans-
port the item to them. (Most trans-
portation in our country uses petrole-
um, a fossil fuel. Manufacturing may
use natural gas-a fossil fuel-or elec-
tricity, which is generated using coal,
natural gas, or hydropower). What
energy is used to maintain it? Are
these renewable sources of energy?
7. Have students look at their
favorite thing again, think about
all the materials and energy
that went into making it, and
decide whether these were
derived from renewable or
nonrenewable natural
resources. Forexample,a
skateboard might have a
plastic board derived from petroleum,
metal wheel supports from minerals in
the earth, and rubber wheels from tree
sap. So,in this example, the only mate-
rial that might come from a renewable
resource is rubber. In addition, nonre-
newable fossil fuels (oil, gas, coal) were
used to process raw materials for man-
ufacture, and transport the skateboard.
8. Students should use poster paper
and markers to create a visual repre-
sentation of their favorite thing, show-
ing the materials, resources, and ener-
gy that go into making it.
~ Instead of making a poster or pic-
ture, have students research their
favorite thing and make a slide presen-
tation showing the materials, resources,
and energy that go into making it. See
www.plt.org for an example.
Enrichment
Dumpster Dive
• Most manufactured items are
very difficult to recycle. Have
students find out what hap-
p-ens to those items when
people throw them away in
your community. (They
probably end up in a land-
fill or inctneratot]
Project Leaming Tree. PreK-8 Activity Guide
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Swap Shop
• People throwaway things that are
. still useful because they are no
longer interested in them or don't
want to have them repaired. This
problem can be solved by giving
items away, fixing them, or finding
ways to reuse them. Students can
practice reuse by setting up a class-
room Swap Shop.
• Have students bring items from
home that can still be used, but
that their family no longer wants
and would eventually throw out.
• Have students put the items on a
table in back of the room.
• Allthe students should inspect the
table and see if there's anything on \
it they want.
• The group should discuss what
rules should apply to the swap. One
possibility is to have students sign
out items on a first-come basis. If
more than one person wants an
item, students should take turns,
with each person taking it for a
certain period of time.
Trashion Show
• Students come up with new inven-
tions or alternate uses for broken
items, such as turning a broken
aquarium into a planter. Have stu-
dents bring an item from home
that is broken and would even-
tually get thrown out. Put all the
items on a table and have students
select something they would like to
try to fix or find an alternate use
for. Your class could have a Trashion
Show in which students exhibit
their new creations from trash.
Subjects
Social Studies, Language Arts
Concepts
Human societies vary greatly
and inhabit many landforms
and climates throughout the
world. (1.7) .
Humans throughout the
world create differing social,
cultural, and economic sys-
tems and organizations to
help them meet their physical
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Activity: Two or three 50-
minute periods
Related Activities
Taleof tne Sun; A Look at
Lifestyles;Pass the Plants,
Please;Viewpoints on the line
82
BACKGROUND 3. Have a short discussion with the stu-dents about the Mbuti of the Ituri forest
using the information on "The Mbuti
Forest People" student page. Point out
that the Mbuti were sometimes formerly
referred to as Pygmies because of their
generally small stature. The word pygmy
comes from the Greek word pygmaios,
meaning "undersized".
See the student pages.
GETTING READY
Make copies of the student pages for
each student.
DOING THE ACTIVITY
tt 4· Divide the group into teams. Have
each team research the lifestyle of a
past or present forest dwelling people,
and using what they have learned, devel-
op a presentation using presentation
software about that population of peo-
ple. Students may also present their
research using graphic organizer soft-




1.Ask students: How do you depend on
the forest in your life? What items do you
use everyday that come from a forest? Tell
them that they are going to learn about
groups of people who have depended on
forests to meet their basic needs. Each presentation can include displays,
posters, or other exhibits.
Alternatively, each person in the
group can write a story that depicts
daily life for that forest dwelling peo-
ple. The story may be told through
2. Give each student a copy
of the "The Mbuti Forest
People" student page and
allow time for the group to
read through it.
Project Leaming Tree • PreK~8 Activity Guide
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41. Give the students time to research
and create their presentations or sto-
nes. Then have them share with the
'est of the group.
I. During the presentations, have the
,tudents in the audience take notes on
the various forest dwellers. Afterward,
have the students compare and con-




1.Ask students to name some changes
our society has experienced in the last
'00 years and in the last 40 years. If
you did Part A,point out that Colin
Turnbull's book about the Mbuti was
ftTstpublished in 1965.What changes
might the Mbuti people and other for-
.st dwellers have experienced in the
last 40 years?
"I.Give students a copy of "The Pesch
InHonduras" student page and allow
time for them to read.
It Lead a discussion about how and
why the Pesch culture has changed
r time.
• Have students research to find out
ow the culture of a forest people (the
buti, the peoples they researched in
Part A,or a different one) has changed
over time and with outside influences.
Have students present their findings
to the class. Discuss:
• How do these people depend on
forests now and how did they
depend on them in the past?
• In what ways have their dependence
on forests changed over time? What
has caused the changes?
• What is the impact on forests when
forest dwellers no longer depend on
them in the same way?
Hinshaw, Dorothy. Garden of the Sp;rjt~e(l,r;
Life in the Great Northem .Rainforest.
Houghton Mifflin Company. 2~04, ~Qted
naturalist DOTOthyHinshaw Patent
descrtbes the.elusive spirit be<traticlits
home, which is in danger ,ofbeing
destroyed by 10g9,ers and settlersa~ ~hey
clear-cut the ancient forests fOTlu~b;e:r.
Everypart ofthe delicate ecosystem 15
threatened. But steps are now being taken
to set aside a pr01ected spirit bear ii';"
sanctuary-a living museum wh~Tepeople
could come and see the spirit bear's realm:
Grades 2-5. ISBN:0618212590.
Johnston, Tony.Yonder. Holt. 1988. Year after
year, the plum tree which the farmer
planted Is witness to the continuin9,
generations of his family. Grades K-3.ISBN:
1586851802.
Enrichment
• students assume the identity of a
particular Mbuti group member and
write a paragraph on the following
idea: "The hardest lesson Iever
learned in the forest was ..."
• Groups of students could present
dramatizations depicting forest
cultures they have studied
Mayo, Gretchen Will. EarthTTlaker'sTcd~$;NOrtp
AmeriC;QnIndian Stories Abovt EQrth
Happenings. Walker and co ..19~~:~




McDermott, Gerald. An,Qnsi the Spider: ~J(l,le
from the Ashanti',t\enry Holt ~Tlc:lCOTTl.,an
1987:In trying to determine whi<;h si
sons tdl'eward'forSaVlTlgh\slife, A t
spideTts responsible'fOrpladng the;moon
in the s1<y.Grades PreK-3.ISBN:0805003118.
Wood, Douglas. Old Turtle and the Broken
Truth. Scholastic. 2003. In this full-color
fable, a young girl seeks the wisdom of an
ancient Old Turtle to help her people.
Grades K-3.ISBN:0439321093. .J.
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springing to the surface; and they know what kinds of
wood and leaves often disguise this food. The exact
moment when termites swarm, at which they must be
caught to provide an important delicacy, is a mystery
to any but the people of the forest. They know the
secret language that is denied all outsiders and with-
out which life in the forest is an impossibility.
The Mbuti roam the forest at will, in small isolated
bands or hunting groups. They have no fear, because
for them there is no danger. For them there is little
hardship, so they have no need for belief in spirits. For
them it is a good world. The fact that they average less
than four and a half feet in height is of no concern to
them; their taller neighbors, who jeer at them for
being so puny,are as clumsy as elephants-another rea-
son why they must always remain outsiders in a world
where your life may depend on your ability to run
swiftly and silently. And if the Mbuti are small, they are
powerful and tough.
MbutiPacts
FrotM rhe Forest People
Written in 1965 by Colin Turnbull
In the Northeast Comer of the Belgian Congo (now
Democratic Republic of Congo), almost exactly in the mid-
dle of the map of Africa,lies the lturi Forest, a vast expanse
of dense, damp, and inhospitable-looking darkness ...
The world of the forest is a closed, possessive world,
hostile to an those who do not understand it. At first
sight you might think it hostile to all human beings,
because in every village you find the-same suspicion
and fear of the forest, that impenetrable wall. The vil-
lagers are friendly and hospitable to strangers, offering
them the best of whatever food and drink they have,
and always clearing out a house where the traveler can
rest in comfort and safety. But these villages are set
among plantations in great clearings cut from the
heart of the forest around them. It is from the planta-
tions that food comes, not from the forest, and for the
villaqers life is a constant battle to prevent their
plantations from being overgrown.
They speak of the world beyond the plantations as
being a fearful place, full of malevolent spirits and not
fit to be lived in except by animals and the Mbuti. The
villagers, some Bantu and some Sudanic, keep to their
plantations and seldom go into the forest unless it is
absolutely necessary. For them it is a place of evil.They
are outsiders.
But the Mbuti are the real people of the forest.
Whereas the other tribes are relatively recent arrivals,
the Mbuti have been in the forest for thousands of
years. It is their world, and in return for their affection
and trust, it supplies them with all their needs. They
do not have to cut the forest down to build planta-
tions, for they know how to hunt the game of the
region and gather the wild fruits that grow in abun-
dance there, though hidden to outsiders. They know
how to distinguish the innocent-looking itaba vine
from the many others that closely resemble it, and
they know how to follow it until it leads them to a
cache of nutritious, sweet-tasting roots. They know
the tiny sounds that tell where the bees have hidden
their honey; they recognize the kind of weather that
brings a multitude of different kinds of mushrooms
The Mbuti [mm-BOO-teeJ live in small groups of
several families. They dwell in the lturi (ih-TUR-ee)
Forest, a rainforest in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, Africa.
• When food becomes scarce, the group moves to
another area within the forest.
• Women gather most of the group's food (fruits,
vegetables, mushrooms, roots, nuts, and so on).
Girls often help with food gathering.
• Men hunt small antelopes, monkeys, and other
animals using bows and arrows. Boys often help
with the hunt. Men and boys also gather honey,
a favorite food.
• After a successful hunt, the Mbuti hold a feast.
After the feast, they often celebrate by singing
and dancing.
• Women build the group's dome-shaped huts
out of saplings and leaves.
,Activity 17 ePeople of the Forest
fhe Pesch in Honduras
"APesch Indian expertly poles the mahogany pipante
[pea-PAHN-tr;lY}, a long narrow dugout, through the
churning rapids. The shallow boat slips between large
rocks barely visible above the frothy water. Atoucan darts
i across the river and quickly disappears into the wall of
green velvet vegetation that soars skyward. Ahead is a
view of the world as it must have looked on the dawn of
creation." (From a travel column on Honduras.)
It is interesting to imagine a people completely
dependent on the forest and living untouched by the
outside world. But the reality is that the Pesch - like
other forest dwellers around the world - do not live in
isolation. While they once wore bark loin clothes and
used blowguns, today they wear machine-made
clothes, use modem rifles for hunting, and even prac-
tice Christianity.
The Pesch live in LaMosquitia, areqion of Honduras
and Nicaragua that covers the largest wilderness area
in Central America. This region has tropical rainforests
as well as mangrove swamps, lagoons, and savannas.
Before the Spanish conquered the Americas in the
1600s, the Pesch lived across one-fourth of the area of
Honduras and were larger than any other native group.
Today there are only 350 Pesch people left.
Likeother forest people, the Pesch still depend on the
forest to survive. They regularly hunt game animals like
deer, monkeys, wild pigs, wild turkeys; iguanas, and th,e
massive tapir that live in the forests of the region. They
can catch iguanas barehanded and spear fish with
hand-held harpoons. And those who live along rivers are
superb boat-handlers, maneuvering dugout canoes deft-
ly up and downstream through boulder-strewn rapids.
.
But, the Pesch must also de1l'etldonother ways to sur"
vive. To supplement their diet, they h~ve tradition any
grown plots of rice, cassava, beans, and corn in clear-
ings hacked from the rainforest. Because much of their
land is gradually being lost to outsiders (known as
Ladinos), many Pesch also have paying jobs in order to
feed their families.
Most of the land where the Pesch live is legally owned
by the government, though the Pesch have always con-
sidered it theirs. This means that the Pesch cannot
always control what happens to the forest on which
they depend.
In 1980, for example, the Honduran government and
the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO)created a biosphere preserve in
LaMosquitia, called Rto Platano, The reserve was sup-
posed to protect the Pesch culture and the plant and
animal species of the region. Sadly, people built illegal
logging roads into the reserve in order to cut down the
valuable mahogany trees. These roads have allowed
many new Ladino settlers to sneak into the area and
chop down more of the forest for crops and grazing.
With the forest around them being damaged, and with
the loss of more and more of their land, the Pesch are
having a more difficult time getting by. Many young
Pesch are being lured to the city for jobs and an easier
life. As a result, the future of the Pesch is uncertain. It is
not clear whether this culture will be able to survive all
the changes it faces.
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Subjects
Language Arts, Science, Social
Studies
Concepts
• Human societies vary greatly
and inhabit many landforms
and climates throughout the
world. (1.7)
• Natural beauty, as experi-
enced in forests and other
habitats, enhances the quali-
ty of human life by providing
artistic and spiritual inspira-
tion, as wen as recreational
and intellectual opportuni-
ties. (1.10)
• Organisms are interdepend-
ent; they all depend on non-







Paper and pens or pencils,
books of folktales, drawing
paper, crayons or markers






People of the Forest, Viewpoints
on the Line
taT'lito
-What would happen t c
plants were gOlle~
. • 'HavetJ'le mtd,ents create
st~tern~l1ts i~ th~ .~oryt
five Or six 'tllatllre1il<l!ly
pened. c •
BACKGROUND DOING THE ACTIVITY
The traditions of a group of people
include its stories, sayings, dances, songs,
and customs. Many traditions are passed
down orally from generation to genera-
tion. A story is a narrative message that
tells the particulars of an act or incident
or a course of events. The stories of a
people serve many purposes-they tell
the history of the people, convey their
religious beliefs, teach mora11essons, and
entertain. The story in this activity
reflects the traditional beliefs of the
Muskogee people about how the world
was formed-and it should be treated














1.Discuss with students their percep-
tions of what stories are. Explain the
generally accepted definition that
appears in the Background. Ask the stu-
dents for a few examples of stories that
reflect various cultures.
2. Tell the students you are going to read
them a story told by the Muskogee
(Creek) Indians of present day Oklahoma
about how the sun got into the sky.They
must listen carefully to the story. later
they'll answer questions about it and the
people who told the story.
3. Read aloud the story on the
student page (or provide copies
for your students to read).
4. Discuss the story on two
levels. On the first level,
ask the students how the
story, as a traditional cre-
ation story, explains why
certain animals look the
way they do. On the second
level, ask them how the story
can teach people a lesson in !,
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how to work and live together. (See the
Assessment Opportunity for questions
to use in the discussion.)
5. Have the students read another tale
that relates to wildlife or the environ-
ment. (See Reading Connections.) What
happens in the story? What does the
story reveal about the people who told
the tale? Does the story conflict with
scientific explanations of nature? For
example, according to scientists, can
the wolf in "Little Red Riding Hood"
really talk? What lesson for living can
people learn from the tale?
• Students can write their own short
folktale incorporating information
about plants and/or animals along
with lessons that they think are
important. Have the students illus-
trate their stories and then share
them with younger students at the
school.
• lit Using graphics software, stu-
dents, design a book jacket for
one of the stories read, making sure
it demonstrates the "lesson learned"







Buchanan, Ken. This House fs·Made· .
Casa Esta' Hecha De LOtio.RiSing .: ..
Books. 2004. Writt~ in both Spanish and·
English on each page, this is a stmy of life in
.".",."'".
;'::C;'&.·,t;
the Arizona Sonoran Desert. Soft
watercolors and simple words describe a
family, whose lives are inter-woven with the
environment and the home they fashion
from the earth. Grades PreK-3.ISBN:
0873585801.
am an aka, Sheila. A11the Colors of the Earth.
HarperTrophy. 1999. Highlights the
differences among children across the world
but shows that essentially children are the
same everywhere. Grades PreK-K.ISBN:
0688170625·
ondon, Jonathan. Fire Race:A Karuk Coyote
TaleAbout How Fire Came to the People.
Chronicle Books. 1993.A Karuk (Northwest
California tribe) story about fire. Grades 1-4.
ISBN:0811814882.•.
ayo, Gretchen Will. Earthmaker's Tales:North
American Indian Stories About Earth
Happenings. Walker and Co.1989. A
collection of Indian legends about such
natural phenomena as thunder and
lightning, earthquakes, tornados, and
rainbows. Grades 4-5. ISBN:0802768393.
Nelson, S.D.The Star People:A Lakota Story.
Harry N.Abrams, Inc., 2003. Ayoung Lakot~
Indian girl narrates the story of how she and
her little brother, Young Wolf, survive a
prairie fire. The illustrations draw upon
traditional lakota art and bring life to a
memorabl~ new legend about the Star
People. Grades 1-4. ISBN:0810945843-
O'Dell, Scott. Island of the Blue Dolphins. lau1'i!.1
leaf Books. 1960. A story about survival ofa
Calif<mtia Indian girl in the early 1800s,
dealjng with nature, natural beauty, and
personal d.iscovery. Newberry Medal Winner.
Grades 4-8. ISBN:0440439884 .•.
Robinson, Sandra Chisholm. The Rainstick, A
Fable. Falcon. 1994. Aboy embarks on a
quest to bring back the sound of rain to his
We.st.African village. Includes a discussion
hOll\!.raiT}s.~H*sate used today and
instrw:j:joJ1~ror making a rainstick.
Grad~sl-5.tSBN: 1560442840.
•. Available @ http://shop.plt.org
Tale 01 the Sun
IS>American Forest Foundat1on
Studettt Page
How trat1dWlother Spider Stole the SUtt
A tale from the Muskogee (Creek) Indians
When the Earth was first made,there was no light. It
was very hard for the animals and the people in the
darkness. Finally,the animals decided to do something
about it.
"I have heard there is something called the Sun," said
the Bear. "It is kept on the other side of the world, but
the people there will not share it. Perhaps we can steal
a piece of it." All the animals agreed that it was a good
idea, but who would be the one to. steal the Sun?
The Foxwas the first to try. He sneaked to the place
where the Sun was kept. He waned until no one was
looking. Then he grabbed a piece of it in his mouth and
ran. But the Sun was so hot it burned his mouth and he
dropped it. To this day all foxes have black mouths
because the first fox burned his carrying the Sun.
The Possum tried next. In those days Possum had a
very bushy tail. She crept up to the place where the
Sun was kept, broke off a piece, and hidit in her tail.
Then she began to run, bringing the Sun back to the
animals and the people. But the Sun wa,s so hot it
burned off aft the hair on her-tail and she lost hold of
it. To this day all possums ha.ve bare tails because the
Sun burned away the hair on that fjrst possum.
Then Grandmother Spider tried. Instead of trying to
hold the Sun herself, she wove a bag out of her web-
bing. She put the piece of the Sun into her bag and
carried it back with her. Now the question was where
to put the Sun.
Grandmother Spider told them, "The Sun should be up
high in the sky.Then everyone will be able to see it and'
benefit from its light."
An the animals agreed, but none of them could reach
up high enough. Even if they carried it to the top of
the tallest tree, that would not be high enough for
everyone on the Earth to see the Sun. Then they dedd-
ed to have one of the birds carry the" Sun up to the top
of the sky.Everyone knew the Buzzard could fly the
highest, so he was chosen.
Buzzard placed the Sun on top of his head, where his
feathers were the thickest, for the Sun was still very
hot, even inside Grandmother Spider's bag. He began
to fly, up and up toward the top of the sky.Ashe flew,
the Sun grew hotter. Up and up he went, higher and
higher, and the Sun grew hotter and hotter still. Now
the Sun was burning through Grandmother Spider's
bag, but-the Buzzard still kept flying up toward the top
of the sky.Up and up he went and the Sun grew hotter.
Now it was burning away the feathers on top of his
head, but he continued on. Now all of his feathers were
gone, but he flew higher. Now it was turning the bare
skin of his head all red, but he continued to fly. He flew
until he reached the top of the sky, and there he placed
the Sun where it would give light to everyone.
Because he carried the Sun to the top of the sky,Buzzard
was honored by all the birds and animals. Though his
head is naked and ugly because he was burned carrying
the Sun, he is sttll the highest flyer of all, and he can be
seen drding the Sun to this day. And because
Grandmother Spider brought the Sun in her bag of web-
bing, at times the Sun makes rays across the sky that are
shaped like the rays in Grandmother Spider's web, and it
reminds everyone of what Grandmother Spider did for
all the animals and the people.
This story is reprtnted from Keepers of the Earth by
Michael J. Caduto and Joseph Bruchac (Golden,
Colorado: Pulcrum Publishing, 1989) with permission
of the publ1sheT.
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Cultural and societal perspec-
tives influence the attitudes,
beliefs, and biases of people











Copies of student page, and
pens or pencils, Variation:





People of the Forest, A Look at
Lifestyles
BACKGROUND
Students should learn to respect the
processes of searching for truth. These
processes involve identifying and assess-
ing facts; distinguishing substantial from
insubstantial evidence; separating the
search for truth from the acceptance of
propaganda; and examining in a con-
structive and un biased manner contro-
versial subjects such as politics, ethics,
science, and religion.
Many people never take the time to
explore the underlying assumptions they
have concerning the environment. They
may even form an opinion without
understanding all the sides of an issue.
Tomake dedsions, students need to
resolve ambiguities, balance the advan-
tages and drawbacks of alternative solu-
tions, and project the likely conse-
quences of a particular choice. Bycom-
bining such a decision-making procedure
with pertinent scientific and technologi-
cal information, students move toward
achieving environmental literacy.
GETTING READY
Read over the opinion statements on the
student page and add one or two state-
ments pertinent to your group's studies.
Make a copy for each student.
DOING THE ACTIVITY
1.Give students copies of the student
page, and ask them to rank how much
they agree or disagree with each state-
ment. For each statement, they should
circle a number, with "10" signifying
strongest agreement and "1" signifying
strongest disagreement.
2.Find an open space and have the stu-
dents stand in line. Tell them that the line
represents the scale of 1 to 10 that they
used to rank the opinton statements (one
end of the line being "strongly agree" and
the other end "strongly disagree").
3. Read aloud one of the opinion state-
ments and have students reposition them-
selves in line according to how they ranked
that statement. Theywill need to communi-
Viewpoints on the Line 89
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cate with each other to make sure every-
one is in the right place. Once they are
settled, point out how the line reflects
the range of opinions in the class.
4. Next, break the line at its midpoint,
and have half the students stay in
place while the other half moves down
so that each student has a partner.
(See diagram below).
5. Give each person in each pair one
minute to explain to his or her partner
the ranking he or she chose. Then give
the other partner half a minute to par-
aphrase what the partner said. Have
the partners switch roles, giving the
other person a minute to explain his
or her ranking and the partner half a
minute to paraphrase.
6. Repeat Steps 3 through 5for as many
of the opinion statements as you like.
7. Discuss each opinion statement
with the students, using the following
questions as a guide:
• What reasons did they have for the
rankings they chose?
• What reasons did their partners
give for therankings they chose?
• Did any of them support their rank-
ings using examples or specific infor-
mation from real-life situations?
• Did anyone feel like changing their
ranking on a particular statement
after pairing with someone else and
hearing their opinion?
• Did students feel they needed addi-
tional information to judge an
issue? If so, what did they need?
• What assumptions underlie each
person's opinion?
• Where do people's opinions come
from? What kinds of experiences
change or strengthen people's
opinions?
tributed on the scale. Have them do
the exercises in Steps 3 to 5, and allow
them to change their ranking based
on what they learn. Have students
once again position themselves on the
scale. Draw another diagram showing
their revised positions. Compare the
diagrams and discuss the changes
with the entire group.
." Use spreadsheet/database software
to record the students' viewpoints
on each statement. After all the
students add their viewpoints to the
spreadsheet or graph, show them the
overall class view on each statement.
Variations
Using chalk, string, or tape, create a
scale of 1 to 10 on the floor or ground.
Make the scale 10 yards or meters long
with the numbers one yard or meter
apart. For a particular opinion state-
ment, have the students place them-
selves as close as possfble to the rank-
ing they chose. When everyone is set-
tled, make a diagram on the board or
easel paper of how students are dis-
Original Line: t t t t t'K 'K 'K 'K 'K
Break the line here: t t t t t 'K 'K'K 'K 'K
Have half the students move over ..•t t t t t
'K'K'K'K'K
... and pair with someone else. t t t t t
'K'K'K'K'K
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OpittiotlState_tits
1. It is important for people to preserve
wilderness areas.
1 Z 345 678910
9. People should be able to use their own land in
whatever way they see fit (for farming, housing,
logging, wildlife habitat, and so on).
1 Z 345 6 7 8 9 10
2. The world's natural resources exist for
people to use.
1 Z 345 678910
3. Ehvironmental degradation is the biggest
problem facing humanity today.
1 Z 345 6 7 8 9 10
4. People will eventually develop new technologies
to cope with environmental problems.
1 Z 345 678910
5. People have a responsibility to protect all life forms
on Earth.
1 Z 345 678910
6. Protecting a country's natural resources and natural
heritage is primarily the government's responsibil,ity.
1111 1'K 'K'K'K'K
1 Z 345 678910
·7. The government is doing a good job of protecting
the country's natural environment.
1 Z 345 678910
8. Recy(;ling is the most important thing people
can do to help improve the environment.
1 Z 345 6 7 8 9 10
Ac:tivlty 19• Viewpoints on the Line
10. All people have a right to clean air and water.
1 Z 345678910
11. Human consumption is the greatest factor con-
tributing to Earth's environmental problems.
1 Z 345678910
12. Use of compact fluorescent light bulbs, which
use less energy than incandescent bulbs, should
be required in allpublic buildings.
1 Z 345 678910
13. Global treaties are needed to address the
earth's changing climate.
1 Z 345 6 7 8 9 10
14. New energy production on the planet should
be limited to only renewable energy sources.
1 Z 345 6 7 8 9 10
15. There should be laws restricting development on
farmland or forestland outside cities or towns.
1 Z 345 678910
16. Zoning laws should prevent people from living
in places with a history of major forest fires.
1 Z 345 6 7 8 9 10
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• Biodiversity results from
the interaction of living and
nonliving environmental
components such as air,
water, climate, and geological
features. (1.1)
• Forests, as wen as other
ecosystems, contain numerous
habitats that support diverse
populations of organisms. (1.2)
• Cultural and societal per-
spectives influence the atti-
tudes, beliefs, and biases of










Tree identification books and
books about the natural
history of your region; mark-
ers, crayons, drawing paper,






Diversity. Adopt a Tree,Poet-Tree
GETTING READY
Before doing this activity, you'll need
to find another group to exchange
with-and we can help! Just fill
out the form on the next page (or online
at www.plt.org) and send it to PLT.We'll
match you with another educator. Be sure




,. ta·celebTatethe Year of Forests, plan and' ,
, g>pdultJl e~9ange. Conect items;
.~~'mpl~, ~fand reports that will
teach yd\l ang~ partners about the··
forests of yO~Tregi(m. Include information
such as·tree species and
DOING THE ACTIVITY
1.Once you get the name and address of
your "exchange partner," tell the students
that they are going to exchange "forests"
with students in another region. Explain
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that the students you're exchanging with
will not know much about your local envi-
ronment. It's the responsibility of your
group to prepare items for the box that
will teach your exchange partners about
forests in your region.
G'.lDD Many states have laws regulat-
ing the types of plant and animal mate-
rials that can cross their borders. Be sure
to check with the state or county depart-
ment of agriculture or a local office of
the agricultural extension service to find
out about restrictions in your exchange
partner's state before you send any plant
or animal materials.
2. Brainstorm with the students a list of
items to include in the box. Then have
the students divide up the responsibili-
ties of researching, collecting, and
preparing materials for the box. The stu-
dents might want to consider some of
the following items:
• Student written descriptions.
• A collage of pictures of your local for-
est ecosystem (urban, suburban, or
rural), taken by the students or collect-
ed from newspapers, books, or maga-
zines.
• A book with drawings of local trees,
other plants, or animals.
• Photographs of your group and your
school or meeting area.
·d.eowhich also records local ani-
(~sounds.
'.Tieswritten by the students
"out their favorite things to do in a
..est or near trees.
mples of special, non-perishable
, gfonal foods, such as maple syrup
. m Vermont, almonds from
l1fornia, or pecans from Georgia.
escriptions and pictures of regional
ltural events, such as Arbor Day
lebrations or Fall Foliage festivals.
presentative natural objects from
ur area such as tree leaves, nuts,
nd cones; pressed flowers; and rocks
,ee safety note).
Audio recordings of natural sounds
.,OT students' reports.
iA field guide, prepared by the stu-
'd.ents, to neighborhood trees.
A description of local environmental
Issues relating to forests and forest
, management and news articles on
••all sides of the issues.
Email can facilitate spontaneous
communication and learning
.tween the two classes.
• While you're waiting for the box
i om the other groupto arrive, ask the
';.tudents what they know or have
''''eard about the region they're
exchanging with. Can they name major
cities, geographical landmarks, or other
features of the region? What do they
think the climate is like there? Record
the students' ideas on the board.
4.When the box arrives from your
exchange group, open it with the stu-
dents and examine its contents. Then
have the students compare that region
to their own. For example, how do the
climates compare? What kinds of ani-
mals andplants live in both places?
Are there differences in the ways peo-
ple live?
Itt Use a webcam to facilitate the
exchange. Thisway, students can
explain the contents of the box they pre-
pared as their exchange partners discov-
er the items within it.
5. Have the students create a
representation of what they liked
most about the other forest or what
. they imagine it would be like to live in
the exchange group's area. For exam-
ple, students could draw pictures that
depict their favorite item from the box
or that show a scene in the other
region. Or they could write down their
impressions of items from the box in
creative ways. For example, they could
write stories about their imaginary
adventures in their partner region.
6.Have all students in your class write a
short thank-you note to the exchange
group, describing their impression of
the box and what they liked best about
it. Tocontinue the relationship with the
other group, have the group formulate a
list of questions they have about items
in the box they received or a list of gen-
eral questions about the partner region.
Would they like more information or
Clarityon certain items? They can send
the letters and questions to their part-
ner group and wait for a reply.
Enrichment
• The concept of conservation can be
discussed using the exchange box
your group made. What actions
could be taken to conserve the
forests and other resources used to
make the products that they puttn
their exchange box?
• Contact your local newspaper for
coverage of the opening of your
exchange box. Students could write a
press release (see Activity
60,"Publicize Itt").
,--------------_._-------------------------- ...,::"':'"--'---------------------------------------------------------------"',;,-----_.:._---------------, ,






















Return this form by mail.
fax, OT email to:
Project Learning Tree
American Forest Foundation
111119thStreet, NW Suite 780
Washington, DC20036
Telephone Number (include area code)
Grade Level/Age of Students
Email Address
Fax: 202-463-2461
Email: information@plt.oT9Preferred state or region with which you would liKeto exchange (not guaranteed)
Environmental Exchange Box 93
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readers face to face·wfth trees. animals. ancl
plants. creating the sense of a nature hike
progress. Grades 5~8. ISBN:1575055279.
Leavell.Chuck and NiCh61asCravotta. The Tree
Farmer. 2005. Childrertare often surprised
to learn how maTiydlffeient products cOtne
from trees. In this bOOk.a proud grandfatb
takes his grandson on ,amagkal joumey
through his tree farm where they discover
the majesty of the forest and the many
benefits of trees. Grades K~5.ISBN:
1893622169.
Rocha.Ruth and Otavio ~oth. Blue and BeautfjU
Planet Earth OUT Home. United Nations
Publications. 1990. Thi$ book represents
a global consensus !?Tlo\l,t c;~mon
respom;ibility for the care and maintenance
ants
.ubJeds
Science, Math, Sodal Studies
Concepts
• Biodiversity results from the
Interaction of living and
nonliving environmental
components such as air,
water, climate, and geologi-
cal features. (1.1)
• Organisms are interdepend-
ent; they all depend on non-
living components of the
Earth. (2.1)
• Altering the environment
affects all life forms-including
humans and the interrela-
tionships that link them. (2.2)
IIdlls
Solving problems, Observing,









Part A:small containers, pot-
ting soil, fast-growing seeds,
water, measuring sticks, graph
paper, pencils
Part B:plant and animal field
guides; maps showing average
predpitation can be found in
many encyclopedias and atlases
Part C:copies of student pages;
markers or paper pencils
Time Considerations
Preparation: 30-60 minutes
Activity: Part A:Two 50-minute







Puerto Ricois a subtropical island about
the size of Delaware. Because of regional
variations in elevation, temperature, and,
most important, rainfall, Puerto Ricohas a
tremendous variety of forest types - from
dry, open woodland to lush rainforest. (See
student page 127 for more information on
forest types. Also see Background for "How
Plants Grow" on page 179.)
In this activity, students design and set
up controlled experiments. A controlled
experiment has test groups and a control
group. Everything in the test groups is
kept the same except for the single condi-
tion or variable being tested. The control
group receives the same attention as the
experimental groups except for the vari-
able being tested. For example, if the stu-
dents are testing how the amount of pre-
cipitation affects a plant's growth, they
might set up four different containers in
a window with equal amounts of soil and
three radish sprouts in each; one of the
containers would be the control, and the
other three would receive different quan-
tities of water daily over two weeks.
Controlling the experiment enables the
experimenter to determine whether any
changes noted are due to the variable
being tested or to other factors.
GETTING READY
Make copies of student pages.
Gather materials for experiments in Part A.
Ask a local siiviculturalist, borticulturalist,
botanist, or forester to visit your class-
room for Part B and to bring several
plants from distinctly different climate
areas. (These experts may work at uni-
versities, greenhouses, arboretums,
botanical gardens, plant nurseries, or
research institutes.)
For Part B,gather resources (field guides,
encyclopedias, atlases) with maps of
average precipitation and plant and ani-
mal species' ranges (where they live can
be found). Most series of field guides
such as Golden Guides, The Peterson Field
Guide Series,or Audubon Society Field





1.Begin by asking students to think of
three different ways that an area's cli-
mate might affect the plants growing
there; have them write thetr responses in
a journal. Ask volunteers to share their
Rain Reasons 123
C>American Forest Foundation
~ 2. Divide the group
into teams of two,
and challenge each
team to design an
experiment using





guidelines such as (1)
testing for one variable at a
time (likewater, sunlight, or
temperature); (2) labeling con-
tainers clearly;and (3)having a
control group. (SeeActivityTl;
"Trees in Trouble" Part Bfor more
detailed information on experiment-
ing on plant requirements)
ideas, and list on the board the
climatic factors they mention
(such as amount of rainfall or
sunlight, and temperature).
r
~ 3. Have teams predict and
record the outcome of their
experiments. Tell each team to first
grow the sprouts they will use in
their experiments. They should use
fast-growing seeds in small paper
cups or egg cartons filled with pot-
ting soil. When the seeds have
sprouted, students should record
the height and appearance of the
plants before beginning their
experiments in their journals.
4. Have students observe their plants
each day, and write their observations
in a journal. They should record any
changes, especially in size and appear-
ance. Ask students to include draw-
ings along with ideas of what they
infer is happening.
5. After two to four weeks, have stu-
dents present the results of their
experiments to the rest of the group.
Did any team get results it didn't




Have each student choose a com-
mon local plant species. Help
them look it up in a field
guide that shows the range
for that species (the
range is the area where
it can be found).
2. Have students com-
pare the species' range
with the map showing
average precipitation for
regions of North America
(many encyclopedias and
tlases have precipitation maps). In
comparing the maps, students
should consider whether the rang of
their species appears to be limited
by precipitation. Then, students
should read more about their species
to verify their conclusions.
3. Aska local silviculturalist, horticul-
turalist, botanist, or forester to visit your
classroom and bring several plants from
distinctly different climate areas. Letstu-
dents guess where plants may be from
by recalling characteristics they have
learned. The experts can discuss stu-
dents' guesses, tell students where the
plants occur naturally, and point out
each plant's special adaptations.
Part C-Island Paradise
1.Point out the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico on a world map. Have any
students or their relatives been there?
Identify for students the different for-
est types they could see on a trip to
Puerto Rico.(See "Maps of Puerto Rico
student page.) Ask students to use
what they learned in experiments from
Part A to consider how climatic factors
influence these different forest types.
Tell students they will study the rela-
tionship between climate and forest
types in Puerto Rico.
~ 2. Divide the students into teams
of four, and disttibute copies of
student pages 126-128 to each stu-
dent. Have teams work together to
answer the questions on page 128.
Point out to students that classifying
a "forest type region" does not mean
that region is presently covered with
forest. Much of Puerto Rico'soriginally
forested land has been replaced by
farmland.
3. Have teams share their answers
with the class.
Enrichment
• Arrange a group trip to a nursery,
plant shop, or greenhouse. Obtain
permission from the owner and, if
124 Project teaming Tree • PreK-8 Activity Guide
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. 11ble,arrange for an employee to
OW students plants that grow in
rent climates. Establish clear
,. for student behavior (like
n't handle plants"). Have student
irs select a plant that interests
'm; they should write down its
ame and carefully read the direc-
. 5 for taking care of it (usually on
caTd attached to the plant or stuck
the soil). Each card will tell what
vel of temperature, soil moisture,
TId sunlight the plant requires, and
rhaps what continent the plant
mes from. Using this information,
students should write down their
ideas for what kind of natural habi-
tat the plant might be found in (e.g.,
desert, grassland, wetland, dry for-
est, moist temperate forest, tropical
rainforest). Remind students of the
relationships they studied between
plants and climate factors locally
and in Puerto Rico.
• Have students research their state's
forest types. Students should look at
factors like rainfall amounts and dis-
tribution, temperature, and eleva-
tion. They might compare a state or
National forest in their state with
the Caribbean National Forest.
• Find a tree on the school grounds
and use field guides, the Internet, or
other resources to identify it and to
determine whether it is a native or
non-native species. If it is a non-
native species, how does its native
habitat compare to this one?
., Take students on a virtual field
trip of a rainforest. See the PLT
website, www.plt.org, for links.
Rain Reasons 125
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• Lower Montane Rainforest





aleli (AHlay-LEE), turpentine, and guayacan (GWEYE-uh-
kan) are some common trees adapted to climate condi-
tions in the dry forests of Puerto Rico.Gumbo-limbo
trees, for example, shed their leaves during the dry-sea-
son and slow their growth at times when little mois-
ture is available.
The trees provide homes for other plants and animals
living in the dry forest. For example, mistletoe, a para-
sitic plant growing right outof tree branches, derives
most of its nutrition directly from trees. Many birds,
such as hummingbirds and bullfinches, depend on
trees in dry forests for building their nests. In turn, the
melon cactus depends on the hummingbird to polli-
nate its brilliant pink flowers and on the bullfinch to
eat its pink fruits, thereby dispersing its seeds
throughout the forest. Cactus plants (cacti) are adapt-
ed to dry conditions since their leaves (spines) have lit-
tle surface area; for cacti, photosynthesis happens in
their stems instead of leaves. (With less surface area,
cacti lose less water than leafy trees through transpira-
tion.) The stems (green, fleshy part of the cactus) store
water for drier times. Also, the broad, shallow root sys-
tem of cacti gathers water over a large area.
As one of the dry forest's recyclers, "crazy ants" break
down leaves, dead insects, and other debris. These ants,
in turn, become food for many different lizards that
live there, such as the ameiva (uh-MAY-vah), with its
long, iridescent tail.
Moist Forests
In Puerto Ricomoist forest covers more area than any
other forest type, but almost all of it has been cleared
at one time or another for growing crops. As a result,
grasslands are a dominant feature of this zone today.
Trees up to 20 meters (65.6 feet) tall with rounded
crowns like the mango are characteristic of areas
where deforestation has not occurred. Common trees
of the moist forest are prickly and royal palms, white
and Spanish cedars, grandleaf sea grapes, and short- .
leaf figs. In coastal areas, mangroves grow much taller
in the moister forests than in the drier forests. Com-
mon birds in the moist forest include the banana quit,
the grey kingbird, and the greater Antillean (an-TILL-ee-
uhm) crackle. Reptiles such as the ground lizard are
common there, as well as the Jamaican fruit bat.
Wet Forests
In the wet forests, you are likely to see tabanuco (TAB-
uh-NEW-ko) or candlewood, trumpet, balsa, and sierra
palm trees growing. Those trees support many vines
and epiphytes (EP-uh-fights) (plants that use other
plants for support). One epiphyte, the redflowered
bromeliad (bro-MEE-leead), catches water in its tank-
shaped leaves, providing a moist home for insects like
centipedes. The ground of the wet forest is typically
covered with ferns and mosses. In a wet forest, where
there is no need to retain water because of the con-
stant rainfall, plants have large, green leaves that tran-
spire a lot of water. In addition, many plants are ever-
greens, meaning that they retain their leaves and pho-
tosynthesize all yearlong.
Birds of the wet forests include Puerto Rican tanagers
(TAN-ih-juhrs), hawks, owls, pigeons, quail doves; and
the endangered Puerto Rican parrot (a beautiful green,
blue, and red bird about one foot or 30.5 cm long).
However, fewer birds are in the wet than in the dry
forests because large lizard and frog populations in the
wet forests compete for the same insect food. Puerto
Rico is famous for its coquis (KO-key), or tree frogs,
most of which live in the wet forests and climb trees
for food and shelter.
Rainforests
Within the wet forest are several types of rainforests,
which vary on the basis of elevation. From about 330
feet high (100 m) to about 2000 feet (610m), the lower
montane (mountain) rainforest is dominated by the
tabanuco tree whose spreading crowns create a semi-
dark environment. Tabanuco tree trunks are clear of
branches for more than half the tree's height, creating
an open midsection in the forest. On the forest floor
grow ferns and other lush vegetation. From 2,000 feet
(610 m) feet to about 3300 feet (100 m), the lower mon-
tane rainforest is dominated by colorado trees, which
are mostly short, gnarled, and twisted. When they grow
old, these trees develop cavities that are used by birds,
. insects, and the Puerto Rican parrot.
The upper montane rainforest, found at about 3300
feet (100 m) and above, is dominated by Sierra palm
trees. On the trees and floor of this forest grow ferns,
mosses, and the red-flowered bromeliad. With rainfall
nearly every day, the rainforest at the highest eleva-
tions supports great numbers of vines and bromeliads.
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Sa. Find the region with theleast rainfall.••... b. Isits temperature hiqhet.or
lower than other regions?
c. Look at Map 0 to find out the
name of this type of forest.
d. What kinds of plants and
animals would live in this
region?
e.What are some ways that the
animals and plants that live
there especially suited (adapt-
ed) to this type of forest?
QU88ti·tJriS
1a. Study Maps A and B.Whatis.the relationship betweenelevation and temperature
in Puerto Rico?
b. Why might this relation-
ship occur?
a. Study Maps A and CWhat
is the relationship
between temperature and
rainfall in Puerto Rico?
b. What might cause this
relationship?
2 a. Study Maps Band C. What. is the relationsh~p bet~eenelevation and ram fall m
Puerto Rico?
b. What might cause this rela-
tionship?
4- a. Using l\,I\apC, find the areaswith the most rainfall.; b.Are these areas at a high, medi-
um, or low elevation?
C. Look at map 0 to find out what
kinds of forests grow in these
regions.
d. Use the student page 127 to find
out what types of plants and
animals grow in the areas with
the most rainfall.
6 a.On Map 0, find the regions thathave moist forests. Do theseregions occur at low, medium, or
high elevations? (See Map B)
b. How does the amount of rainfall
in these regions compare to the
rest of Puerto Rico?
C. How about the temperature?
d. What kinds of plants and animals
do you think live in these regions?
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_ Tropical Rainforest






[Source of map: "Honduras Ecological Zones." Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO).Accessed 3/15/05 at
http://www. fao.org/forestry /foris/webview/forestry2/index.jsp?siteld"'5081&sitetreeld",18g27&langld"'l&geold",o 1
Honduras is a Central American country. Lookat this map of Honduras, and based on the
different types of forests shown there, answer the following:
1.Which areas would you predict contain
the highest mountains? Mark the areas
on your map and explain your answer.
2.Which areas would you predict have the
greatest rainfall? Mark the areas on your
map and explain your answer.
3. Fromwhich direction would you predict
the wind in Honduras tend to blow?
Mark the direction with an arrow on your
map and explain your answer.
4.What else might you predict about the
climate or terrain of Honduras based
on this map?
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Subjects
Science, Social Studies, Visual
Arts
Concepts
• Resource management tech-
nologies interact and influ-
ence environmental quality;
the acquisition, extraction
and transportation of natural
resources; all life forms, and
each other. (2-4)
• While technological
advances decrease the inci-
dence of disease and death,
the ever-increasing world
population is placing heavy
demands on the finite












Variation: 8" x 10" (20 em x 25
em) white paper, 8" x 10" (20
cm x 25 cm) overhead trans-
parencies, pencils, colored






Adopt a Tree,Air Plants,
Improve Your Place, Treesin
Trouble, Plant a Tree,WeAll
Need Trees,Publidze It!
BACKGROUND
Most people plant trees to provide fruit,
beauty, or shade. But the benefits of trees -
espedally in urban settings - go far beyond
those things. Trees provide sodal, environ-
mental, and economic benefits as well.
Social benefits. Trees enhance the quality
of life for residents of a community. They
provide privacy, emphasize views, or
screen out unpleasant sights. They
reduce glare and reflection. They provide
the urban landscape with natural ele-
ments and wildlife habitats.
Environmental Benefits. Trees provide
environmental benefits by moderating
temperatures and improving water and
air quality. Tree leaves absorb and deflect
the sun's radiant energy, reducing the
"heat island" effect of buildings and
paved areas in city centers. Trees also
intercept rain and hail, reducing the
amount of water that falls onto the
ground below. leaves absorb carbon
dioxide from the air, and in the process
also absorb other air pollutants - such as
ozone, carbon monoxide, and sulfur diox-
ide - and give off oxygen.
Economic Benefits. Some trees provide
wood, fruit, and nuts. Beyond these obvi-
ous economic benefits, trees also reduce
energy costs. A 2S-foot tree may reduce
the heating and cooling costs of a typical
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residence by 8 to 12percent. Trees also
enhance property values, offering anoth-
er economic benefit to residential prop-
erty owners.
(Formore information, see. the
Background of Activity 31,"Plant a Tree.")
DOING THE ACTIVITY
1.Write the following list where every-











z. Have each person or team choose and
draw one of the areas on the list. Explain
that students can draw the area any way
they like, with one exception: They must
leave trees out of the picture. (Youmight
. work on one big mural with each team
drawing a different section.)
3.When students have finished their
drawings, have them draw the same
scene again, but this time using as many
trees as they wish.
4. Display the drawings (or murals)
Where everyone can see them. Askstu-
's in which environment they would
,•.....er spend their time, and if trees have
anything to do with their preferences.
s. Discuss the benefits of trees in pub-
Ifcplaces. Have the students brain-
storm a list of benefits. For example,
trees not only look nice; they alsopro-
vide shade, protection from wind, and
I habitat for wildlife. Trees help to
improve the quality of air and to
reduce noise.
I. Give each student or team an 8.5" x
'1" (2l5 mm x 279 mm) piece of paper
and an 8.5" x 11" (2l5 mm x 279 mm)
blank overhead transparency.
a.On the piece of paper have students
draw a familiar scene (their house or
building, street, school, playground,
downtown) without its trees, bushes,
grass, flowers, or plants of any kind.
Have students place the trans-
parency over the picture and tape it to
ene edge.
4. On the transparency, have them use
, colored markers to draw any trees,
j.)ushes, and plants that they remem-
her being in the scene.
<js" When they've finished, they can
'J;f1tp up the transparency and compare
\}the pictures with and without trees
'and plants.
6. Afterward, they can continue draw-
ing on the transparency. Maybe the
added trees, plants, or flowers repre-
sent the way students would like to
see the scene some day.
Enrichment
• ~.~ Have students use a digital cam-
. era to take a picture of a place
they visit. Help them load the image
into a graphics program and, using
the eraser tool, erase all the trees.
They can then compare and contrast
the two images as they write about
the importance of trees.
• Many communities have programs
to promote urban tree planting. Find
out whether this is happening in your
community and how students can get
involved. Contact the local parks, natu-
ral resources, extension service, or
environmental services department.
• As a servtce-learnmq project, plan a
planting event (trees, bushes, plants,
flowers) for your school, group, or com-
munity. Use this opportunity to publi- .
cize all the benefits that trees and





• Organisms are interdepend-
ent: they all depend on non-
living components of the
Earth. (2.1)
• Altering the environment
affects all1'ife forms-includ-
ing humans-and the interre-
lationships that link them.
(2.2)
• Resource management tech-
nologies interact and influ-
enceenviroTlmentalquality;
the acquisitiOn, extraction
. and transportation of natural











Paper and pencils, copies of
"Plant a Tree" student page




Activity: Two to five 50-minute
periods
Related Activities
Waste Watchers, Air Plants,
Three Cheersfor Trees,WeAll
Need Trees,How Plants Gro~
ToBea Tree
BACKGROUND
Trees are invaluable assets to our com-
munities. They give us flowers, fall colors,
and lovely scents. They provide homes for
birds, squirrels, butterflies, and other
wildlife. Their branches create beautiful
shapes that soften the urban landscape
and even hold tree houses. They shade
and cool our streets and buildings and
insulate home from cold winds. They con-
tribute to a community's sense of place.
Trees, particularly those planted in urban
or residential areas:
• Help settle out, trap, and hold small
particles (dust, ash, smoke) that can
damage lungs
• Absorb sulfur dioxide and other pollu-
tants
• Store carbon, helping to reduce atmos-
pheric carbon dioxide
• Hold soil with roots, preventing erosion
• Provide homes and food for birds and
other animals
• Serve as a windbreak, keeping build-
ings warmer.
• Provide shade, keeping buildings cooler
• Muffle traffic noise
• Provide beauty and enjoyment
Byplanting a tree, students can con-
tribute positively to their neighborhood
and community. As the founder of
TreePeople in LosAngeles writes, "When
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we plant and care for trees, alone or
together, we begin to build an internal
place of peace, beauty, safety, joy, simplici-
ty, caring, and satisfaction. The results
encourage us to take on larger challenges.
After a while, we discover that we've
established a richer inner and outer world
for ourselves, our families, our neighbor-
hoods, our cities, and our world."
GETTING READY
Find out which agencies or organizations
are responsible for tree planting and
maintenance in your community. Parks
departments, urban forestry depart-
ments, and independent garden clubs
are possibilities. Students can write to
those agencies or organizations for tree-
planting information.
DOING THE ACTIVITY
1.Ask students to name some areas in
the community (such as along city streets
and in other public areas, including the
school g"rounds) where trees have been
planted. Then have them work in small
groups to list the benefits trees provide to
people and wildlife in those areas.
2. Use the groups' lists to develop a class
list, and add any other benefits you can
think of (see Background). Have everyone
make a copy of the list. '
..• Tell the students that planting trees
.l great way to do something good
for the community - and for the plan-
e.t as a whole. Have them work in small
groups over the next week or so to
Identify areas in the community (or on
the school grounds) that would be
Improved by the presence of one or
more trees. Remind students to refer
to their lists of tree benefits as they
consider different planting sites. If
you're working with younger students,
take them on a walk around the school
to locate an area or areas that would
be improved by adding a tree.
4. After the students have identified
possible sites, have a group discussion
about the feasibility of each site. Have
•tudents decide which site (or sites)
•hould be the focus for their tree-plant-
tng campaign. With proper supervision,
teams can work on different sites.
S. If you're working with older stu-
dents, as-kthem whom they think they
"'ould contact to get permission to
plant in the area(s) they've chosen.
Help them learn about tree planting in
your community, finding answers to
questions such as:
• How much money is spent annually
on tree care in the community? How
many trees are planted, and where?
• Which species are most often chosen
for planting?
• Do any criteria exist for selecting the
species that will be planted? If so,
what are they? Whether or not such
criteria exist, you may want to sug-
gest to students thatthey consider
many different factors before decid-
ing on which trees to plant. For
example, depending on where
they'll be planting, they may want to
consider native species and species
that are resistant to air pollution,
drought, and so forth.
• What are some hardships that
urban trees face? What is the aver-
age life span of a city tree?
• How can citizens become involved in
planting and maintaining trees on
public property?
Help students use this information to
compose a letter to the appropriate
people, agencies, or organizations for
permission to plant .
6. After the students have received
permission to plant, help them detail
plans fOTtheir tree-planting project.
For instance, they may decide to raise
money to buy trees from a local nurs-
ery, or they might ask people to
donate trees. Youmay contact local
foresters or nurseries to get help with
planning and carrying out the plant-
ing.
'~ Students can do Internet research
to find out what kind of tree to
plant and the specific requtrements
for that tree.
7. Have students plant trees and take
care of them. See the plantingrecom-
mendations on the student page, a
get directions from the nursery on
how-to plant and care for the particu-
lar species of tree.
c'~ The students can take digital pictures
before and after planting the tree.
Using presentation software they can
keep a scrapbook of the tree over time.
Enrichment
• Students could arrange for a special
tree-planting ceremony, possibly in
conjunction with a special occasion
such as Earth Day or Arbor Day.
Students should plan the event and
send out news releases to publicize
it, including the benefits of planting
trees .
• Have students make a map of the
planting site using graph paper. The
map should show the site as it is
now and the area the tree canopy
will cover when the tree reaches
maturity. Have students use garden
books or on-line resources to deter-
mine the mature size of the tree.
Students calculate and compare the
areas of the two canopies.
• Use selected music ("My Roots Run
Deep" and "These Trees") from the
Billy B Sings About Trees CD to
enhance the concepts covered in this
activity.
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Choose YOUI'Site Cuefully.
Look up, around, and down. The tree you
plant today could eventually reach 40
to 100 feet (12to 30meters) in height,
depending on the tree type. Giveyour
tree plenty of room - its roots will grow
wide and deep.
Q II
If you're planting a sapling ...
Diga hole twice as wide and as
~M._ deep as the rootball. Build a
mound of soil, and place the sapling on top
of the mound so that it is two inches (five
cm) above the hole's bottom. Ifthe roots
o are wrapped, remove the burlap. Fillthe
hole with dirt, tamping it down with
your foot and wetting it with water as
(>
you fill the hole.
Plant it well away from buildings and
power lines, so that it won't do any dam-
age, or need harmful pruning later in its
life, Plant the tree where its roots will not
grow into sewers and pipelines, or under drive-
ways and sidewalks.
Look at the tree. Make sure it's suited to the
environment you are planting it in, so that
it has the best chance of surviving.
Take Cue Before and During Planting.
Keepthe tree cool and shaded, and keep its
roots moist until planting. OUTingplant-
ing, try not to handle the tree's roots.
Tamp the dirt firmly,but don't pack it too
tightly or the roots won't be able to either
reach out forwater and nutrients, or anchor
the tree. Soak the soil around the tree with
water to encourage deep rooti.ng.
o
Ifyou're planting a seedling ...
Dig a hole a little deeper than the
roots' length. Fillthe hole around the
seedling with dirt. Then gently pull the
trunk of the seedling up slightly to
straighten the roots.
Give Special Cu.e During the Euly,
Developmental Yeus.
Atree is most vulnerable during the first
years of its life. Protect it from pests and
animals. Water it as appropriate for the
tree type. Add a 3-to 4-inch (8 to 10cm)
",. layer of mulch around the base of the tree
to help keep the soil moist and improve soil
aeration (mulch should not touch trunk).
Then sit back and enjoy! Ifcared for prop-
erly,each tree you plant will grow and
flourish, providing you and all of us with
benefits and beauty for generations.
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advances decrease the inci-
dence of disease and death.
the ever-tncreasinq world
population is pladng heavy
demands on the finite
resources of the Earth. (2.5)
• Cultural and societal per-
spectives influence the atti-
tudes. beliefs. and biases of





ernment policy. and resource
use. (4.10)
• Ecosystems change over
time through patterns of
growth and succession. They
are also affected by other
phenomena such as disease.
insects. fire. weather. and
human intervention. (5.4)
• Leisure and recreational pur-
suits can have an impact on















I'd Like to Visit a Place Where ...•
qoo-aae Wood. Who Works in
This Forest?A Forest aJMany Uses
BACKGROUND
According to 2003 figures, the National
Park Service oversees 84 million acres
(34.0 million hectares) of the National
Park System thereby preserving much of
our country's historical and natural her-
itage. Large parks, lakeshores, seashores,
battlefields, memorials, recreational
areas, and historic homes are all part of
the system. As of 2003, the number of
National Park Service areas totaled 388.
According to the act that created the
National Park Service in 1916, all areas in
the national park system are to be man-
aged "to conserve the scenery and the
natural and historic objects" in them, and
to enable people to enjoy those objects in
ways that "will leave them unimpaired
for the enjoyment of future generations."
Wilderness Areas are federal lands spe-
cially designated by Congress; and they
are different from National Parks
(although National Parks may contain
Wilderness Areas). Wilderness Areas are
governed by strict guidelines, which for
the most part, prohibit road building,
logging, hunting, fishing, mineral and oil
exploration. The National Parks Service,
as well as the Bureau of Land
Managements, the u.s. Fish and Wildlife
Services and U.s. Forest Service each
manage land that has been desiqnated
Wilderness Areas.
Since the end of World War II,more and
more people have been visiting national
parks. OUrincreased population, standard
of living, leisure time, and better trans-
portation have fueled this explosion. Many
parks have been overused by the increasing
volume of visitors. The number of souvenir
shops, hotels, restaurants, and other devel-
opments within the parks has ballooned
and so has development outside park
boundaries. The latter can bring air and
water pollution, even to remote
parks. (See the student page
"Problems in Paradise" for spe-
cific examples of park problems.)
What can be done to protect
our parks so that people today
and generations tomorrow can
visit them and have enjoyable
experiences? Many ideas have
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strategies work better for different
parks. Here are a few solutions people
have suggested that are already being
implemented in some parks:
• Determine the call)'ing capadty for
each park and limit visitors to that
number at any given time.
• Limit and reduce automobile access
to parks. Establish buses, trams, and
other mass transit systems within
parks to move people around.
• Close many shops within the parks
and move them to areas outside park
boundaries. Re-evaluate other con-
cessions (e.g., restaurants, gas sta-
tions) within the parks and possibly
move some out as well.
• Restrict the types of activities people
can do within or adjacent to certain
parks. Or, to conserve the park ecosys-
tems, restrict the times of the year for
such activities.
• Increase the Park Service's budget for
sdence and conservation programs.
• Educate the public about the need
to protect parks already in the sys-
tem and to increase the number of
protected areas.
Educate the public about how activities
outside park boundaries can impact
parks (for better as wen as worse).
GETTING READY
Make copies of the student pages. If
possible, obtain PlT's Federal & Forest
land Map. See Appendix 4.
DOING THE ACTIVITY
1.Begin by asking students how many
of them have visited a national park in
the United States or abroad. Talk about
some local or famous national parks.
See PLTwebsite at www.plt.org for a
list of national parks by state, includ-
ing their outstanding characteristics.
(Note that there are many other kinds
of National Park Service areas in addi-
tion to the National Parks listed,
including scenic riverways, seashores,
lakeshores, monuments, memorials,
historic sites, battlefields, and more. In
2003, the number of National Park
Service areas totaled 388.) Have stu-
dents share their experiences in the
parks. Where did they go? What was it
like? What did they see? Were there
very many people there?
2. Ask students which of the following
activities they think are allowed in
America's national parks: mining, log-
ging, oil and gas drilling, or livestock
grazing. (none) Discuss with your stu-
dents the fact that although some
public lands such as national forests
are managed for multiple uses
(wildlife, recreation, timber), national
parks allow more restricted use. (Use
Background for explanation of the
National Park Service's mission.)
o~ 3. Divide your group into teams of
two, three, or four. Pass out copies
of the student pages "Statistics" and
"Questions." Give each student graph
paper (or access to spreadsheet soft-
ware). Have teams use the statistics to
draw a line graph of U.S.population
growth since 1800 and a graph of park
visitation from 1950 to 2000.
Depending on the level of your group,
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you may need to give them help in set-
ting up and plotting their graphs.
4. Have students work in their groups
to answer the questions. Afterward, go
over the questions using the answers
on the next page.
5. Pass out copies of the student page
"Problems in Paradise." While students
are reading this page, write the follow-
ing questions on the board. Have stu-
dents work in their groups to discuss
the reading and answer these ques-
tions:
• What problems have been caused by
an increase of visitors to national
parks?
• What other problems do national
parks face?
• Do any of the same problems affect
your local or community parks as well?
• What solutions would you recom-
mend to combat those problems?
What other information would you
like to know before making recom-
mendations?
What problems might your recom-
mendations solve?
What problems might your recom-
mendations create?
Would your recommendations work
for all parks or for only some?
What can be done when the best
action to protect resources inside a
park would have a negative effect on
communities outside the park?
6. Discuss problems facing the Park
Service. What solutions did students
recommend? How do other students
feel about those recommendations?
What are the pros and cons of each
recommendation? Discuss some
options presented in the background
section. Do students think parks
should charge entrance fees that ade-
quately reflect the fair market value of
a park experience? Why or why not?
Enrichment
• Invite a local park employee (manag-
er, forester, naturalist, ranger, police
officer) to visit your group and
address the students' concerns
about how the park is managed and
cared for, what its rules are, and how
the rules are enforced. Have stu-
dents discuss their ideas for solving
park problems. They might also find
out how to present suggestions to
the appropriate person in the park's
administration.
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"Includes 41,845 million acres of
Alaskan lands added to the system in
1978. Toconvert to hectares, multiply
acres by .4047 hectares.
Source: Statistical Abstracts of the
United States (accessed 7/1110 at
www.census.gov/compendia/statab)

















Source: Statistical Abstracts of the
United States (accessed 7/1110 at
www.census.gov/compendia/statab)
Recreation Visits
All National Park Service Areas













Source: Statistical Abstracts of the
United States (accessed 8/5/08 at
www.census.gov/compendia/statab)
Activity 35. Loving It Too Much
uestiot1s
1Based on-the graphs you drew,what trends do you see in the sizeof the US. population ~What
trends do you see in the number
of visits to national parks?
What do you predict will happen
to the size of the U.s. population,
and how will that change affect
the number of visits to national
parks in the future?
5 If the number of park visitors.. was r.estricted, COUld..continuedpopulation growth still cause
. problems in the parks? If so,
how? If not, why not?
Activity 35. Loving It Too Much
2 What circumstances mightexplain changes in thenumber of visits to nation-
al parks since 19S0?
4- What changes do you think weremade to parks to accommodate
.. the increasing numbers of park
visitors? What problems, if any,
might the increasing numbers
of visitors have caused?
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Probletlts itt Paradise
Our nation's "crown jewels." That's
how some people have described
our national parks. Unfortunately,
our parks face some big problems.
Many people feel that if we don't
take steps soon, our parks will suffer.
Inside Pressures
In 2003, more than 266 million visi-
tors spent time in the historic
homes and forts, recreation areas,
seashores, memorials, and parks
that make up our National Park
System. that's more than eight
times as many people.as visited the
parks in 1950. And park visitation is
expected to rise.
Cars, campers, and motor homes
already jam the most popular
parks. Hikers often crowd trails.
Visitors have destroyed trailside
vegetation in many areas.
Vandalism is a problem in almost
every park: People steal Native
American artifacts, plants, and
other pieces of the parks to sell
them to collectors; people spray
graffiti on park rocks and walls; and
vandals have even used park-pro-
tected items for target practice.
Accommodating so many people
has put additional pressures on our
parks. For example, more roads
have been built to handle the
increased traffic. New camp-
grounds have been built and exist-
ing ones have been expanded. More
concessions, including snack bars,
hotels, and souvenir shops, have
been built in many parks. All of
these developments mean less
habitat for plants and animals that
live in the parks.
Outside Pressures
Aside from the problems being
caused by increasing numbers of
park visitors, other problems are
caused by activities outside the park
boundaries. As the population
increases, civilization creeps closer
and closer to park boundaries. Wild
animals, whose natural ranges
extend beyond park boundaries, are
being squeezed together for living
space as people develop land outside
parks. In addition, resource extrac-
tion and other human activities have
brought pollutants and invasive
species into the parks. Let's look at a
few threats facing certain parks:
• On some days, air pollution can
be a major problem in Great
Smoky Mountains National Park
(Tennessee and North Carolina)
and in Shenandoah National
Park (Virginia).
• Copper smelters near Glacier
National Park (Montana) have
caused fluoride contamination in
some parts of the park.
• Extensive development in Florida
has drained, diverted, or polluted
water necessary for the survival
of many plants and animals in
Everglades National Park. In the
past 70 years, many wading birds
that once nested in the
Everglades have disappeared.
• Even in remote Isle Royale
National Park (Michigan), non-
native plants and animals are
threatening the park's native
species and habitats.
• People are flocking to the area
near Joshua Tree National Park in
California because of its lower
cost of living (as compared to Los
Angeles), to escape the problems
of city life such as crime and traf-
fic, or to simply reconnect with
nature. Development is encroach-
ing upon the park and depleting
desert groundwater resources.
Finding Solutions
Many of these problems in the
parks are being addressed, at least
to some extent. For example, stud-
ies in Cape Cod National Seashore
(Massachusetts) have led to a man-
agement plan with different zones,
protecting nesting seabirds and the
beaches where people swim and
allowing off-road vehicle use. And
an Everglades Restoration Plan has
been developed to reverse the
changes that have diverted water
away from the Florida Everglades.
However, it's going to take more
action to completely protect all of
our parks.
National parks belong to all people:
young and old, able-bodied and dis-
abled, those seeking complete soli-
tude and those seeking a nice view.
Most important, the parks belong to
future citizens. Meeting the needs of
people today while protecting our
resources for the future is a big chal-
lenge for the National Park Service.
How well it meets this challenge will
determine whether, and in what
condition, our parks survive.
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Activity 35. loving It Too.Much
Subjects
Science, Social Studies, Math
Concepts
• Byreducing waste and recy-
cling materials, individuals
and societies can extend the
value and utl1ity of resources
and can promote envi-
ronmental quality. (2.7)
• Allhumans consume prod-
ucts and thereby affect the
availability of renewable and
nonrenewable natural
resources. (2.11)
• Increased public knowledge
of the environment and the
need for conservation of nat-
ural resources have resulted
















Boxes,pails, or other contain-
ers for sorted waste; rubber
gloves; map of North and
South America; bathroom




Activity: Several periods over
the course of a week or two
Relatecl Activities
We All Need Trees; Energy
Sleuths; Make Your Own Paper
BACKGROUND There are several ways to get rid of trash,with some ways better for the environ-
ment than others. One approach to
deciding what to do with our trash is to
think of the options as a hierarchy, in
which the most environmentally benign
ones are used first. The reverse pyramid
on the next page depicts these options.
What is trash? Trash-also called solid
waste, rubbish, refuse, and garbage-is
the solid materials that we no longer
want or need. It can include an old news-
paper, a broken toy, a shirt we have out-
grown, a banana peel, or a million other
things we want to dispose of. Reduce. The best way to "manage" trash is
to not generate it in the first place.
Resource reduction or waste prevention
means decreasing the amount of waste
that is produced. People can reduce by
doing such things as printing on both
sides of paper instead of just one, buying
the amount of food that can be eaten
before it spoils, or choosing reusable con-
tainers and products over disposable ones.
In 2003, Americans produced 236 million
tons of trash from homes, businesses,
and schools. On average, each American
generates 1,600 pounds (730 kg) of trash
a year, or 4.5 pounds (2 kg) a day. Most of
that trash is paper, yard trimmings, and
food scraps (see chart below).
2008 Total Waste Generation-
250 Million Tons (before recycling)
In 2008, paper accounted for 31.0 percent (by
weight) of Americans' solid waste, followed by
yard trimmings, food scraps, and plastics.
Source: "Basic Facts:Municipal Solid Waste,"
Municipal Solid Waste. Environmental
Protection Agency.Accessed 7/01110 at
http://www.epa.gov/epawaste.
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
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Hierarchy of Options for Managing Trash
Source: Adapted from Betty Miles, Save the Earth: Ecology Handbook for Kids, 1974,as dted in "There
is NoAway." Oregon Department of Environmental Quality. Accessed 7/01/10 at
http://www.deq.state.or.us.
-se. Reusing items in a similar or
. _N application instead of tossing
them in the trash saves natural
resources and cuts down the amount
of waste. Repairing a broken toy,
reusing a lunch bag, or donating
"hand-me-down" clothes are some
sample ways to reuse.
Recycle. Recycling means recovering
materials like paper and glass for
remanufacture into new products or
containers. Americans recycle nearly
30 percent of their discards, which
helps to reduce municipal solid waste,
and saves both energy and money.
However, recycling by itself does not
reduce how much waste people gener-
ate, and energy and other natural
resources are used to conduct recy-
cling activities.
Compost. Agood method for recycling
organic materials like food scraps and
yard trimmings is composting. When
(\¥'1anic trash is composted, microscop-
:ganisms decompose the material
to produce a rich soil that is good for
plants and gardens. Many communi-
ties have compost programs for yard
waste to help reduce the amount of
solid waste.
Disposal. When trash is not reduced,
reused, recycled, or composted, then
the final option is disposal. This can
occur in several ways:
Landfill. Most of the solid waste in the
United States ends up in landfills. A
landfill is an engineered area where
trash is placed into the land. Once itis
filled and allowed to settle, it is possi-
ble to grade a landfill for use as a park,
a golf course, or a wildlife area.
Methane gas, a product of the decom-
position, is sometimes collected from
the landfill and burned to generate
electricity. Landfills take up a lot of
space, and it is difficult to find sites for
them because nobody wants to live
near one. Some older landfills have
leaked hazardous materials (like
motor oil and pesticides) and contami-
nated underground water supplies.
Newer landfills have special liners to
prevent this leaching.
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Incineration. A common alternativ
disposal is to burn the waste in an
incinerator or combustor.lncinera.
can turn huge piles of garbage1nt
much smaller piles of ash, Which
then be disposed. Some incinerators
also produce electricity for commun
use. However, incinerators put green
house gases into the atmosphere an
can also emit harmful materials.
Hazardous Waste. Household haz-
ardous waste, which consists of
things like cleaning products, gaso-
line, oils, paints, batteries, etc.,
requires special care in disposal
because of the particularly harmful
impact they can have on humans and
the environment. These wastes
should be disposed of in accordance
with your community's solid waste
regulations. Many communities have
collection programs for disposing of
these wastes in the safest manner.
GETTING READY
For Part A,you will need a large con-
tainer (or containers) to hold a week's
worth of classroom trash. Alarge card-
board box, large trash barrel, or several
plastic trash bags all work well. (See
Step 2 of the procedure for more about
how you'll use the container and what
to consider in choosing it.) You will
also need to make arrangements so
that no one collects trash from your
room during the week.
For Part 8, see the PLTGreen Works I
Guide at www.plt.org for more infor-
mation on planning and carrying out





1.Discuss with students whether it is
really possible to throw something
away. Where is "away?" Do these
things somehow disappear? Can trash
"hue to affect us even after we've
Wn it away?
•Ten students that for one
eek they will collect their trash
le in school. Explain that every-
n9 they want to throwaway dur-
the week should go into the
e container{s) you prepared ear-
•Have them predict how full the
sh container will be by the end of
week. You might also have them
diet the types of items that will
leeup the greatest proportion of
trash.
Students should wear rubber
ves when sorting through trash.
d wastes can be messy and unsani-
"TY. Have students collect food waste
a separate container, weigh it, and
cord the contents before they throw
away each day.
• At the end of one week (or at the
nd of each day), have students look at
. efr trash. Did more or less accu-
mUlate than they had predicted? You
<cansort through the trash and hold
Up items for them to see, or you can
·"haveseveral students sort through the
!tTash. Record on the board the quanti-
"ty and type of each item.
4. Older students can make tables,
charts, or graphs that show volume,
weight, number of pieces, and types of
trash collected. They can figure the
percentages of particular items or
categories of items (e.g., paper, plastic)
In the trash.
t 5· Using the following ques-
tions, discuss what usually hap-
pens to trash:
• Whatusually happens to classroom
trash at the end of each day?
(Someone collects it and takes it to a
dumpster. You might want to take
the students to see the dumpster)
• Where does the trash end up? How
often is it picked up? Have students
guess. {Inmost cases, someone col-
lects it from the dumpster and takes
it to a local landfill where it is buried
or to a combustor where it is
burned. Recyclable materials that
are separated are often taken to a
recycling facility.}
• What are the pros and cons of land-
fills? (Landfills provide easy disposal
for large amounts of waste in a rela-
tively sanitary fashion. Landfills are
filling up and it is difficult to find
new landfill sites.)
• What are the pros and cons of burn-
ing trash? (Burning greatly decreas-
es the volume of waste, but may put
harmful pollutants in the air.)
• Where do the materials come from
to make the items in their trash?
(Paper comes from trees, metal cans
from minerals in the earth, plastics
from fossil fuels, fruit from trees and
other plants.)
• When people use things only once
and then throw them away, what
are the effects on our supply of nat-
ural resources? (We have to use
more minerals and fossil fuels for
energy to create new products.)
6. Have the students look at the list
on the board and try to think of what
they could do to keep some items out
of the trash and, therefore, out ofthe
landfill or incinerator. As you go
through the list, ask students to think
of ways they could either reduce,
reuse, or recycle each item on the list
(e.g., only use one paper towel when
drying hands, reuse sheets of writing
paper, compost food waste, and recycle
paper, glass bottles and aluminum).
PARTB-Making a
Difference
1.Have the students develop and carry
out a service-learning project to
reduce the amount of trash they gen-
erate or to persuade others in the
community to do so. You may divide
the group into teams to work on dif-
ferent projects, or have the entire
group work on one project. Here are
some suggestions of things your
group can do. The students may also
have other ideas.
• Set up a classroom scrap box. Have
. the students put any papers that
have only one side used in the scrap
box. When someone needs paper for
scratch work or a short assiqnment,
he or she can use a piece from the
scrap box.
• Set up a "recycling center" in one
corner of your room for the class (or
for the w~ole school). You might col-
lect aluminum, glass, plastics, and/or
paper. Be sure to discuss what you're
going to do with the collected mate-
rial before you begin! (Find out what
your school, community. or city is
already doinq. Consult the blue and
yellow pages of the telephone book
to locate recycling centers.) Create a
pamphlet or poster showing how to
set up a classroom recycling pro-
gram.
• Have students bring in rags or old,
worn-out clothes that can be turned
into rags. Keep.those rags in a handy
place for cleamng up spills and
other messes. Rags should be
washed periodically.
• Set up a swap table. If students have
useful items they no longer want,
such as old bOOks,games, or clothes,
they can bring in items to put on the
swaR_table for others to take.·t'~Have students create a
. brochure Using word pro-
cessmg software that teaches others
why and how to reduce the trash
they generate.
• Create a compost pile on the school
grounds for grass clippings and
other ya~d ~ebris. Contact your
school district office or state envi-
ronmental agency for composting
regulations.
• Set up a worm box in your classroom
~o compost foo~ waste. All you need
1S a sturdy, ventllated box' some soil
a~d ~hredde.d newspaper'for "bed-
dmg matenal; and some worms.
Soon you'll have rich compost that's
great for g.ardens and indoor plants.
(For more mformation about setting
up a worm box, see Activity 24
"Nature's Recyclers.") ,
• Determine whether any disposable
or nonrecyclab1e products used in
the school cafeteria (or at horne)
could be replaced with reusable
products. Have students analyze the
costs and benefits of each option,
(including, for example, the cost of
hot water and labor to wash
reusable utensils}. In somesitua-
tions, they may find that it is more
economical and environmentally
sound to use disposable products.)
After completing the project, help stu-
dents evaluate and share their results




1. Let your class determine the
amount of paper they think they will
need for one week and allot them that
amount.
2. Have class members manage their
"allowance" in order to make the sup-
ries last for the entire week.
3. At the end of one week, have stu-
dents answer questions such as these:
"Did we have enough paper?" "How
much paper and pencils do we nor-
mally use in a week?" "Can we cut
back?" "How much do we waste?"
4. The following week, let students
further reduce their allotment of
paper and try to stretch their
resources by reusing and recycling.
Enrichment
• Combine this activity with a field
trip to a landfill, incinerator, or recy-
cling center. Or have either a repre-
sentative from one of those facilities
or a professional from a solid waste
management company speak to
your students and answer their
questions and concerns.
• ~ Provide each student with three
large sturdy paper grocery bags.
(Allbags should be the same size.)
Label each bag "glass," "aluminum,"
or "paper." Have students take the
bags horne and set up a horne recy-
cling station. Have students keep
track of how many days it takes to
fill their bags and report back to
school. The information can be
recorded on a class chart and





Solid waste data in Background fro
USEnvironmental Protection Agen
Municipal Solid Waste Managemen
website, http.z/wwwepaqov/epawa
accessed July 1, 2010 •






Science, Math, Social Studies,
Visual Arts
Concepts
• The application of scientific
knowledge and technologi-
cal systems can have positive
or negative effects on the
environment. (3.5)
• Conservation technology
enables humans to maintain
and extend the productivity









Part A:scratch paper, maps of
the community, copies of stu-
dent page, colored markers,
sticky notes
Variation: Billy B'sEnergy &
MeCD
Part B:drawing materials, or
to make a model transporta-
tion system, students can
bring a collection of materials
such as cardboard, paper cups,
egg cartons, meat trays, boxes,
toothpicks, popsicle sticks,
pipe cleaners, berry baskets,
toilet paper tubes, margarine
tubs, dried grass or twigs, con-
struction paper, glue, wire,
tape, paints, brushes, or clay
Time Considerations
Preparation: 60 minutes
Part A: 50 minutes




the Ideal Community, In the
Driver's Seat Plant a Tree
BACKGROUND In1946,there were 25million registeredvehicles in the United States. That number
has reached over 250million registered
vehicles in the year 2006. With the increase
in the use of cars, ridership on public
transportation by 1972had dropped to 6.3
billion trips. But, in 2006, public
transportation provided over 10billion trips
due to improved customer service and
higher levels of public and private
investment in public transportation.
In the United States, most people woulQ.
find it difficult to imagine life without cars.
But until the 1930'S,most people used pub-
lic transportation, walked, or used a horse
and buggy to get to their destinations.
Through the mid-1950S,public
transportation systems such as railways,
. subways, trolleys, and buses constituted
most of the country's transit. Ridership
peaked in 1946when Americans took 23.4
billion trips on public transportation. After
World War II,ridership declined due to
inexpensive fuel, suburban development,
and sprawl related to the new interstate
highway system. In addition, mass
production of cars, and their relative
affordability along with a desire for safe,
effident, and convenient
transportation led to the
rise of the automobile and
the decline of public
transportation systems.
Freight transportation still uses various
methods. Container ships and cargo vessels
cany goods to destinations accessible by
water. Railways and trucks transport freight
across land Airways cany goods that need to
be moved quickly.In 2002, approximately 12
percent by weight of all inter-dty freight in
the United States was transported by rail, 59
percent by trucks, 15percent over waterways,
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ain a map of your community
,",1' each group of students that
-, as many different transportation
" s as possible: roads, railways,
ays, 'bus routes, bike paths, hiking
.• and. airports. Search the Internet
'\,uitablemap, or have students use
,ks.spftwaretocreate th~ir own <'if
'lo.cal transit authorities can alsO' .
..4e maps, cr check with local cham~ .
of commerce.
u plan to have students build or
w a transportation system of the
re, ask them to start collecting the
.ssary materials.
Ask students how they get to school
and list the ways on the board. Ask
students what kind of energy each
method uses and whether it uses
Toads, railroads, or another type of
transportation system.
I. Divide the class into groups and
give each group a map and a copy of
the student page. Challenge groups to
find several types of transportation
systems on their maps. Have groups
use sticky notes to label each system
they find. After the groups have found
all of the transportation systems, ask
them to answer the questions on the
student page.
3. lead a discussion about students'
findings.
• Which systems carry people?
(Roads, subways, buses, etc.) Which
carry products? {Roads, railroads,
waterways, etc.}Which carry both?
• What advantages does each
system have?
• What disadvantages does
each have?
• How would your life be different if
there were no cars in your communi-
ty? No trains? No buses? How would
you get food? Clothes? Visit friends?
Variation for Younger Students
Introduce the activity by playing Billy
B's song, "On the Move." Ask students
to name all the ways they can think of
that people get around. As a class,
identify which of the ways are pow-
ered by people, by other animals, by
wind or the sun, by electricity, and by
gasoline or by other fuel. Make a class
list of their responses. The class could
also create a collage (from magazine
pictures) or mural showing ways peo-
ple get around.
PART B-Past Porward
1.Ask the class to name one problem
they observed in their community's
transportation systems. Have a brain-
storming session to generate ideasfor
overcoming the problem. Help stu-
dents by encouraging creative and
imaginative ideas.
z. Challenge the student groups
formed in Part Ato design a transporta-
tion system of the future that over-
comes a problem in today's transporta-
tion or improves it in some way. For
example, they might work on a model
car that uses a future energy source, or
create a streetless system that trans-
ports people and goods.
'" 3. Have groups work together to
create designs. Depending on your
time and resources, you can have
groups design a physical model using
modeling materials, or they can illus-
trate their designs using drawing
materials or presentation software.
4. Have groups present their designs
to the class. Discuss these questions:
• What problems did you encounter in
your design?
• To solve the transportation problem,
did you have to sacrifice efficiency,
convenience, or appearance in your
design? Are the sacrifices worth-
while? Why?
• What things do you think people need
to consider when designing a trans-







Have students create a brochure that
describes and compares the different
ways students may be transported to
your school. Make copies of the
brochure available to all families .
• Help students compare and contrast
different ways to get between two
places in your community in terms
of time, cost, and pollution generat-
ed. Choose two places that are
accessible to each other by public
transit as.well as by car. Divide the
class into two groups, assigning
> each group a mode of travel such as
bus, commuter rail, car, bike, and
foot. Give students hypothetical
departure times. Using maps and
transit schedules, students deter-
mine for their trip: (1) the route; (2)
the time required; (3) the number of
miles; (4) how much it would cost;
and (5) the pollution generated. Give
students the following information:
An average passenger vehicle costs
'bout $0.50 per mile to run and
•ratntam. Passenger vehicles emit
an average of 19.21 grams of pollu-
tants (nitrogen oxides, carbon
monoxide, and hydrocarbons) per
car per mile; rail transit an average
of 0.5 grams per passenger per mile;
buses an average of 4.79 grams per
passenger per mile. Ask students to
discuss problems with the compar-
isons. For example, the bus figures
are based on a full busload of pas-
sengers. How efficient is it if the bus
is not full?
• Rural students can survey their
school bus system as an example of
public transportation. Survey ques-
tions might include:
• How many buses are there?
• How many routes?
• How many people ride the
buses daily?
• How many miles do the buses
travel daily?
• How much gasoline is used daily
by the system?
• What is the average mileage per
gallon (MPG)of the buses?
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• Have students compare transporta- .~.
tion systems within their community
and the systems used by early set-
tlers or American Indians. Students
might use display boards, posters,




Look at the map of your community and find all the different transportation systems you can. Then discuss
with your group the following questions, and write down your group's answers.
1. What kinds of transportation systems does your community have?
2. What do you think is the most common means of transportation?
s. How many people can each system carry? (contact your local transit authority.)
4. Which system's routes pass important places in the community, like government buildings, hospitals,
schools, restaurants, and shopping centers? .
s. Which system seems to be the most convenient? Which is the least convenient?
6. Which type of transportation do you think is the most energy efficient (transports the most people or
products per gallon of gas or unit of electricity)? Which is the least energy efficient?
l What problems does your group find in the transportation systems in your community?
8. What suggestions does your group have for improving the transportation systems in your community?
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fcabjects
Sodal Studies, Language Arts,
. Visual Arts
Concept
',I Most cultures have beliefs,
values, and traditions that
shapehuman interactions










Part A:Amap of the area
around your school (see
Getting Ready), chart paper or
overhead transparendes, mark-
ing pens or overhead pens
Part B:Large pieces of paper,
colored construction paper,





On the Move; We Can Work It
Out; People, Places,Things; I'd
Like to Visit a Place Where ...;
Improve Your Place
BACKGROUND
Acommunity includes all the people who
live in a place. Different members of a com-
munity exchange goods and services so that
all people get what they need to live there.
A thriving human community includes
residential areas; commercial areas;
industrial areas; schools; public services
(police, fire department, hospitals); trans-
portation systems; utility systems; agri-
cultural areas; food distribution systems;
recreation areas; open space; and cultur-
al resources (libraries, churches, theaters,
museums). In a rural community, each of
these areas might extend many miles.
GETTING READY
For Part A,decide on the size of the area
that students will survey. For example,in





school is fine. Obtain or draw a basic
map of the survey area (see sample on
this page). Make a copy for each student.
(Or have students copy a sketch from the
board). Also make an overhead trans-




1. Ask students what they think a commu-
nity is. Have small teams brainstorm
places or services they use in their com-
munity. Examples might include roads,
schools, hospitals, electricity, parks,
libraries, police services, or movie theaters.
z. Have teams share their ideas and list
the examples on an overhead trans-
parency or chart paper. Ask the group
whether there is anything missing from
the list, helping them with questions
such as the following:
• How do people get the food and water
they need?
• Where do they live?
• How do they get around?
• How do they get the energy they need?
• What types of energy are used?
• Where does solid waste go?
• Where does wastewater go?
Add new ideas to the list, so that the
final list includes places to live, work,
learn, and play, along with public servic-
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es, public utilities, and environmental
and cultural resources.
3. Divide the class into groups of three to
six students. Distribute a map to each stu-
dent. Explain that groups wilt survey the
area around the school to find the com-
~unity resources and services they listed
m Steps 1 and 2. Dividethe list equally
among all of the groups. On the back of
th~ir map, members of each group should
wnte down the items they will look for.
When students find one of the items on
their list, they should record on their map
the name and location of the item.
4. Take students for a walk around the
survey area, allowing time for stu-
dents to look for and record their find-
ings. Alternatively, you may assign stu-
dents to survey the area on their way
to or from school.
5. Help students compile their find-
ings on the class map. Using that map
as a focal point, lead a discussion
~bout students' findings by asking
:hese types of questions:
• What community services and
resources did you find?
• What seemed to be missing?
• Does the community have a problem
because those things are not present?
• Would you have found them if you
had surveyed a larger area?
• Were there enough services
and resources in the area that
you surveyed?
• Does your survey represent what you
would find in other communities?
What about the area around your
home? What might be different?
• What did you learn from your sur-
vey? Did anything surprise you?
• ~hat would you like to see changed
m the community? How can that
change come about?
4. Use these questions to lead a dis-
c'!ssion about the maps and the plan .•
nmg process:
• How did your group decide what
features to include and where to
place them?
• If there were strong differences of
opinion, give an example of how
your group resolved a disagreement
• How are your ideal communities the .
same as actual communities? In
what ways are they different?
• What would it be like to live in each
of the ideal communities? What
would it be like for a young child?
For a store owner? For an animal?
• How are the ideal communities the
same as the community you live in?
How are they different?
• Did you incorporate natural
resources in your maps?
• What did you learn about communi"




1. Ask students what they need to live
and list their ideas on the board. Ideas
may .i~clude food, water, family, shelter,
medicine, transportation, and energy.
2. Give students paper and crayons
and ask them to draw a picture of their
~eighborhood showing where they get
five or more of these things. For exam-
ple, grocery store, faucet, pharmacy
and gas station. If any of the items are
not located in their neighborhood,
have them draw a road on their picture
that leads to those items.
PARTB-Community
Planning
1. Explain that students will have an
opportunity to be community planners
and to design an ideal community that
meets all the needs of its residents. Ask
students to brainstorm a list of the facili-
ties, resources, and services that their
ideal community will include.
2. Allow student groups two to four
class ~eriods to plan and make a map
of their communities.
"" As an alternative to pen and paper,
students might create their maps
using graphics software.
• Invite a representative from a com-
munity planning office or firm to
visit your class. Prior to the visit,
h.ave students make a list of ques-
tions they would like to ask the
guest speaker and review them
together. Students can ask the plan-
ner about the process in which land-
use decisions are made, about the
community's goals for the future, or
abo.u~ changes the community
antictpates making as it grows.
• Interview residents who have lived
in the community for more than 2S
years. Ask them to describe how the
community has changed. Create a
book from the data collected.
3. Ask groups to share their maps with
the rest of the class and to describe
the features of their design.
lubjec:ts
Social Studies, Language Arts,
Visual Arts
Concepts
• Most cultures have beliefs,
values, and traditions that
shape human interactions
wfth the environment and
its resources. (3.8)
• In democratic societies, citi-
zens have a voice in shaping
resource and environmental
management policies. They
also share in the responsibil-
ity of conserving resources
and behaving in an environ-
mentally responsible man-
ner. (3.9)
• In democratic societies, indi-
viduals and gTOUpS,working
through govemmental chan-
nels, can influence the way
public and private lands and







Copies of student page, large
sheets of paper, marking pens
or other drawfng materials,






Democracy in Action, Planning
the Ideal Community, Are
Vacant Lots Vacant?, Improve
Your Place
BACKGROUND
Land is a precious commodity in every
community. Land-use decisions affect
people in many ways, including where
they live, what kind of work they do,
what kinds of transportation systems
they have available, and what kind of
environment they live in. Land-use plan-
ning is the process of figuring out how to
use a community's land for various pur-
poses. Planning involves relating the
resources and characteristics of land to
the community's present and future
needs. Planners try to predict how to use
land to accommodate the community's
long-term needs, while considering
landowner rights, future development,
and population growth.
Most communities have a planning
process that includes plan formation, zon-
ing regulations, and city ordinances. Acity
plan (or general plan) describes the com-
munity's goals; objectives, and policies
regarding growth and development.
Zoning regulations outline the communi-
ty's decisions about location, intensity, and
development of public facilities, and of
private land use in other areas. For exam-
ple, zoning may regulate where parks and
businesses can be located or where hous-
ing developments can be built. The com-
munity might have ordinances that per-
mit or prohibit certain kinds of activities
in specific areas of the community. These
varied elements of land-use planning
work together as a system to help private}
citizens and public decision makers
address development and growth issues
in a consistent manner.
However, deciding land-use issues can be
a difficult and controversial endeavor.
Communities usually set up and follow
quideltnes for making decisions and.
resolving conflicts about land use. Three
different decision-making models may
be used in a community: the consensus
model, the legislative model, and the
authority model. The models differ in
how much citizen involvement is encour-
aged, who makes the decision, and how
the decision is made.
In the consensus model, a group of peo-
ple becomes aware of a problem and
encourages alternative solutions from
group members. After comparing alter-
natives and consequences, the group
determines whether there is unanimous
agreement on the major points of a solu-
tion. The group then makes a group deci·
sion about which action to take.
In the legislative model, lawmakers
become aware of a problem and encour-
age citizens and government agencies to
become involved and submit solutions.
The lawmakers then listen to public
We Can Work It Out
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testimony about altemativesand C01"\'
sequences. When the dedsion-ma\t#ti
group is ready to vote, the majoritYVQte
.detennines the decision, which then .
becomes a law or policy,
In the authority model, the authority
becomes aware of a problem and, often
with little public; involvement, consid-
ers several solutions. The authority(or
that person's staff) gathers Informa-
tion on alternative solutions and con-
sequences. The authority then reaches
and implements a decision.
For more information about handling




Make copies of the student page.
DOING THE ACTIVITY
Ask students, "Imagine that you and
_ .Jur friends have three hours to spend
together this afternoon, and each of
you wants to do something different.
How might you decide what to do as a
group?" Make a class list of different
ways people decide what to do when
they have different opinions. Examples
might include voting, having one per-
son always decide, taking turns decid-
ing, having everyone decide together,
compromising, or having someone
else listen and make the dedsion for
them. Explain the consensus, leqisla-
tive, and authority models from the
Background information.
z. Explain that in this activity students
will simulate the legislative model for
dedsion making in a community. In
the simulation, "citizen groups" of stu-
dents will present their solutions to a
problem and the "dty council" will
vote to reach a final decision.
~. Oistribute copies of the student
: and read the scenario as a class.
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that~~~y wiUthen make a two-minute
presentation to, the c;itycouncil, and
that rr,ore than 9ne person must help
to present-the plan,
7. T""e:ntyminutes after the groups
have started, choose one person from
each group to be part of the city coun-
cil. Have city council members meet
together in a separate area of the
room. Explain to them that their job is
to listen to the plans and to vote on
the best proposal. Ask them to decide
what criteria they will use to judge the
plans. (For example, they can judge the
plans as most creative, most environ-
mentally sound, most satisfying to the
public, or most legally correct.)
4. Ask the following£{llestions to h~lp
students begin thinking aboutpossi-
ble solutions as they focus on the
areas of conflict.
• What four parties are involved in
this conflict? What does each of
them want? (List the parties' go.als
on the board.)
Ms. Thomas - used car lot, dean cars,
the Heritage Oak cut down, lowest
cost, visible advertistnq, no street trees
Neighbors - no used car lot, no noise,
a view, the Heritage Oak preserved
Center City - street trees planted for
shade and beauty
Environmental Group - the Heritage
Oak preserved, its roots protected,
street trees planted
• What are some points of conflict
among the parties? (For example,
the neighbors don't want the
Heritage Oak cut down, but Ms.
Thomas does.)
• What alternatives can you think of
that Would satisfy one of these
points of conflict? (For example,
erect a sound wall or plant screen
trees behind the carlot to protect
the neighbors from disturbing sights
and sounds.)
~\ 5. Divide the class into groups of
fOUTor five students. Explain that
each group represents a city planning
group that must come up with a
plan to resolve the situa-




for drawing or listing
the main elements of
their plan. Explain that
a dty councfl will be
formed to dedde on the
best plan.
6. Tell students they will
have about 30 minutes to
develop a plan. Explain
8.When the time is up, seat the city
council members in front of the class.
Ask for a volunteer timekeeper to limit
each presentation to two minutes.
After all of the groups have made their
presentations, the dty council should
meet privately for 5-10 minutes for a
final discussion and to vote on the
best plan. While the council is meet-
ing, each group can develop a list of
the criteria on whkh it thinks the deci-
sion should be based.
'" the council has reached a
'OT'I, ask the members to return,
nee their decision, and explain
sts of their decision. Discuss
'the group:
you agree with the city council?
yorwhynot?
at criteria did the city council use
decide? Do you agree with those
terfa?
What changes would you have made
{to the decision process?
c. How is this process similar to what
tlappens in real life? How is it differ-
tnt?
Why do you think cities have zoning
laws and land-use plans? What
would happen if they didn't?
• locate two areas near the school for
students to compare: one with street
trees and one without. What affect
do trees have on a street? How do
trees affect the temperature, shade,
or feel of an area? What benefits do
street trees provide? (They cool and
clean the air, muffle noise, and pro-
vide beauty.) What problems do
trees cause? (Their fruits and leaves
fall. They block signs and have a
potential to damage power lines.
Their roots can damage sidewalks.
Their falling limbs could cause dam-
age or injury.)
• Contact your local land use planning
office to find out what goals, policies,
or ordinances you community has
that involve trees. Help the class dis-
cuss whether students agree with
those policies, and'
whether they think the
policies are enough.
Students may make rec-
ommendations about the
policies to the appropriate'
governing body.
• Invite a land-use planner
in your community to
talk with the class about
zoning restrictions for
different areas of the
community and how zon-
ing disputes are resolved .
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fhe Heritage Oak PiletMtMa
Ms.Keesha Thomas owns a lot in the fashionable
shopping district of downtown Center City.The
lot is currently vacant. Ms.Thomas would like to
build a luxury car business on
the lot and is asking the
city for permission to do
so. She feels that the
lot is perfectly situat-
ed to attract customers
and to show off her cars.
She has been waiting a
long time to develop
this business; now
that she finally has the
money, she wants the car
dealership to look just right.
Ms.Thomas does not want that many trees
along the sidewalk because she thinks they
would hide her cars. Her lot is about 120 feet
(36.6m) long, which will require six trees. Also,
she says those street trees could create a mess
that would blow onto her expensive cars
and cause damage.
The neighbors wholtve behind the lot
are against development of the car
business. They are worried about the
ugly sight and loud noises from a car
lot. Now they enjoy a view of the
Heritage Oak from their windows.
The local environmental
group is also against the
cat business. The/group is
concerned about the
Heritage Oak,which it says
is a proud, healthy tree that is a
piece of living history. The group
wants the dty council to protect the
Heritage Oak aswell as the land
immediately around it, because
paving around the oak will
harm its roots. In addition,
the group is working to get
the city council to enforce
the city's plan of providing
street trees, and it wants to
be-sure that all new and
existing lots have street
trees.
Ms.Thomas plans to build a small sales office on
the lot and to pave the entire area for parking.
Currently a huge oak tree is in the middle of the
lot. The tree is about 150 yea.rsold and is known
around town as the Heritage Oq.k.Ms.Thomas
wants to remove the tree because she needs
the space to park cars. She also feels
that the tree would damage h~r
cars with falling leaves, twigs,
acorns, bird droppings, and
large branches.
The city's plan does not prohib-
it developing a car dealership
in that district, but it does
state that all lots must have at
least one shade tree for every
20 feet of sidewalk frontage.
The regulation exists so shade
from trees can reduce glare for
drivers and shoppers and can
make the area more beautiful.





• Ecosystems change over
time through patterns of
growth and succession. They
are also affectedby other
phenomena such as disease,
insects, fire, weather, and
human intervention. (5.4)
• Our increasing knowledge of
the Earth's ecosystems influ-
ences strategies used for for-
est management and envi-
ronmental stewardship. (5.5)
• Altering the environment













Large ball of yarn
Time Considerations
Preparation: 45 minutes
Activity: two 50-minute periods
Relatecl Activities
Web of Life, Environmental
Exchange Box, The Forest of s.T.
Shrew, People of the Forest,
Trees as Habitats
BACKGROUND
Earth-it's the only planet we know of
that is home to living organisms, provid-
ing air to breathe and water to drink.
Human and natural activities have set in
motion environmental changes on Earth
that are difficult to assess and measure
accurately. However, we do know that
these changes will playa major role in
shaping future global conditions. Ifwe
are to predict future patterns, it is
important to understand past and cur-
rent patterns of change.
While the effects of global change on the
Earth are unknown, we do know that the
Earth's ecosystems are delicately bal-
anced and interconnected. Within
ecosystems, the plants and animals are
connected by the flow of energy and
cycling of nutrients through water air
and soil. Throughout the biospher;, e~er-
gy flows by winds, ocean currents, and
climate patterns. Energy also flows from
the sun to plants, from plants to small
animals that eat them, and to the larger
animals at the top of the food chain. The
cycle of life, from birth and growth to
death and decay, links up with Earth's
biogeochemical cycles. Affecting anyone
of Earth's systems will impact the system
as a whole.
Natural activities that influ
Earth system include volcanic
movement of tectonic plates, aft
extreme changes in climates. H
have also influenced changes In;
Earth system through innovatlO1!\l
as agriculture, industry, and tech
While each of these innovations ha.
helped to improve the quality of111.fcw
many people, they have also affect.d d1f..
fer~nt parts of the Earth system with pol-
lution and resource depletion. While we
do not know the exact effects humans
will have on the Earth in years to come,
many people are certain that there will
be global changes. As the naturalist John
Muir once said: "When we try to pick out
anything by itself, we find it hitched to




1. Have students suggest categories of
natural parts of the Earth's systems (see
sample list). Make a list of these on the
board. Then, have students suggest cate-
gories of human-generated parts of the
Earth systems (see sample) and add
these to the list. The list may be further
broken down to items found under each
Our Changing World
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category listing. For example, "plants"
may be further broken down to a list





























'" 2. In groups, or pairs, have students
arrange as many of the items as
possible from this list to form a dia-
gram in which lines connect concepts
o' Tis of the Earth system as in the
d., J.am (right). They can create their
diagrams using pencil and paper or
Project Leaming Tree. PreK-8 Activity Guide
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graphic organizer software. Have
students be prepared to share their
diagrams and to provide an explana-
tion for each connection.
3. When students are finished, have
each pair or group present their dia-
gram to the rest of the class and have
them explain the connections they
have made.
4. After all groups have presented their
diagrams, have the students stand in a
circle. Tell them that they will playa
game that will demonstrate the inter-
connectedness of natural and human-
built parts of the Earth's systems.
5. Start the game by giving. a ban.Q.
yarn to a student and asking himQ.
her to name something that belong
in one of the categories listed on the
board..such as "flowers" in the plant
category. Then, while holding the end
of the yarn, that student should roll Q
toss the yarn to another student. The
second student must name sornefhinl
from another category listed on the
board, that is somehow connected to
the first item named, such as "irriga-
tion" from the technology category. H.
or she should explain the connection
(people irrigate plants such as flowers)
and then should hold the string and
pass the ball to a third student. That
student should do the same as the sec-
ond, and then pass it to a fourth stu-
dent. The game continues until all the
students are connected.
6.With everyone holding the string,
discuss how human actions that direct-
lyaffect partofthe Earth's systems also
indirectly affect many other parts. Use
water pollution as one example. Ask
which of the students named some-
thing that would be negatively affected
by water pollution. Choose one of these
students (e.g., one that said irrigation)
and have him or her show stress by tug-
ging the string back and forth. Ask the
other students if they feel vibrations









'-cause they are connected to the Irri-
IIUon supply and are indirectly affect-,4by the water pollution.
~
..,. As you rewind the yam, ask each
,erson, upon letting go, to name
lomething a person could do to make
the Earth a healthier place. When you
aTe done, you will have both your ball




~" 1.Have teams of students pick a
"global change" issue to inyesti-
gate. You may want to assign issues to
make sure the major ones are covered.
Possible issues include effects of cli-
mate change, energy shortages,
coastal erosion, ozone depletion, ocean
pollution, deforestation, invasive
spectes, desertification, population
growth, hunger, communicable dis-
eases, air pollution, soil erosion, fresh-
water pollution, loss of biodiversity,
and so on. Allow library or media cen-
ter time for students to conduct their
investigation.
2. Have each team prepare a short
presentation to the class with back-
ground about the issue, potential
effects it could have, geographic areas
likely to be affected, and possible solu-
tions. Record the geographic areas of
potential change with map pins, shad-
ing, or overlays on a map of the world.
'Discuss each team's map.
• What human activities may con-
tribute to these changes?
• How much of the Earth could be
affected by these potential changes?
• Are there any areas that may
not be affected?
• Are there areas that are likely to be
affected by more than one aspect of
global change?
• Are all countries on Earth equally
ready to cope with these changes?
• If these predictions come true, how
could cities, states, and countries
prepare for such changes?
• What can individuals and societies
do to make positive changes with
regard to this global issue?
Our Changing World
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Subject
Social Studies, Language Arts,
Visual Arts
Concepts
• Ecosystems change over
time through patterns of
growth and succession. They
are also affected by other
phenomena such as disease,
insects, fire, weather, and
human intervention. (5.4)
• Governments change and
evolve over the years. Such
changes affect the lives of
the citizens, as well as
resource management and
environmental policies. (5.8)
• Increased public knowledge
of the environment and the
need for conservation of nat-
ural resources have resulted











Chart or butcher paper, poster
paints or colored pens, copies
of the student page
Time Considerations
Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: One to five 50-minute
periods
Related Activities
Then and Now; In the Good Old
Days; People, Places,and




It has been said that change is really the
only constant in the universe. Change is all
around us-sometimes we notice it, and
sometimes we do not. One pattern of
change is the za-hour day.The Earth rotates
on its axis, causing the cyclewe know as
day and night. Small changes in the rota-
tion and the tilt of the Earth cause changes
in the length of day and night throughout
the seasons, but these, too, are predictable.
Some changes happen quickly such as a
tree falling in a storm. Others happen so
slowly,like the slow washing of mountains
into the sea, that we are hardly aware of













changes, be it the
history of a tree,
forest, society, or
nation. Humans have been recording the
history of people, places, and things for
thousands of years; much of this informa-
tion can be found in libraries and muse-
ums. Historians, people who study and
record history, can be a great help in tracing
the changes over time. Historical informa-
tion may be stored in books, photographs,
movies, computer records, government doc-
uments, or a person's memory.
Project Leaming Tree • PreK~8Activity Guide
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One example of change in your community
could be transportation systems. Todayyou
move around in cars, trains, buses, on bicy-
cles, and on foot. Just SOor 60 years ago,
you probably would have observed a lot
more people riding bikes and walking, and
not as many cars. Ahundred years ago,




The challenge is to be
aware and notice
changes as they hap-
pen, and then to look




Contact your local library or historical
society for historic photos, books, and
information about your community.
Some communities have historical
information posted on the Internet.
(Optional)DoActivity40, "Thenand
Now."Schedule a visit to the local
museum. Invitea localhistorian or
elder to talk about changes that have
taken place in the local community.
DOING THE ACTIVITY
PARTA-Changes In You
1.Ask students what major chanqes
happened in their lives between their
birth and age four. Encourage them
to brainstorm ideas, and record their
answers on the board under the
heading "Changes From Birth to
Four."(grew taller, learned to eat real
food, toilet trained, learned to walk
learned to talk) Then ask the~ hOW'
they know these things. Can they
remember? Did someone tell them?
Did they see pictures?
2. Now ask students to brainstorm
about how they have changed since
. they started school. Recordanswers
under the heading "Changes Since
Starting School."(go to school every
day, play with friends, learned to
read, etc.)
3. Nowask students to think about
how they have changed just since they
woke up this morning. Recordanswers
under the heading "Changes SinceThis
Morning." (hair changed from messy
to neat after brushing, stomach
chanqed from hungry to full after eat-
ing breakfast, etc.)
4. Discusshow some of these changes
are observable (such as learning to
walk).Other changes are harder to
infer - such as gaining knowledge.
Point out how changes can sometimes
be linked to a time or date.
Demonstrate how students can make
a timeline of their life changes from
birth to the present.
PARTB-Making a
Timeline
:;~ 1.Askstudents to gather informa-
tion about the history of their
community by visiting a museum, lis-
tening to a historian invited to talk to
the group, interviewing local residents
visiting a library, or searching the '
Internet. Share with students any
information you've already gathered.
,2. Tellstudents that they are going to
create a timeline of the history of the
local community. Dividethe class into
five groups, and make each responsible
for chronicling a particular time period
either one decade of the past 50 years '
or one of the periods listed below.
• Ancient Times (native peoples)
• EarlyYears (early settlers or commu-
nity development)
• Olden Days (grandparents'lifetimes
and earlier)
• Recent History (parents'lifetimes)
• Modern Times (today)
• Future
Students should compile information
about their time period from inter-
views,museums, libraries, or the
Internet. Explain that they will use this
information to make one section of a
timeline mural.
3. Give each group ample time to col-
lect information. Beforebeginning
their timeline, each group should
complete a "Timeline Plan" on the
student page, describing at least five
events students plan to include. Tell
them to consider changes in land-
scape, wildlife, and human lifestyle
over their time period. Askwhat
might have been the causes of some
of these changes, and then have them
incorporate changes into their time-
line period.
4. Giveeach group a sheet of chart
paper and poster paints or markers to
make their section of the mural.
:;~ Instead of a mural, students might
create a slide show timeline using
presentation software.
s.Askteams to explain the history of
changes they recorded in their section
of the mural. Discuss the following:





• Doyou think these changes have
made the community a better or
worse place to live,or have they
made no difference?
• Did any of the changes start out
being good, and then tum out to be
bad? Didany bad changes turn out
to be good?
• Can you identify any trends? What
implications might these trends
have for the future?
Enrichment
• Have students create a book about
the history of the community to
share with others.
• Ifyou're working with older.stu-
dents, you might consider getting
permission to paint a timeline
mural on a blank outdoor or indoor
wall-making a permanent artistic
expression of the local history.
• Have students become cultural
archaeologists and go searching
with a parent through the attic,
basement, closets, shelves, and
drawers for "really old stuff."Have
students ask the parent if he or she
knows the history of the items
found. Who was the original owner?
Where did it come from?What was
it used for? Have students write a
real or imaginary story about an
item that interests them.
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Time period you are studying: .
fitMeliraePlara for Your Local Area
Team Members:
2. In your community, what changes have
taken place in:
4. Explain whether you think these changes have
made your community a better or worse place
in which to live, or have made no difference.
1. Describe at least five events from your time peri-
od and the dates when they happened. Include
this information in your part of the timeline.
S. What are some of the causes of these changes?
Vegetation:
Wildlife:
Human environment and lifestyle (population, homes,
transportation, work, schools, land use):
Subjects
Science, Social Studies, Visual
Arts
Concepts
• Governments change and
evolve over the years. Such
changes affect the lives of
the citizens, as well as
resource management and
environmental policies. (5.8)
• Increased public knowledge
of the environment and the
need for conservation of nat-
ural resources have resulted















Activity: Varies, depending on
project
Related Activities
Planning the Ideal Community,
I'd Like to Visit a Place Where,
Then and Now
BACKGROUND
Students should consider various
improvement projects at school or at
nearby places. Simple projects might
include planting flowers, grass, shrubs, or
trees; painting benches; putting up fenc-
ing; scrubbing graffiti off walls; finding
ways to reduce or eliminate litter; or
designing a mural for a nearby wall. A
more elaborate project might be design-
ing an environmental study area.
Students can plan their project to coin-
cide with Earth Day (April 22), Arbor Day
(date varies by state, so you should con-
tact your state forester), or the birthday
of a historical figure or community
leader.
GETTING READY
Before tackling a project, consider the
scope of the project and the limitations
of what you can do. Your group can sim-
ply survey the project area and make rec-
ommendations for improvement to the
appropriate authorities. Or they can seek
funding from the PTA,school board, or a
garden club to actually carry out the
project.
Make arrangements for students to pres-
ent their plan to the individual or group
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charged with making decisions about
the project area.
For more information about planning
and implementing a service-learning or
environmental action project, see the
GreenWorks! Guide at www.plt.org.
DOING THE ACTIVITY
1.Ask students to list as many adjectives as
possible that describe the school grounds
or other project area. Which of the adjec-
tives describe physical characteristics?
Which describe the feelings the area
evokes? Isthere anything about the project
area students wish was different?
2.Takeyour students outside to survey the
area. They should look for things they like
about it, as well as any possible problems
(such as excess litter; dead grass; lack of
trees and other plants; soil erosion; or bro-
ken play equipment, drinking fountains, or
benches).
3.Asthey survey the area, have students
sketch a simple map of it. Ifyou have a
camera, students might also take pictures
of what they observe.
4. Ifpossible, have students interview and
survey people who use the area to get
other opinions on how the area could be
improved.
5.After this initial survey, help students
create a single, large map ofthe site as it
~TTently exists. Youmay need to make a
r1arge grid on which to layout the map.
(The map can have simple symbols such
M as circles for trees, squares or triangles
, for play equipment, and so on.
6. Have teams of students brainstorm
ideas on how they might improve the
area. Each team should propose its
ideas to the rest of the group. Write
these ideas on the board and have stu-
dents vote for the idea they'd like to try.
7. Help students determine whether
they will need to persuade the PTA,
school board, or another decision-mak-
ing body to approve their project. You
might also look to your community for
other supportive parents, individuals,
and organizations.
8. Divide the group into teams, each
responsible for preparing one of the
following pieces of an action plan for
achieving their goal:
• Background Information (What is
the area identified for the project?
Who uses it? What is the need for
this project?)
• The Problem (What surveys were
done of the area? What problem was
identified from the surveys? Where
is the problem located?)
• Recommendations (What actions
could be taken to solve the problem?
Which action do students recom-
mend and why? What are possible
future projects?)
• Details of the Project (Who will be
involved? How much will it cost?
Who will do the work? How will the
project benefit the community?)
• Maps of the Project (What does the
project area look like now? How
would it look after the project is
complete?)
• Expected Results (Whatresults do
students hope to achieve? How will
students know whether the project
was successful?)
9.When students have finished a
draft of their plan, they should evalu-
ate it using the following questions:
• Is there sufficient evidence to war-
rant this project?
• What alternative actions could be
taken?
• Is the action that students are
proposing the best one? Why?
• What are the ecological, social, and
economic consequences of this
project?
• Are there legal consequences? If so,
what are they? (If some parents are
lawyers, ask them.)
• Do we have the skills, time, and
materials needed for the project? If
not, who can help?
Using this evaluation, students can
make adjustments to their plan. They
should also be prepared to answer
questions like these when they pro-
pose their plan to the decision-making
individual or group.
:;'~10. Have students use word pro-
cessinq or presentation software
to make a final version of the plan.
11.Help students present their plan to
the decision-making individual or
group, asking for approval of the plan.
12. Upon approval of the plan, help
students carry out the project.
Enrichment
• Create a group picture of a "dream
site"- the project area with all stu-
dents' improvements made.
• Have students contact their state OT
local forestry office for tnfcrmatlon
on school improvement projects
using trees and shrubs.
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